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PREFACE

If the Author could be certain that none would read

the following tract, except the candid and judicious,

he should think it quite unnecessary to take any no-

tice of the kind of argument which is pursued in it,

or of his motives for its publication; but he judges

it advisable to explain both, because he apprehends

that a particular class of readers, who are remarkable

for their worldly wisdom, will be inclined to affect an

ignorance respecting these two points, in opposition

to their secret conviction.

Logicians describe several kinds of arguments, by

which the truth or falsehood of propositions may be

ascertained : one of these is called ' ad absurdum ;*

the design of which is to prove an adversary's prin-

ciples false, by shewing that they necessarily lead to

a conclusion, which in itself is confessedly a false

b proposition^



proposition. This is the kind of argument which he

has adopted, as a convenient and most effectual mean

for exposing falsehood.

He is aware that pious readers may sometimes

wish, that this argument had been carried on, with-

out the free use of the most sacred name ; but if they

should perceive a fault in this respect, he believes

they will not say that it rests with him ; unless they

should think it an unjustifiable proceeding for him to

repeat and submit to their censure those unworthy

ideas of the nature of God, as expressed in a few docu-

ments of great notoriety, which set up human above

divine authority. On the contrary, they will per-

ceive, that the real intention of his argument is to

cause the name of our Heavenly Father to be hal-

towed.

So much may suffice to prevent a wilful misrepre-

sentation of the argument. It remains now for the

Author to explain his motives for the publication.

Paine's ^Age of Reason' had been published about

half a dozen years, when it accidentally fell into his

hands. Though it appeared to him to be a shallow

and contemptible performance, when considered as

levelled against Revelation, yet he could not but

allow that this writer had some decided and important

advantages
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advantages over those, who call themselves Catholics

and Orthodox ; and he knew that the thoughtless

and corrupt would not take much pains to distinguish

between the case at issue, as it ought to be stated,

and the errors of its advocates. The effect, therefore,

which this work had upon him, was to impress him

with a strong conviction, that the most dangerous

enemies of Christianity are not the Paines and the

Voltaires, who take unfair advantages, but those anti-

christian perverters of the Gospel, wdio give such

advantages, by loading and disfiguring it with their

own ridiculous and pernicious dogmas. From this

conviction arose another, that the best possible ser-

vice which any person, in these times, could do to

Christianity, would be to detach from it those corrupt

and monstrous additions which have been made to it,

and to enable mankind to view it in the same pure

and perfect state in which it came first from Heaven.

He then conceived the design to remove those stum-

bling-blocks, undismayed by serious difficulties of

various kinds ; for there is nothing in this world which

he so much desires to see, as the general diffusion of

the Gospel in its genuine purity. Its divinity is im-

pressed on his mind with irresistible evidence, in con-

sequence of a patient inquiry after truth, with a mind

carefully divested of prejudice: but he cannot con-

ceive how his faith could have been sincere and cor-

dial, if he had connected with that Gospel either the

b 2 rank



rank heathenish doctrines, which are professed by n

Church including within itself the majority of Chris-

tians in the worlds or the more revolting doctrines of

those men who assume the title of evangehcal. It is

the notion of these latter, that the Almighty, before

the creation of this world, doomed the greater bulk of

mankind to Hell, to please himself with their everlast-

ing torments, and selected a few for himself, without

any respect, in either case, to works or moral charac-

ter ; and that the son, in cases beyond number, shall

bear the iniquity of the father, at the day of final re-

tribution. How such doctrines as these can pass for

Gospel among rational beings, is not easily to be ac-

counted for : to the Author they appear as contrary

to the letter and spirit of Christianity as the worship

of the Devil; and he rejects with indignation, every

system which implies them, as drawing a frightful

picture of the common Father of all. If the

Churches, which are encumbered with these shock-

ing principles, or with the heathenish corruptions

before alluded to, could grapple effectually with the

real Church of Christ, they would drag her inevitably

to the bottom, and the gates of Hell would prevail

X against them all ; but from the signs of the times, and

i from many dates of prophecy, there is much ground

for hope, that the great apostacy from the pure doc-

^ trines of the Gospel is near the last stage of its exist-

^ ence. This period closely precedes the time, when

some



some of the sacred writers date the restoration of the

Jews, and the comaiencement of a great improvement

in wisdom and virtue, extended to all human society.

Strongly impressed with this expectation, it is the "*'"

Author's design, in the following tract, to pull off the

cloak, which, to many weak-sighted mortals, appears

to identify the religion of God with the various cor-

ruptions by which it is defaced ; and the way in which

he proposes to do this effectually, is to shew, through

the medium of the argument already described, that

the noted fundamental doctrine of those who call

themselves Catholic and Orthodox, is downright

polytheism, founded on principles which w^ould mul-

tiply infinite persons, indefinitely; that it is most

imscriptural and monstrous ; and that it comprises

in itself as much profaneness and metaphysical absur-

dity, as any opinion of the ancient Heathens. When

this fundamental doctrine shall be viewed in its proper

light, he cannot conceive how any other considerable

corruption of Christianity can maintain its ground,.

Here it may be asked, how could a doctrine of this

description take root under the auspices of a pure and

perfect religion ? To account for this, let the prophe-

cies concerning the man of sin be attentively read, and

let it be considered, how much this doctrine contri-

buted to the gain and domination of priests, and how

it has been supported by fraud and violence, and the

perversion



perversion of reason. By a train of very natural con-

sequences, it has given birth and ample shelter to all

other corruptions of the Christian Church; yet it is

some consolation to think that this parent of them all,

has of late years received such pov^^erful shocks, that

it is visibly on the decline; and vi^e may reasonably

indulge the hope, "that it will not survive the present

generation.

The Author might mention another Church, be-

sides those to which he has particularly alluded, which

holds the same most exceptionable doctrine
; yet he

sees no other mark of the beast on herforehead, which

disposes him to contend earnestly against her for the

faith. He grants she is chargeable with a few crude

expressions, respecting original sin and justification ;

but these have long since become obsolete, both with

her clergy and laity ; and indeed they are not consis-

tent with the greater part of her numerous written

documents. Many excellent attempts have been

made to convince her sons of the vanity of addressing

divine worship to any Being, except to the only true

God whom Jesus always acknowledged, of which the

learned in general among them have felt the force,

though for the most part they conceal their senti-

ments. There is still therefore an evident necessity

for some farther attempt to place before them in a

new and strong light the grossness of the polytheism,

which
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which is still countenanced by their Church, in com-

mon with a Church, which exists only by the blun-

ders of those who affect to be reformed from it. No-

thing would appear to the Author more likely to give

a decided character to their wavering minds, and to

prepare them for a final and unexceptionable refor-

mation of religion, than a skilful management of the

argument which he has chosen. If the discussion of

it should give rise to a judicious reform in her Litur-

gy, upon the principles uniformly laid down by Christ

himself, he would consider it a happy omen for the

cause of truth among all nations, and he would be

disposed to say with devout Simeon, Lord, now lettest

thou thy servant depart in peace,

^

He

* It is a general opinion, and perhaps, not without foundation,

that the rapid increase of sectaries, while Romanists are for the most

part stationary, will shortly leave the establishment only the shadow

of a national rehgion. The Legislature has, notwithstanding, the

means in its power of turning the tide, and of securing a truly re-

spectable estabhshment, instituted fairly for the instruction of the

great majority of the people. The sure way to attain this desirable

object would be—to commute, for the support of the establishment,

the present tax upon industry—to sanction the omission of every

thing unscriptural in the public v/orship and the ordinances of the

Church, and to require no other terms of communion than those

which were exacted from the first Christians. The certain conse-

quence would be, the sudden and progressive decline of Methodism,

of Calvinism, and of all errors connected with Christian Idotatry.

The Church would then prevail over all Sectaries, and would main-

tain a decided pre-eminence, so long as she should be upheld by a

liberal and enlightened policy, by purity of doctrine, and corre-

sponding practice.
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'He is not without hope, that the same argument

will remove the strongest, if not the sole dislike

which some learned men feel for the Gospel. They

are acquainted with a spurious and a very horrible

creed; which, from an indolent reliance upon in-

terested men, and from an aversion to study the

Scriptures, they heedlessly mistake for Christianity;

and this creed they cannot sincerely adopt, because

they cannot be prevailed upon to unlearn all the

grounds of demonstrative knowledge, and to believe

that the Father of the Universe delights in entrap-

ping his rational creatures into everlasting perdition.

When such an hideous spectre, conjured up by

tyranny, fraud and folly, has been allowed for nearly a

thousand years, to shed a baleful and dismal gloom

over the Church of Christ, forbidding the friendly

approach of strangers, and causing the professors of

the Gospel to doubt the evidence of their senses, and

all human understanding, it appears a real mira-

cle that the Christian religion should have maintained

its ground after the revival of learning. Since it

could survive under such an opprobrium, it cannot

appear too much to say, that it would probably be-

fore this time have exhibited proofs o^ obedience to the

faith among all nations, if it had then been divested

of its leading corruption; and I presume this cha-

racter may be given with some propriety to dogmas

of human invention, most notoriously irrational,

which
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which gave the first handle for violence in the Chris-

tian Church, and made the first breach for a flood of

errors; which are opposed to the first of all the com-

mandments, and are guarded by the vilest and most

unchristian denunciations. It is indeed pretended

by the Orthodox, that these dogmas are inscrutable

mysteries: but they are mysteries only in a sense

common to all false propositions ^ and so far as men

should be ready always to give an answer to every man

that asketh a reason of the hope that is iji them, they

render nugatory all the judicious and successful at-

tempts, which have been partially made to restore

Christianity to its original purity, because they can-

not be assented to without the absolute dereliction of

reason. This circumstance will explain why no ad-

vocate for these mysteries has ventured to reply,

upon equal terms, to the deistical writers; while this

task has been performed with invincible force of

argument, by men who were contented with the

simplicity of the Gospel.*

The plea of inscrutable mysteries in the Christian

revelation has been so long and sedulously resorted to

by

* As a few Deists have plumed themselves immoderately upon

the advantages they have gained over some orthodox Christians,

let them consider how far the following case is applicable. If one

of them should prevail on a Dominican Inquisitor to engage in a

controversy,
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by the Orthodox, that most Christians have acquired

a confused apprehension that their rehgion is not to

be canvassed by Reason. They find it easier to sub-

mit to be led impHcitly in the dark, by persons, who

virtually assert both their own infaiUbility and their

blindness, than to search the Scriptures for themselves,

and to prove all things^ in order to holdfast that zvhich

is good. It cannot therefore be wondered at that the

moral influence, which Christianity has over such

Professors, is very far from giving much delight to

those, who know how to estimate its native beauty

and energy. The Gospel is openly professed

indeed by all persons, in the most enlightened

nations, Jews only excepted, and a few who pride

themselves upon their singularity; notwithstanding,

it is a melancholy fact, that a lively faith in it, that

overcometh the world, is a very rare endowment.

When temptation assails men, they require to be

supported by a firm faith in revelation; yet the wise

and prudent of this world seem studious to represent

the Christian faith as an irrational speculation :
^' to

prove

controversy, upon rational principles, concerning the truth and ex-

cellency of the Christian religion, I admit there could be little

doubt, which party would obtain the victory, in the opinion of any

impartial person; but how contemptible would the vanity and the

ignorance of the Deist appear, if he should therefore boast, that

he had effectually convicted the religion of Christ of priestcraft,

idolatry, and horrible cruelty.
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'^ prove its reasonableness," they say, " is in fact to

^^ destroy it;*' and while they admit that faith and

reason are sometimes directly opposed to each other,

they contend that it is always the province of the

latter to give way. This suppleness of reason is a

very convenient sentiment, for those who cannot

effect their designs nor secure their advantages,

unless they change the truth of God into a lie s and it

has proved in all ages the never failing source of in-

fidelity, hypocrisy, and delusion. No stronger pre-

sumption can be affordea against any system, than

to admit its incompatibility with reason ; nor can it

excite wonder if Christians, who are ignorant whether

their own religion is rational or not, should either

feel very indifferent about it as the standard of life,

and profess it chiefly for worldly convenience; or

should be intolerant bigots, who love darkness rather

thaji light, and who are prone to worship the creature

more than the Creator. It will form a happy aera

of the world, when none of the sanctions of the Gos-

pel shall be exposed to contempt, by an unnatural

connexion with physical impossibilities, and when

those genuine sanctions shall influence its professed

admirers, instead of lying inventions, promoted by the

sleight of men and cunning craftiness. The Gospel will

then again give light to them that sit in darkness and

in the shadow of death, to guide our feet into the way of

peace; its light will shine to the ends of the earth

;

and
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and it is only by a faithful adherence to its precepts,

that mankind will expect happiness and glory.

It must be admitted that no part of the Christian

world exhibits such a picture among the mass of the

people ; and it might be difficult to point out any

description of Christians, excepting perhaps the better

part of the despised Quakers, who shew by their lives

and opinions, that they have a sincere and lively faith

in the Gospel revelation. This observation will sound

harsh or paradoxical to the Clergy of all sects, and

to a numerous race with various names, who have

talked themselves into a persuasion that they are the

only true disciples of Christ; yet it is proved by many

facts. The constant wars among Christian nations

are totally inconsistent with the principles of the

Gospel 'y and that the people in general, as accessa-

ries, are answerable for them, as well as their rulers,

is evident from the very slender and feeble voice

raised in testimony against them, and from the obstre-

perous support which they receive from multitudes of

hypocritical zealots. If there were only one virtuous

government, renowned for its moderation, justice,

and equity, it might preserve peace among all civilized

nations ; for it would be . resorted to as the arbiter

among them : But what government enjoys this re-

putation, and actually regards the known principles

of the Gospel ? The question of the paucity of real

believers



believers will receive some illustration from the men-

tion of slavery—that cruel wrong, of which all Chris-

tian commercial nations have been guilty. Duelling

is regarded with horror by a true disciple of Christ -,

yet it is encouraged by the applause of the world

;

which men^ who call themselves Christians, are more

ambitious to obtain than the final approbation of

their Judge. The man who premeditately kills his

neighbour in a duel, shall be acquitted by the laws of

his country, as well as by the general voice ; while

the mean pilferer shall be hanged without mercy.

—

Indeed, of capital punishments it may truly be said,

that they are as subversive of morals, and of the just

execution of laws, as they are decidedly contrary to

the mercy and benevolence prescribed in the Gospel;

yet these reasons are never assigned by any one as

the ground of a protest against them, though many

cases of death, in addition to a dismal catalogue,

have been enacted in our times. None but Quakers

appear to entertain any scruple upon the subject.

A real Christian people would never lose sight of the

reformation of offenders^ and would soon find out,

that a gallows and a guillotine are not the most effec-

tual instruments for discountenancing vice. Farther,

who but a rank Infidel in head or heart could approve

of the Inquisition in some countries, and the pains

and disabilities in others, which are in force to pro-

tect the national religion, and which appear to re-

ceive
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ceive a very general countenance ? They who fence

their church by trenching on the rights of others,

have yet to learn one of the most important lessons of

the Gospel. They may call themselves good Catho-

lics or good Protestants, if they choose, but, so far,

they are bad Christians. Let me ask again, who but

a perfect stranger to Christ's commandments, or a

despiser of them, could bear malice in his heart, or

justify the appearance of it toward any person, for

worshippmg God in the way that he thinks best?

All insuUing commemorations of former intestine

feuds and triumphs, such as the periodical displays of

Protestant or Popish ascendancy, prove only the

ascendancy of folly, or of the true domineering spirit

of Antichrist. If we had a true faith in the Gospel,

and loved our fellow-creatures, not in wor^d^ neither in

tongue, but in deed and in truth, we should not be

afraid to do justice, and to love mercy with respect to

all men; and should never flatter ourselves that we

are acceptable to God, while our brother hath ought

against us. In these and numberless instances, there

is reason to lament the facility with which most men,

in pg:'ivate and public concerns, evade the divine rule

of our Saviour

—

All things whatsoever ye would that

men should do to you, do ye even so to them, for this is the

law and the prophets.

If this very work should produce any sensation, it

will
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will afford a good criterion, by which to estimate the

faith of many apparently very zealous Christians.

Multitudes of them will be alarmed, and some terri-

fied, at the idea of an attempt to promote Christian

truth and toleration upon the broadest scale, who

would have hope as an anchor of the soul both sure and

stedfast, if they had/(3z7/z as a grain ofmustard seed^ in

that Gospel, which they profess in a superlative de-

gree to regard as the power and wisdom of God. But,

if those Christians must be considered as greatly defi-

cient in faith, who are fearful that the Gospel could

never endure a very close and trying examination of

what is alleged, on one side, to be its greatest per-

fection, and on the other, its greatest corruption;

what must we think of those, who, in direct contra-

diction to every precept of Christ and his Apostles,

burn with impatient ardour to immolate all innova-

tors who attempt to introduce the worship ofthe Father

in spirit and in truth ; and who pretend that the safety

of Christ's religion requires the destruction of all such

Reformers ? A vast number, whose faith is their

constant theme and boast, shew great reluctance to

act toward men of every description precisely as the

Gospel directs -, and they charge those persons with a

design to betray it, who condemn all oppressive acts

for its dependence and support. When we cast our

eyes over the most favoured nations, it is surprising

and painful to think of the small number of Christians

among
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among them, to whom none of these observations

will apply, who know lohat spirit they are of, and who

appear to understand, and to exemplify St. Paurs

description of Charity, It is the Author's design to

> strike at the root of all these evils, by an attempt to

^c explode that idolatrous opinion, which is the grand

s source of all superstition, bigotry, strife, intolerance,

and scepticism among Christians^



ADDITIONAL PREFACE

TO TH E

THIRD EDITION.

Hitherto no attempt has been made to controvert

a single statement or argument in the following work.

Yet the silence of the Orthodox respecting it has not

proceeded wholly from contempt; for whenever it is

alluded to before them, they inveigh bitterly against

those who deal in ridicule on religious subjects. But

the Author cannot admit that he has given a just

occasion for their invectives; for he denies, without

any fear of being confuted, that he ridicules any

doctrine, or any apology for any doctrine, which is

not a fair subject for ridicule. He is confident that not

a page nor a sentence of his writing can be produced,

in which the Gospel is treated, on his part, with a

C levity
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levity unsuitable to a divine revelation. On the same

principle that he can be charged with making a jest

of religion. Pope may be charged with a virulent

attack on it, where he describes the Gods of the

Heathens,

—

Gods partial, changeful, passionate, unjust.

Whose attributes were rage, revenge, and lust.

With, perhaps, the exception of the last attribute,

these words describe, most accurately, the first part of

the trinal God of the most zealous Orthodox ; and if

the Author should place their heathenish opinions

and bungling apologies in such a juxta-position as

may excite the laughter and contempt of the Reader,

while at the same time he states them with truth and

accuracy, can it be reasonably inferred from this that

he scoffs at religion ? On the contrary, if he suc-

ceed in his design, he clears the Gospel from the

^tigma which they cast upon it. The question to be

decided is not, whether it be justifiable to speak

lightly of religion natural or revealed, for this is a

practice which all will condemn ; but whether it be

justifiable to set fire to the hay and stubble with which

the Gospel is obscured and smothered; that is, to

expose to scorn its worst corruptions ; and what per-

son, who has a love of truth, and professes to be a

rational believer, will deny him this liberty } Most

of the Orthodox indeed maintain that what he calls

corruptions
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corruptions are the fundamentals and best parts of

their religion, just as certain savages imagine that

the paints of various colours, by which they are

striped and rendered frightful, constitute the proudest

distinction of their nature. Of these fundamentals

the Reader should have some general idea, before he

can be competent to decide on the alleged atrocity

of treating them with ridicule.

Among these, the first and most conspicuous is

that irrational and unscriptural opinion, which de- f-

serves to be called fundamental in one sense, because ^-

it is the origin and support of every corruption and ^
abuse in every Christian Church, that the true God f^

is not one uncompounded Supreme Being or Person, <
but an aristocracy of three co-equal Almighty Per- -

sons. Such a treble Deity is contended for by the ^

various descriptions of the Orthodox with as much
pertinacity, as if all mankind were to become ~

Atheists, the moment they should surrender this faith.

A large proportion of the Orthodox treats a doubt,

respecting three infinite persons, as a crime not less

impious than Atheism. It strikes directly at the re-

puted infallibility of their Church ; and questions the

only doctrine which at present insures for them a

host of superstitions, to which they are wedded.

Reformers from their religion, who agree with them

c 9 on
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Oil this point, leave them still in possession of the

citadel.

Another set of the Orthodox pretends that one Su-

preme Person, by himself, could neither declare his

hatred of sin, nor pardon it, nor be able to shew

favour to any human being, nor even to save an infant

from Hell. For these purposes they think a second

Almighty Person is necessary, who should assist the

first by such a contrivance as the following:—He
should stipulate with the former, before the creation,

to become a man in this small spot of the universe,

and to be punished in his own person as a great

sinner; and, in process of time, he should actually

submit to all this indignity and pain, in order, by the

price and merit of such an infinite degradation, to

appease the infinite justice and wrath of his co-equal

against some sinful but fiivoured mortals 3 who ir^,

right of this bargain, were elected to glory by a sove-

reign decree, without any foresight of their faith or

works. These elect, in their own estimation, under-

take to prove from Scripture, that their own infinite

wickedness is imputed literally to this second Al-

mighty Person, and that his infinite virtue and merits

are literally imputed to themselves, vv^ithout a con-

dition of any kind. But this second Almighty Per-

son is represented as having a notion of infinite jus-

tice
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tice toward his co-equal, and toward sinful men, dia-

metrically opposite to that entertained by the other

;

for he is placable and actively benevolent, though he

does not require that co-equal to assume a miserable

manhood, in order to satisfy any scruples of his own

concerning the strict demands of infinite justice from

sinners, and to appease his wrath. If this mild and

good temper be a perfection in one Almighty Person,

what should we think of the infinite wrath of another,

—and what a pity is it that the kind " perfect God*'

should not be the sole God ! Yet how can they sup-

port at once his tender and considerate placability

and his omnipotence ? For they will admit, not-

withstanding his infinity, and the comprehensive

benevolence of his design toward men, recorded in

Scripture, that he has not procured an equitable

chance of salvation, nor a possibility of it, nor even an

exemption from endless torments for the great mass of

mankind, though they are allowed to be not on a

worse footing, respecting morality, than the elect.

In the celebrated bargain between these two Per-

sons, no work of any kind has been laid out for the

third Almighty Person ; but he looks on passively

at the whimsical though terrible severity of one of

his comrades, and the simplicity of the other, neither

requiring nor offering any satisfaction.

From
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From every view which we can take of the boasted

apparatus of these Orthodox, for enabUng their most

embarrassed God to obtain a dear-bought victory

over the Devil, and for reforming and saving man-

kind, we are led to conclude, that it is as puerile and

monstrous in its contrivances, and in its design to im-

prove the eternal God by recent degradation, as the

wildest mythology of Indians. It represents one per-

son of their aristocracy as punishing, without sense or

necessity, the innocent for the guilty, in order to

display his hatred of sin,—as destitute of the attri-

butes of justice and goodness in all his dealings with

one of his partners, and with mankind,—as a respec-

ter of persons, and a sworn enemy of the human race

whom he visits with infinite wrath; the second person

it represents as a complete dupe, and the third Persoa

as a cipher. Essential malignity, injustice, and hypo-

crisy are the great characteristics of the first part of

their Deity, though they praise with ecstacy his good-

ness, because they think he has made an unconditional

decree in their own favour. Yet in what does his

goodness toward any men consist, if he refuse to shew

favour to a single mortal, except in those cases wherein

he is paid not only a full, but an enormous price for it?

His infinite justice is the constant and leading subject

of their declamations, though they allow that it impels

him to pursue with infinite wrath most of the chil-

dren
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dren of men, for practising those very sins which he

himself forces on them ; though they say he exacted

an infinite humiliation from one of his co-equals to

satisfy his justice, with respect to the elect, without

offering in his turn the smallest satisfaction to the

justice of his two co-equals, who had each as good a

right to expect it from him ; and though they will

admit, that the infinite atonement which he is sup-

posed to have accepted for the elect before creation,

had no more reference to their virtuous life, than

what may now be passing in the moon. Has not the

potter power over his clay f is their grand apology for

the dreadful caprice which they ascribe to this part

of their God : yet these words of St. Paul relate only

to temporal privileges; for which alone, without im-

provement, there is no future reward, and for their

absence there can be no future condemnation,

before the text could apply to the future state,

they should suppose that a potter has power to in^

spire his clay with life and reason, and to prolong

these indefinitely ; and if he had such a power, would

he act like a just and good man, or like the Universal

Father, if he should force that sensitive and rational

clay to endure endless torments ?

With respect to the tendency of the true Gospel of

God to reform mankind, they consider it an idea sug-

gested
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gested by pride alone ; and they pronounce the same

judgment on the belief that this world is a state of

probation. It is only a theatre, they say, for the

displaj^ of God's grace and justice; yet it is not the

whole of their God, but the Person who composes the

first part of their trinal God who displays these quali-

ties, by consigning the whole human race to Hell,

with the exception of a few favourites, pre-ordained

to be saved without works.

Much caution and artifice are used to conceal

these opinions from the multitude, until they can

first bring all the selfish passions of their hearers into

action, in sufficient force to overpower reason, and to

reduce it to a state of captivity and slavery. If the

number of the elect, and the means by which they

accept Christ, be fore-ordained, then this artful ma-

nagement also must be fore-ordained ; and thus,

either the elect are no better than machines, or the

favourable decrees which they attribute to God require

unworthy arts in men to give them effect. Indeed,-

the, number of the reputed elect would be soon ex-

hausted, if none but rational and honourable methods

of conversion were resorted to. Their only success-

ful plan ^o make proselytes is to terrify their hearers

with impassioned declamations on the fiery wrath of

God; and when they nearly excite despair, they

modify
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modify this terrible God, and let it be known that

they were speaking only of one part of him. An-

other Almighty Person, of a different character, they

have still in reserve, and Him they thrust forward to

notice at the critical moment of the greatest terror,

as the Saviour of the elect ; that is, of those who

have power to accept him without works. By this

token alone, they confidently assure their hearers,

men can discover their election^ while the surest mark

of a proud reprobate is to be under much concern

about repentance and good, works, and rational

piety. Accordingly they never direct their frighten-

ed hearers to fly for safety to such soul-damning ex-

pedients as contrition, and fruits meet for repentance,

and appeals to the mercy of God 3 but they describe

and extol from their own experience, a singular kind

of faith, which consists in a powerful volition to ac-

cept Christ unconditionally, without works, and in a

lively imagination that they are rubbing themselves

all over with his blood. Yet the free-will of their

hearers to adopt this faith is still denied, while it is

pressed on them as the never-failing distinction be-

tween the elect and the reprobate. Here the retreat

of those who are panic-struck is cut off. During

their agony they hear the preacher reproaching their

proud rebellious hearts for struggling against the be-

lief of their own infinite privilege and happiness.

Enthusiastic
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Enthusiastic distress is seldom lasting. On the first

ebb of their passions they mistake the effect of the

preacher's art for a divine afflatus which overpowers

their will ; and then they are made to believe that

the true token of their election has been communi-^

cated to them from above. Immediately their alarms

are changed into rapture, though perhaps till then

they had been very wicked -, and they soon become

converts to the doctrine of unconditional election

and reprobation,—the most irrational and horrible

theory which has ever been broached since the crea^

tion. After they have accepted Christ, they find it

the most difficult part of their undertaking to hold

him ; they fly therefore impatiently to the taber-

nacle to be again frightened, and to enjoy a renewed

escape, and washing, and spiritual luxury. Many
cannot secure him, except by jumping to catch him

among a crowd of infuriate mortals, till their strength

is exhausted. But whenever their faith is so strong

that they can lay sure hold on him, they place him right

between themselves and the infinitely wrathful part of

God. In that critical position, behind one AlmigTity

Person as a rampart, they feel themselves within the

walls of refuge, whither the pursuer for blood dares

not follow, and there they defy his power. But sud-

denly a wonderful change is effected in the wrathful

Person : his terrible countenance relaxes into the

most
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most gracious smile, so soon as he sees tbey have well

escaped from his grasp behind his co-equal. Each

lucky fugitive experiences occasionally a panting de-

light, such as a monkey feels v\^hich escapes up a tree

from a tiger. In this state the convert has all the

symptoms of a fanatic, and he relishes nothing but

what keeps alive his delusion. Hence we can ac-

count for the crowd in the tabernacle, and for the

bigotry of those who frequent it. When once a man

is puffed up with the thoughts of his election, he be-

comes inaccessible to reason 5 he can acquicsce ill

any misery without end, to his neighbours, which

appears essential to his own security, and he bids a

final adieu to charity. It is indeed usual for them to

say, that while they labour to make proselytes to

their doctrine, they excel in the most perfect kind of

charity; yet their efforts in this cause are opposed to

all the characters of charity described by St. Paul.

Their boast implies that the decrees of God, and the

bargain made between two Almighty Persons, con-

cerning some of the elect, cannot take effect without

their assistance. The only way to break at once into

atoms this connected chain of presumption, intole-

rance, and folly, is to enforce the scriptural doctrine

of the perfect unity of God.

By their o^yn account of their huge machinery for

redeeming
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redeeming mankind, it operates most unfortunately

for two parts of their triple God, and for the human

race^ for after the two leading Almighty Beings of

their Trinity had put forth their separate powers for

the deliverance of man ; after one of them had ac-

cepted an infinite price for relaxing from his infinite

wrath, and another had submitted to be metamor-

phosed and humbled to the dust 5 still not one human

being in many hundreds can be saved from endless

torments; and thus the victory on the part of these

Almighty Beings and mankind against the Devil is

decidedly lost. Even the small number saved are not

the good men^ for whom some zvould even dare to die,

but the most gloomy and selfish of mortals. The

Devil has farther the satisfaction to see the person

who is complimented by the elect with the first rank,

though with a second rate worship, depicted so per-

fectly hke himself in power and disposition toward

mankind, that it may fairly be questioned which of

the two is the real object of their adoration.

Those strongly prejudiced persons, who are resolved

at all events to abide by these several fundamental

doctrines and practices, each of which is most logi-

cally deduced by their respective partisans from the

fundamental opinion of all the Orthodox, must dread

and hate reason, particularly the ^ argumentum ad

absurdum,'
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absurdum/ and all rational consistent translation

and interpretation of Scripture 3 because they must

suspect that reason, and the true obvious sense of

Scripture, are not in unison with their fundamentals.

After one or two generations it will be the astonish- :^

ment of mankind, that such hideous doctrines as

those last described, should have abettors in an en-

lightened age and country.

Enough has been said respecting the fundamentals

of the modern Calvinists. Other Trinitarians, under

the character of Arminians, adopt a less gloomy

system. Yet while they consider " the bargain,''

which idea is implied in the doctrine of the '^ atone-

ment,'* as one of the essential doctrines,* and repre-

sent

* The Author confesses that he had not paid much attention to

the doctrine of the Atonement, and that he was rather partial to it,

on Arian principles, until he read the celebrated work of Doctor

Magee upon this subject. From the perusal of this very work he

began to suspect that this doctrine is altogether groundless ; and he

now thinks that the only way in which the sacrifice of Christ re-

moves the sins of men, is by supplying a powerful motive to repen-

tance and good works. Every kind of argument is attempted by

the Doctor, except the " argumentum ad judicium": and through-

out the whole of his work may be seen the dexterity of the deter-

mined advocate, whose object is victory more than truth. He
makes a great parade of logical precision, the whole of which may
be passed over, as none of it applies to the main question ; and he

has himself so little confidence in it, that he prepares his readers

for
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sent th€ two first Supreme Persons of their Trinity

with opposite dispositions toward each other, and

toward

for his doctrine, by praising a '' reverence for the mysterious sub-

" limities of reHgion ;" and he asserts, after much declamation

—

" assuredly, if our pride of understanding, and self-sufficiency of

" reason are not made to prostrate themselves before the awfully

*' mysterious truths of revelation, we want the essence of Chris-

*' tianity/' This is precisely the language of Romanists when they

defend transubstantiation ; and it will always be adopted by men
who dread any rational test, and propagate their faith by spiritual

tyranny. Such are the men, and not those whom the Doctor some-

where describes, who press the figurative language of Sc-ipture

into their service as literal truth, and represent the literal truth as

figurative. The Doctor admits that there is no discoverable con-

nexion between the sacrifice of Christ, as he understands it, and the

forgiveness of sins. He has also failed to shew, if he had any such

intention, that there is a discoverable connexion between the for-

giveness of sins and faith, in the atonement; or that this faith is

declared in Scripture to he any condition or token of forgiveness.

By this singularly cautious management, he certainly avoids many

absurd consequences with which the Calvin ists are pressed, and to

which they have never given a satisfactory reply; but, at the same

time, his greatest admirers must admit, that he proposes no more

advantage to mankind from the success of his labours, and the de-

cision of the abstract question, than if be were to ascertain our

Lord's stature, or the colour of his hair. It appears now that he

has exerted his utmost talents, for a series of years, with much bit^

terness of language, upon a subject which he allows to be altogether

speculative—unconnected with moraUty, or with our duty in any

shape. As if he were aware of this objection, he sets up " humi«

Ijty" as " the soul and substance of all Christian virtue." What

he means by it may be accurately known from his observation that

a " reverence for the mysterious sublimities of religion teaches

" humility," end from his description already quoted of " the es--

" sence
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toward mankind they must either evade the strict con»

elusions from these false principles, by arbitrary and

happily

*' sence of Christianity/* This species of humility he enjoys and

recommends^ in common with the most haughty advocates for spi-

ritual tyranny ; who place the utmost perfection of a Christian in

his repeating these words, with most humble devotion,

—

" I re-

" nounce the evidence of my senses, and all human understanding."

If Christ had been meek and lowly, in their sense of the word humi-

lity, he would have been perfectly obsequious to the Jewish priests

and rulers, and Christianity would have died with him ; and if the

humility which he admires prevailed universally, priests alone would

reign, and be as gods on the earth. No, the humility which is

uppermost in his mind, is not charity^ nor sober thoughts of our

works and situation, nor any Christian virtue; but it is an imphcit

acquiescence with him in these senseless opinions, that man has no

power to do or to will any thing which is pleasing in the sight of

God, but that the blood of God Almighty washes away, in a literal

sense, the sins of those men who rely on that alone. With these

right humble notions in his head, a man may live in the breach of

all the commandments, and yet be flattered by the Doctor that he

has " the soul and substance of all Christian virtue," and " the es-

sence of Christianity." To favour the same notions he has pi-o-

duced a string of texts, relating to the sacrifice of Christ, the true

meaning of which the reader may learn by the following experi-

ment : Let him try how they will all bear to be explained according

to the two opposite suppositions of a figurative and a literal sense.

On the first supposition, the meaning is abundantly supported by

parallel figurative language ; and the Doctor himself must admit

that all these passages contain nothing but truth, are replete with

beauty and harmony, and are free from difficulties and absurdities.

On the other supposition, the candid and judicious reader will find,

that the entire New Testament is at variance with itself; that it states

diflerent exclusive grounds of our acceptance with God, and that,

for no apparent object, it teaches the most unnatural and monstrous

doctrines.
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happily inconsistent opinions, or they must naturally

in time fall into the very track of the Antinomians,

which

doctrines. The Doctor says, that no one can point out any con-

gruity in the measure of a literal sacrifice ; and he contends for this

sense, solely because it suits his prejudices or inclinations, that we

should submit our reason, implicitly, to the literal meaning of Scrip-

ture, upon this particular subject. When we are thus called on

to put out the light of reason, which is the first revelation from God,

we may fairly presume that it is not for the purpose of substituting

the undoubted revelation of the Gospel, but some manifest perver-

sion of it. Upon what principle can he blame or refute those who

profess to renounce their reason and senses, in order that they may

understand literally these words of our Lord

—

tJiis is my body ? It

will farther appear to the reader, who will make the experiment

here recommended, that the notion of the literal sacrifice of Christ

to appease the infinite wrath of another Person, implies or supposes

the doctrine of a Deity strangely compounded of different Persons,

with opposite dispositions, one of whom became and remains incar-

nate ; a doctrine which no reflecting man can believe, though there

are many violent advocates for it. Will not the most stedfast of the

Orthodox be offended, if the question be put to him, whether he

really believes this doctrine ? and will he not apologize for his faith

by under-statements and appeals to mystery ? Dr. Magee wishes

to rank among the most zealous of the Orthodox ; yet he exposes

his orthodoxy with such caution, that it is plain he is ashamed to

confess that his God is composed of three Persons. If he does be-

lieve this doctrine, would it not be incumbent on him to shew the

reason why two-thirds of his God should be refused an infinite

atonement for the sins of men ? He was aware of this objection,

and from his silence we may conclude he was unable to answer it.

But the truth is, he no more believes there are three persons in Al-

mighty God, than the generality of Romish priests believe they can

re-produce their Maker ; and his belief in the atonement, so far at

least as it depends on this idolatrous notion of three Persons, is, after

all, nothing more than the belief of a partisan, whose views are con-

fined to this world. He will probably have his reward.
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which they now affect to hold in great abhorrence.

But if they give up '" the bargain/* and the opposi-

tion of character between their two first Supreme

Beings, what use can they shew in their plurality of

Persons? Some sentimental visionaries, indeed,

would greatly commiserate their principal Supreme

Being, should he be supposed destitute of a co-equal

and co-eternal object for his infinite love. Justice

however to their exquisite feelings should oblige them

to reject the idea of a God-man for this purpose, up-

on the principle that infinite love in the Father of all

would exalt its object, instead of punishing and de-

grading it undeservedly. But, unluckily for the cha-

racter of their feelings, they are obliged to admit a

third co-equal Almighty Person, who, if love be an

active principle, which impels its possessor more to

confer than acknowledge favours, must seek a fourth

to doat upon, who again would open the door for an-

other, and let in Supreme Beings without number.

In like manner, while the reformed Churches admit

into their creed such a thing as a God-man, they

will find it impossible, on their own false principles;,

to refute with consistency the notion of the farther

change of that God-man into a piece of bread.—

Every advantage from temporal powers and decrees,

and from the title of Catholic doctrines—^every at-

tempt to depreciate reason—^every exhortation to hu-

mility^
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m'lViiy, and to implicit faith in the Orthodox

sense of Scripture—every boast of an heroic faith

—every appeal to supernatural interposition, to

the internal sense produced by fictitious fervors

of devotion, and to our ignorance of the nature

and ways of God, with learned authorities innumer-

able, and quotations from all the dead languages,

with the consent of the universal church for half a

thousand years, with plenty of curses and imputations

of heresy against objectors, sometimes followed by

racks and burnings,—all these apply as forcibly to

one doctrine as to the other. A breaden God is con-

temptible enough ; still it is not conscious of any in-

firmity, and a man-God may be exposed by a much

greater variety of degrading epithets. Those who can

acknowledge a composition ofthe latter description for

their Divinity, or for part of it, in despite of reason and

common sense, have no right to exclaim at the obsti-

nate stupidity of men who worship a wafer. If either

doctrine could be decidedly fastened on the Scriptures,

a rational person would renounce them altogether.

Some respectable men, who have the good sense

to condemn all these gross corruptions of the Gospel,

yet contend that they ought to be approached and

handled with a serious and solemn gravity. But

i. they should consider that this mode has been gene-

# rally tried, and to little purpose. A man who under-

takes
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takes in this form to combat an absurd idea^ for ii*i-

stance, that of a breaden or a vinous God, or of a

man-God or God-man, must previously concede a

material part of the question in dispute, and seem to

allow, that it may be possible for him to entertain

some awful doubts on these subjects. To treat a

subject in debate with the solemnity of great respect,

is to admit, in some sense, that it is respectable ;

whereas a prudent man will sometimes answer a fool

according to his follyy lest he he wise in his own conceit

i

and will seldom enter with gravity into the discussion

of a doctrine, which he sees, at the first glance, is

mere priestcraft and nonsense.

When people say that ridicule is inadmissible upon

a religious subject, they impose on themselves, or

perhaps attempt to impose on others, by affecting to

understand the phrase of ^ a religious subject* inva-

riably in a good sense, as if it signified only some

pious quality or train of thought; whereas it is ge-

nerally applied to any theory or practice, good or

bad, of which religion is the pretence or the object.

Pagan idolatry, transubstantiation, polytheism, priest-

craft in general, and the inquisition, are religious

subjects, as well as the Gospel and the Christian

virtues. To deny the use of ridicule equally in these

opposite cases, would be to plead for immunity from

contempt for any false doctrine, and for all the cor-

ruptions^
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ruptions of the true religion. According to this

principle, reformation in the Church would have

been impossible ; and, by adhering to it, the faith of

Christians would invariably degenerate. The Pro-

phets and first Christians acknowledged no such

principle, for they did not scruple to deride the ido-

latry of their times.

Unless the Orthodox chuse to give up their pecu-

liar opinions as indefensible and preposterous, they

are scarcely authorised to call that species of writing

by the term of ridicule, which consists merely in

re-stating their own arguments, and decrees, and

creeds, and principles, and words, only changing

the name of their " God-man ;'' and their resent-

ment at such a statement is equivalent to a confes-

sion, that their doctrines are in truth ridiculous

errors. No appeal to the understanding can be more

fair than this, which shews how the principles which

have been applied to deify one person, do as effec-

tually deify another. B} this double effect, the prin-

ciples themselves are made to appear not only ridicu-

lous, but blasphemous ; and some of the Orthodox

own this, in fact, by charging the Author vi^ith utter-

ing a series of blasphemies. To all their charges

he answers in words extracted from Swift's apology

for the Tale of a Tub—" He will forfeit his life, if any

" one opinion can be fairly deduced from that book,

^' which is contrary to religion and morality.'*
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IF Unitarian Heretics should be allowed to proceed,

without obstruction, in their alarming design to in-

troduce their simple worship into the world, they

would soon rob us of whatever is erudite, or mysteri-

ous, or delectable in our rehgion. It is the custom

of these incessant disturbers of our repose, to flatter

the vulgar herd with the profane and presumptuous

notion, that it is possible for them to entertain ra-

tional ideas concerning the nature of Christy though

sapient rulers and statesmen, assisted by priests who
have been ever learning, have decreed that ^' the

'^ Son'* is ^^ incomprehensible i'* and have given their

sr^nction to so many mysterious definitions of his

several relations and natures, as to illustrate com-

pletely their own proposition.

Every attentive observer of human life must have

perceived, that in these latter times, the mind of man
seems naturally endued with a most obstinate spring

from the bent of orthodoxy toward Unitarianism -,

and that this spring requires the counteraction of a

greater force than has hitherto been brought to bear

against it : yet, unhappily, in this country, which fool-

ishly prides itself upon its liberty, the most effectual

B means



means of resisting the attractions of heresy, are in a

great measure withheld from us. Very grievous re-

strictions have been entailed on all our orthodox

efforts by our short-sighted ancestors. In their blind

zeal against Popery, which is the main-stay of or-

thodoxy, they condemned the use of that favourite

engine of holy Church, the Inquisition, which alone

had proved effectual for repressing innovation where-

ever it was triumphant ^ and they satisfied themselves

with a contemptible substitute for it, which affected

men's properties and privileges only, but which could

not reach the life of a heretic. In their ill-judged

pursuit of the same object, they did equal mischief

to the cause of orthodoxy, by supporting this hereti-

cal opinion, that it is no part of our duty to extin-

guish the light of reason upon rehgious subjects.

But to do them justice, they had not proceeded long

in this ruinous strain, before they recovered their

senses so far as to see, that it was not prudent to

humble the holy Father too much, with whose des-

tiny they conceived it possible that their own system

might stand or fall at last. They were alarmed by

some indications of the approach of an unnatural

enemy from an opposite quarter, which shewed a

disposition to turn their own opinion with unmerciful

effect against themselves ; theref^Dre they laid aside

this two-edged weapon by degrees, and in process of

time, they pronounced it most dangerous and unlaw-

ful. It now appears that their apprehensions for the

cause of orthodoxy have been but too well founded.

In these days of licentiousness we meet with free-

thinkers in all companies, who assert the right of

private judgment in the interpretation of Scripture;

who



who set at nought some of the decrees, definitions,

and symbols of the Church; who say, that Scripture

and the Church are at variance in points of great

importance; who take such farther unwarrantable-

liberties with Scripture as to compare it with itself:

who reprobate our most pious acts of faith to save the

world from the plague of heresy, and who are so

shameless as to set up their own carnal reason in

opposition to the theological decrees of Popes, Em-
perors, Councils, and Convocations ; and to the innu-

merable comments of acute Schoolmen, and most

reverend and dignified Doctors.

In this alarming period of prying research, when

men, destitute of chivalrous sentiment, rudely ex-

amine the awful fane of orthodox devotion, and

expose to unhallowed eyes the holy shrine of ineffable

mysteries, it becomes a most necessary branch of

religious prudence to remove our orthodoxy still far-

ther from vulgar apprehension, and to shelter it

within more mysterious folds. The manner in which

this pious work may be most effectually accomplish-

ed, is a question of considerable magnitude. To me
it does not appear to be safe policy to give any

ground to our adversaries, or to confine ourselves to

defensive operations; but I apprehend the surest way

to preserve our orthodoxy inviolate is to make bold

and unexpected advances on the heretics—to flash

the coruscation of some new divinity against them,

which, like the aegis of Minerva, shall petrify them

with astonishment. Obvious as the wisdom of this

conduct appears as soon as it is mentioned, yet I

confess it was first suggested to me by the noble

B ^ trope.



trope, so happily applied by a late most devoted

servant to the Priesthood, and an admirer of ortho-

doxy : When the vessel of state was too heavy, and

ready to sink on one side, he ran to the opposite side

in order to preserve an equilibrium. In like manner,

since Unitarians have run into the extreme of incul-

cating simplicity of worship, and since the world is

so much inclined to side with them, that the catho-

lic faith is in danger of being upset; the Orthodox, on

the contrary, may create a counterpoise to the love

of simplicity in the human mind, by adding to the

objects of worship, and multiplying incomprehensible

mysteries. In conformity with this captivating idea,

I am happy to think that I can give them incalcula-

ble weighty by adding one to the two additional

infinite beings, or minds, or persons, with which they

have already improved our notion of the Deity. By
this unexpected device, I have every prospect of

suddenly turning the scale, and of exposing heretics

aloft, in their turn, in a curious attitude. The
Trinity thus will be a point gained, and a subject set

at rest, at least for many years ^ and the contest in

future will be about the Quaternity, or some other

nity.

To secure this important advantage, most fortu-

nately, I have no occasion for invention or ingenuity 5

I have only to search for the arguments of the ortho-

dox since the time of Athanasius, a few of which will

fully answer my purpose. I am also confident of an

active support from the Orthodox, who cannot desert

their own principles; though perhaps I can expect

only a tardy co-operation from some very pious souls,

who



who are smitten with a devout love for a triangle, and

from some cautious politicians, who may be appre-

hensive lest they might destroy the decisiveness of a

casting vote, by adding one to their odd number of

divine persons. Against the prejudice of the former

we shall find a remedy as we proceed ; and let me
here remind the latter circumspect gentry of an im-

provement, which has been made in most of our

courts of law, in which one person has been added

to the three on the bench, with manifest advantage

to the public. But I have no great desire to weaken

their attachment to odd numbers, provided they re-

move to a farther distance from a deistical Unitarian-

ism ; and provided they include, in their scheme of

orthodoxy, that person whom I shall now propose.

The person, whose apotheosis I contend for, is the

Jewish Legislator; and I shall prove it to the asto-

nishment of all Heretics by such arguments as the

Orthodox will be proud to acknowledge for their

own. '^ There are certain attributes or perfections,

*^ which solely belong to and characterize the Su-

" preme Being : These cannot be ascribed to any
** creature; Wherever we find these perfections

" ascribed to any being in the Scriptures, we have

^' the fullest assurance that such being is God; both

" because they are incommunicable in their own na-

" ture, and because God hath declared he will not

" give his glory to another, Isaiah, xlii. 8. But these

" perfections are ascribed to'* the person whose apo-

theosis I contend for " in the Scriptures, therefore

'' he is very and eternal God. This I shall prove by
" the



" the most clear testimony of God's word.*'* The

instant this bold advance on the Unitarian is an-

nounced, all the truly orthodox will reassume their

courage, and will anticipate a complete triumph over

our astounded adversaries. At the outset, I have

extricated my party from a serious dilemma, in which

the Unitarians vainly thought we should stick fast

for ever. They have continually indulged their ma-

lice, by demanding from us in our distress, to mark

out precisely some medium between Tritheism and

Sabellianism.f This spiteful requisition is now im-

pertinent, because we are no longer concerned about

the former extreme : tessaratheism should hencefor-

ward be mentioned in its place, v/hich is infinitely

removed from tritheism ; and between this infinite

accession of infinity and Sabellianism, it will be very

hard indeed if we shall not be able to fmd out some

medium. By adopting a Quaternity we likewise

avoid the force of this most offensive remark of Uni-

tarians,—" that every attempt to explain the doc-

" trine of the Trinity is an insult on the common
" sense of mankind." Many other pleasing pros-

pects open suddenly upon us. If Unitarians are not

past all feeling we may expect that they will discover

remorse

* Short Defence of the Doctrine of the Divinity of Christ by an

anonymous author, pubhshed at Leeds. As I shall sometimes have

occasion to quote this pubhcation, which has received the highest

encomiums from some of our first-rate writers, I shall call it in fu-

ture—Short Defence.

t Sabellius taught that there is a plurality of modes or characters

in the divine nature, but a unity of person.



remorse, for having reprobated the Orthodox as po-

lytheists and manufacturers of almighty persons, when

I shall shew that the latter are to be blamed only for

their great moderation in this manufacture. Our

modesty is no less conspicuous than our moderation,

since we have long enough contented ourselves with

the title of Trinitarians, which is held in great con-

tempt by our adversaries, when we might easily have

assumed the more sonorous and honourable title of

Quatuorarians.

Our dignified composure under the insults of our

enemies, will appear still more admirable. We could

at any time have superseded their imputation, that

our Trinity is a heathenish invention, which had

been adopted by Christians through philosophy and vain

deceiti after the traditions of men, and the rudiments

of the world, and not after Christ ; for no philosopher

of Greece or India has the glory of inventing a Qua-

ternity.

From the improvement of our orthodoxy we may
expect more substantial benefits than the gratification

of our vanity. No doubt the Jews will be delighted

with my argument to magnify their Prophet^ and

though they have uniformly denied the union between

God and Christ, and have reprobated our notion of a

plurality of divine infinite persons, yet it is to be

hoped they will condescend to acknowledge all their

misapprehensions of these important subjects, when

we pay them so handsome a compliment as to con-

tend also for the union between God and their Law-

giver. Such candour will certainly gain from them

a fair
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a fair hearing to our scriptural and physical demon-

strations of this orthodox doctrine,—that the God of

" the Unitarian," which is the God and Father of

all ; I say, that '' his God is a mere idol of the ima-

*^ gination, and has no corresponding reality in the

*^ whole universe of beings,"* unless we constitute

one of his Sons whom he sent into the world, and an-

other minister of his will, severally and collectively

with himself, an " eternal, almighty" and " perfect

*' God." By the same, or a similar enlargement of

our orthodoxy, it is also obvious that we can sooth

the Turks, and not only weaken, but entirely re-

move that antipathy and contempt, which Mussul-

men feel and express for the variety of our infinite

personalities. In short, I should think very meanly

ofall my orthodox labours, if I did not suppose it pro-

bable, that the precedent of the compliment which I

pay to the Jews, will prove a fortunate mean, by

which Turks, Jews, Orthodox, and Heretics, will

all at last agree in the truth, and embrace as brethren.

In conformity with a skilful practice peculiar to

the Orthodox, I shall assume, on all occasions, as

self-evident truths, what to me appear identical pro-

positions, that orthodoxy means true doctrine, and

that my doctrine is orthodox. " Indeed the truth

^' of the doctrine ought to be supposed in our pre-

" sent question as previously known and admitted. "f
But

* William Jones's Preface to the Scripture Doctrine of a Trinity.

t -Waterland's Importance of the Doctrine of the Trinity, first

Chapter.



But let it not be supposed that by admitting the tri-

nitarian scheme, I disprove my own, or that my
scheme must displace the former ; for let it be consi-

dered, how can a fourth story be added to a house

before three are built ? and does the addition of a

fourth story necessarily throw down all beneath it ?

When the Orthodox succeeded in their attempt to

improve the Deity by no more than two additional

persons, they were so far from proving that there is

not another, that they have removed the greatest ob-

stacle out of my way, by ascertaining a plurality^

and with respect to the number of persons, they

have confessedly taken off my hands the greater part

of the task of proving a Quaternity. It is very for-

tunate for them that a person, with an adaiirable

spirit of enterprize, has now volunteered himself to

imfurl and direct the banners of orthodoxy 3 for while

they are hampered within their usual limits, they

appear like men in extreme jeopardy, who are alike

fearful to advance or retreat. If they will allow me
the free use of their weapons, which ia their mode of

handling are Hke bulrushes, and if they will trust in

my skill as their leader, I will open for them the

only way to victory and true glory, beyond their ut*

most expectation.





A NEW WAY, 8cc.

ilOWEVER impatient you maybe, my courteous

Readers, of an introduction to the most recondite

mystery, which the CathoHc Hierarchies, in their

secret wisdom, have hitherto kept as a choice reserve

for the faithful, yet I apprehend very few among you

are duly prepared for this initiation. Suffer me,

therefore, to give you this friendly warning, that you

will never have a share in the blessings of orthodox

theology, while you are curious and troublesome in

comparing it with the Scriptures, as if your sole ob-

ject were to spy out the nakedness of the land.

Your supreme happiness lies in profiting by the

wisdom and powers of the church : while you sup-

port her with zeal, and rely on her with implicit

submission, she will allow you every indulgence

which you can desire, and she will set your mind at

rest about the consequences in a future state; but if

you endeavour to ascertain the orthodox rule of faith

by prying into the Scriptures, instead of accepting it,

as it is ready dressed to your palate, in her creeds,

articles, and liturgy, so infatuated a propensity will

soon exclude you from her sanctuary ; and then her

true sons, notwithstanding their extraordinary Chris-

tian
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tian moderation and chanty, will reject you as out-

casts, with the impious crew of Deists, Infidels, He-
retics, Sceptics, and Atheists. If, therefore, you set

any value upon her favour, never presume to open

the Bible, until you shall have acquired a pious and

habitual dread, lest you maybe led on imperceptibly,

by an idle and profane curiosity, to uncover all our

mysteries, for by such presumption you will forfeit

the comfortable privileges which you now enjoy, of

believing the most incredible things without any

painful exercise of your understanding, and of enter-

ing Heaven after death, by the sole instrumentality

of our keys. Can you believe, you prying Ignora-

mus, that Truth has lain concealed for eighteen cen-

turies, only for you to find her out ? Your concern

with Scripture is not to understand it, but to under-

stand from it, that what the Church teaches, and

what a person, so marvellously orthodox as I am
shall teach you, is the truth.

In your approach to the mystery, I must insist on

your discarding Reason, as well as Curiosity, before

you attempt to pass the threshold. The stern fea-

tures and sturdy demeanour of this intruder always

disconcert the infallible guides of the Church ; and

the mild form of a fond and implicit faith shrinks

before his savage austerity. I cannot, therefore, un-

dertake to conduct you a single step toward the

mysterious light, until you declare eternal war

against this profane and unhallowed monster, which
" owes its birth to that fountain of darkness and self-

*' conceit, from whence has sprung all the confusion

" and imagination, that ever was introduced into the

" religion
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" religion of God." This monster. Reason, ^* is the

" Gospel of the natural man, unsanctified by divine

" grace, and uninstructed by any light from
'' above;"* and it is held in abomination by all the

faithful. But observe, it merits these epithets only

when it is employed against us; therefore I shall per-

mit you to retain a, species of it on certain conditions.

Savage as it is in its native strength and perfection, it

may notv^ithstanding be tamed to labour in our

cause ; but it requires much skill to know when so

dangerous a power may be trusted. Unless you
have it in complete subjection, it will prove diabo-

lically mischievous ; and if you cannot bend and stop

it, agreeably to your interest, like an unruly brute,

it will run away with you headlong down a precipice,

or into some stygian pool. If your Reason should

suggest an explanation of any text of Scripture, in

opposition to the orthodox faith, we desire no better

proof that it has already been worked upon by the

Devil to betray you ; but if it can satisfy you, with-

out the hazardous and fruitless task of examination,

that all the Unitarian comments on Scripture are

gross perversions -, and if it direct you, at the same

time, to contemplate the inexplicable mysteries of

orthodoxy at a most awful distance, and to yield im-

plicit faith and obedience to the Church, it then be-

comes entitled to our warmest panegyric; and we
should render devout thanks to God, for defending

our cause by so much excellent reasoning, and such

enhghtened minds.

After

Jones's Preface,
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After this short preparation, I shall venture

to unfold to you this deep mystery, " that" a

person who was a Man, " is, with the Father, one
'^ God.''

" It has often been asserted, that reason absolutely

" contradicted the possibility of such a union of di-

" vine perfection and ^ human imperfection, and

" thence the impossibility of such a union is in-

" ferred, and" his " Godhead denied upon this un-

*^ weighed assertion; whereas, were it considered,

" that the relative qualities of God and man are the

*^ objects of comparison, and that the incompatibi-

" lity of these two natures, upon a perception of

*' the qualities of each, must be seen from the com-
" parison, perhaps men who deny" his " divinity

*' would hesitate a moment, before they would even

*^ pronounce, that their reason had, upon natural

*' premises, given any testimony whatsoever con-

" cerning him ^ for, in the process, it must be en-

*^ quired into, whether the objects of the comparison

*^ be really the objects of their perception, how far

" even the nature of man is within their comprehen-

" sion, and how far the nature of God is beyond it ;

" and if, upon inquiry, it be found, that the relative

'^ qualities of the two natures are altogether un-

*' known, reason must be declared incompetent to

" make a comparison, and consequently to see any

" conclusion whatsoever. Reason, therefore, can

" never have denied, that" such a man as the Jewish

Lawgiver '^ is both God and man, however igno-

" ranee and presumption may under her respectable

*« name."
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*' name."* " Who can prove, that it is impossible
" in the nature of things, that the divine and human
" nature should be united iu the same person ? Yet
*^ good proof should be given of this before it be as-

" sorted, that the divinity of* a man sent by God,
'^

is a thing contrary to our reason, and such a
'^ proof, I am persuaded, can never be given. "f

From these specimens you will perceive, judicious

Reader, that no very serious obstruction to my main

design, can be apprehended from reason. " That
" which is incomprehensible, not being to be brought
" to the test of reason, "J it follows, that since it is

perfectly incomprehensible, upon what principle the

Creator of all should form himself into a human
creature, or how.a number of persons, who are each

of them separately a perfect God, can all of them

together make up only one God -, upon these subjects,

" reason must be declared incompetent to see any
" conclusion whatsoever." The meaning of this

assertion is, that reason can form no conclusion

• against' such adorable and incomprehensible mys-

teries; but we shall soon perceive that she can form

abundance of conclusions in favour of them.

I shall now have occasion for her assistance, in

order to ascertain both the plurality, and the precise

number of persons in the unity ; I may then pro-

duce.

* William BurgVs Confutation of Lindsey, fourth edition, pages

15, 16.

t Short Defence, page 8,

% Burgh, page 23.
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duce, with good effect, the scriptural account of

these orthodox mysteries, and shall shew, in the last

place, how the Scriptures represent the Jewish Law-

That a plurality of persons in one God is no blun-

der or contradiction, we have often proved by ana-

logy. An Oligarchy or a Democracy for example,

furnishes a case in point, either of which forms a

Government one and indivisible, though administered

by a few or by many persons. Here is an undeniable

instance of '' unity in" multity, '' and" multity " in

*^ unity." As in such governments, some governors

frequently submit to be governed, it is strictly ana-

logous to conclude that the same variation may take

place in the divine government. Accordingly we
hold, that some persons who have an equal share

in that government, have been sent by one of them

upon various commissions, in inferior characters

;

and it is perfectly agreeable to our orthodox faith, to

suppose it equally possible for any of them to send in

his turn the person who has sent them all^ for '^ such
'^ as the" first '' is, such is the" second, '^ and such
'' is the" third, &c. and among them all, " none is

^^ afore or after another, none is greater or less than

" another, but the whole" number of ^' persons are co-

'^ eternal together and co-equal." Now it is impossible

that one could send all the rest, unless he were su-

preme ', but since it appears from the above orthodox

decisions, that all have an equal right and power to

send, therefore there must be many supreme persons,

in one orthodox supreme God, or divine Government.

These principles and reasonings appear strange doc-

trine
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trine to the Unitarian, and inconsistent with his

carnal reason : for it is his doom to be a natural man,

from whom such sublime mysteries are judicially

concealed; neither can they be made known unto

him, because they are discerned only by an orthodox

spirit. Some cavillers will deduce an opposite infer-

ence from the analogy of a human government

administered by a single person; but I deny the fact,

because the most perfect autocrat has need of minis-

ters and executioners, and many conspire with him.

Even admitting the case, the inference from its effect

will strengthen the equity of my argument. The
absolute sway of a single person, in this world, is

rank despotism ; and the Orthodox very shrewdly

suspect, that the Government in Heaven would in

like manner be despotic, if it were not divided among

a number of persons. To the plurality alone they

attribute its balance and perfection, and their own

highly favoured situation. As one supreme Person

appears to them inconceivably tremendous, and dis-

posed to take infinite vengeance upon the first trans-

gression, notwithstanding the encouraging name of

Father which he has assumed, they approach him

as little as possible, or altogether pass him by, and

they " accept, receive, and rest in'* another supreme

Person whom they compliment with all the titles of

mercy and kindness. They are perfectly satisfied

that a faith, remarkable for such partiality and con-

fidence, will render propitious one person at least who

is a '^ very*' and '^ perfect God,'* and be '' the alone

** instrument of justification.'** In this respect the

C stanch

— - -
I

1 11.
* Assembly's Confession of Faith. Chap. 11. ,
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stanch Orthodox are peculiarly fortunate. By a

happy fatality, they devote themselves, almost ex-

clusively, to the service of that '^ perfect God,'* who

is all mercy, grace, and love 5 they secure his un-

changeable favour without self-denial, trouble, or

works of any kind^ they obtain the knowledge of

this favour upon the easy terms of " accepting him,"

and some of them obtain as direct a witness of it by

spiritual senses, as their outward senses can give

them of corporeal objects. The most ancient Ortho-

dox pass by, with equal facility and success, the con-

sideration of that first awful Being ; and they seldom

venture to trouble even that merciful " almighty"

" Person," who is not ashamed to call them brethren,

except at second hand. He is formally admitted to

be their Mediator with God, but since he is himself

" almighty" '' God," they fmd it absolutely necessary

to secure powerful mediators with himself. They

have been so fortunate as to discover that he and his

family are exceedingly good natured, therefore they

apply with the greatest comfort and confidence to

his Mother, or to the Father of the '' Mother of

'" God"—St. Joachim, to intercede for them. They

have also access to him and his family through the

medium of a great variety of tender-hearted saints

;

and almost every individual has secured by his own

choice and affectionate attachment, some one local

Jf-- and tutelary saint as his mediator and guardian, who

would be ungrateful not to stand forth in cases of

emergency as his zealous advocate. The indulgences

and freedom from remorse, which this assiduous

courtship and these devout acts of humility merit,

are inestimable: yet Unitarians obstinately forego

these
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these wonderful advantages, from their envy, hatred,

and malice, against a plurality of almighty persons.

They are so infatuated as to rank among creatures,

and thus to convert to decided enemies those good-

natured infinite Beings, who would place them among
the elect upon the easiest terms imaginable ; for they

require no more from man, than first, to be called

and esteemed "almighty,*' and then, either to be

" accepted without works," or to be approached •

with honeyed words, through the medium of some

favourite. How inconceivable must be that pride,

which will not suffer Unitarians to accept salvation

upon these favourable terms. It is so offensive to us,

that we praise one part of our God for his glorious

justice, when we see these proud reprobates obsti-

nately bent on paying divine worship to that single

Person only, whose exclusive idea is to us absolutely

insupportable ; and who, notwithstanding all their

endeavours to keep his commandments, will send

them all to condign punishment... I am doubtful if

it be not more orthodox to say, that these Unitarians

pay divine worship to '' a mere idol of the imagina-

" tion,'* which " has no corresponding reality in the

*^ whole universe of Beings." But we have the sa-

tisfaction to think that they will " perish everlast-

^^ ingly" upon either supposition. So much may
suffice to say, on natural principles, in refutation of

the objections against the plurality of persons.

I am next to shew how nature enables us to ascer-

tain the plurality and the precise number of persons.

Accordingly I shall produce many analogical proofs

of a Quaternity, most of which are familiar to the

c 2 Orthodox;
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Orthodox ; and these analogies will not only demon-

strate, according to our admirable mode of reason-

ing, that God must be a compound Being, made up

of many persons, but they will prove that * four* has

every advantage over one, two, or even three, and

that it is the most perfect number.

Of all the parts of extension, a right line is the

most simple, and it has length, two end^, and a

middle. The two ends may perhaps be called only

one mode, as no distinction can be conceived between

them ; but this is a futile objection, since they are

opposed to each other in the most pointed manner.

Again, to inclose any space whatever requires three

right lines at least; but four right lines are necessary

to inclose any space in which we can move with com-

fort. We can be at no loss to decide whether a figure

with three, or one with four angles, is the most per-

fect, both as to appearance and extensive use -, and

it is a very strong presumption against the analogi-

cally-theological importance of the triangle, that a

triangular temple has never been constructed for the

appropriate worship of three eo-equal almighty per-

sons, while quadrangular temples are innumerable.

The most enthusiastic admirer of the divine proper-

ties of a triangle would be cured of his intellectual

derangement, if he should not be suffered to enter

any habitation, for a few revolutions of the moon,

except a triangular room, equiangular in every di-

rection, which would frequently remind his head of

its folly. The superiority of the square over the tri-

angle must farther appear, as it supplies a proper

KOOT for a part of speech denoting action or passion.

For
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For instance
;
—the admirers of this figure square

their actions and their opinions aright ; but how
would a Trinitarian stare at you, if you should de-

sire him to triangle his conduct or ideas ? Farther,

There is no animal which is naturally suppv)rted by

only three legs -, and I am certain the most bigotted

Catholic would soon confess that '' three'' is a very

hobbling number to Ye]y upon, if he were never suf-

fered to ride, without having one of his horse's legs

tied up, until he should give up his fond prejudice.

I grant that a table or stool may stand with only

three feet; but the tripod is entirely heathenish, fit

only for Pythian idolaters, and can only be properly

emblematical of the three j-ov^es of Plato. If one of

these *ovc7ian feet should be taken from its place occa-

gionally, to be applied to any extraneous purpose, or

if it should be lowered considerably, the tripod would

fall. The crafty Unitarian will be apt to propose

his favourite circle ; but I particularly object to this

figure, because it is admitted by the best judges,

that to argue in a circle is vicious, nor can we get

rid of the fault by arguing about it. Yet how can

they overlook that it has a circumference, diameter,

radius, and center ? The triangular pyramid with equal

angles, which some of the old Orthodox have placed

on their altars as a good mysterious emblem, has

four points and four plain sides; on which account

millions of men, for ages past, have been unwittingly,

but fortunately, worshipping a Quaternity. This

figure exemplifies an opinion, entertained by some of

the Orthodox, that one infinite invisible Person is

the origin and support of the rest, from which they

spring, " but the whole" four " persons are co-eternal

" together
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'^ together and co-equal." Thus the four sides of

the pyramid have equal dimensions, and one side be-

comes very naturally the invisible substratum of all

the rest. The point at the top of a pyramid gives us

a clearer notion of quaternity '' in unity, and unity

" in quaternity," than any person has yet given of

a ^' triune one." A solid body has length, breadth,

depth, and figure. It has also the properties of at-

traction, gravitation, penetrability, or impenetra-

bility, and it is a conductor, or non-conductor, of

the electric fluid. These latter equivocal properties

of matter are finely emblematical of the various na-

tures of Gods-men. '' This name Jehovah, in the

" Hebrew, consists of four letters, as for the most

" part it doth in all languages. Thus among the

*' Persians the name is To^v, among the Arabians,

'' Alia; among the Assyrians, Adad; among the

^' Egyptians, e^yfi or ©gyD; with the Grecians, eto?-,

" the Latins, Deus ; the French, Dieu 3 the Spa-
^^ niards, Dios ; the Italians, Idio ; and with the

*^ Germans, Gott. Hereof some give this reason,

" that the number of four is a perfect number, and
'^ so hereby the perfection of God is noted. "'^ St.

Patrick's emblem of the shamrock is a much more

decisive proof of a Quaternity than of a *' triune

" Being." A stalk with three leaves, if they are

more than one thing, are four distinct things : to

leave out the stalk in the idea of a shamrock, would

not be more wise than to say that the back, belly,

and

"^ Cruden's Concordance in the explanation of '' God." The

Hebrew word hkewise for -God consisted of four letters, which the

Greeks called Tetragrammaton.
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and sides, without a head, would form a man. The
three J^aves, considered by themselves, are perfectly

isolated, and prove nothing as to the question of

" unity ;" but the stalk which connects them, gives

a surprising force of analogical argument to the four

in conjunction. There is a mysterious emblematical

effusion of the Trinity, much practised by the Pope,

which I cannot approve, because the action by

which it is performed is ungraceful, and requires an

unnatural distention of some of the nerves and muscles

of his hand and wrist. He has always been in the

habit of blessing the people, and of confirming them

in his orthodox faith, by pointing at them the thumb,

the fore and middle fingers of his right hand, while

he endeavours to hide the ring and little fingers in his

palm. If, gentle reader, you should imitate this

action, and especially if you should be an old man,

like the generality of the Popes, with little flexibility

of muscles and sinews, you will have much pity upon

the poor Pope; for you will judge by its effect on

yourself, that he has always exposed himself to the

danger of a cramp or a locked-jaw : but your concern

for him will be at an end, when you reflect, that in

future, orthodoxy will require that he extend and

point at the people his ^ four fingers,' which action

he may perform with the utmost ease and grace.

Perhaps it may not readily occur to you, what is

then to become of his thumb, and you may imagine

that if he should not succeed in concealing it by

some sleight of hand, it might spoil the regular

effusion of the Quaternity, and exhibit some porten-

tous symptoms of a Quinquenity. These are idle

apprehensions; on the contrary, the magnitude,

power.



power, and situation of this member, shew the ad-

m.r.wl perfection of the whole emblem^ for the

thuiiib will represent the Pope himself uppermost, as

the great and necessary assistant to the four persons

of his God, confronting and balancing them, by an

oblique opposition, with nearly an equipollent pow-

er ; and certainly this relative situation of the Pope's

representative will not appear too honourable, if we

consider what the Pope himself can emit from the

ends of his fingers. There is another reason for

giving his thumb this signification. It is well known
that the fingers and toes have the same analogical

uses, and that the great toe in particular corresponds

to the thumb : but whenever nobles and princes and

great men are introduced to the Pope, they are ad-

mitted to prostrate themselves before *^ his Holiness,"

and to kiss his great toe, in token of submission to

him as " God upon earth :** therefore his thumb,

when employed in benedictions, has an undoubted

right to be regarded exclusively as his own repre-

sentative, since the corresponding member has the

same relative signification in the other important ce-

remony. There has been a kind of prophecy a long

time traditional in Rome, that when the three ranges

or tiers in the Church of St. Paul, containing all the

pictures of the Popes from St. Peter, shall be filled

up, the Popedom will be at an end. Now the pic-

ture of the last Pope has filled the last compartment
of the third tier ; and a fourth tier will be necessary

to receive the pictures of succeeding Popes. This

critical time the old Orthodox contemplate with fear

and wonder; and their foreboding has overcome them
so much with heaviness, that they do not perceive,

when
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when theirinal number is exhausted and insufficient,

how the obvious plan is to commence a quaternal

range. My argument has, therefore, appeared at

a fortunate time for opening their eyes; and this

good effect will follow from their late blindness and

distress, that in future they will have no confidence

in the number three. The starting a Quaternity

will set before them such an interesting pursuit, as

will draw them aside from many unhappy prejudices.

I proceed to other analogies. There are four prin-

ciples of life,—heat, motion, sustenance, and reno-

vation, or the vis medicatrix naturae. There are

four winds in the world, and four elements,—fire,

air, earth, and water. The world is divided into four

quarters, and truly the peculiar notion of the advo-

cates for a smaller number must appear very unphi-

iosophical, when it is considered that it is impossible

to quarter any thing whatsoever into fewer parts than

four. The Sun is one, and yet it is the distinct foun-

tain of light, heat, time, and vegetation. A late cele-

brated Founder of a Sect took notice once in his

nocturnal sermon of the three candles and one light

before him, in order to familiarize to his hearers and

readers the idea of a '^ three-one being/'* But with

submission to him, I cannot but consider this ana-

logy as forced and preconcerted : whereas, if he had

studied convenience, or had complied with that

general custom of avoi-ding an odd number of lights,

as a bad omen, he would have preached his sermon

by the one light of four candles; and then he must

naturally have adopted my idea of a Quaternity. A
house with four rooms in it is still only one house;

and that person has but little sense, who would not

prefer
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prefer such a bouse to one composed of a single

room, or even of three rooms, when all are supposed

to be equally good. In one man there is a soul,

body, passions, and operations; and in one soul,

consciousness, understanding, will, and memory.

Some devout admirers of the number three confine

the whole of man to knowledge, passion, power;

vainly attempting to stifle all his natural sensations.

'' These parallels or analogies help our labouring

'^ minds to form the justest notions of that adorable

'^ mystery of the*' Quaternity, '' which it is possible

" for us to form in the present state of our existence;

" and they rescue the doctrine sufficiently from the

^' charge of contradiction, which has been so often

^^ urged against a" Plurality '^ by Unitarian writers."*

^^ If, therefore, the Scriptures," as explained by the

Orthodox, " attribute divine properties to" four

'^ persons, it becomes our duty to believe this mys-
" tery with humility and reverence, without making
" any curious inquiries, whether this doctrine is pos-

'' sible in the nature of things,"

The Orthodox must feel much obligation to me for

the judicious collection and display of these analo-

gies, which will promote their edification and comfort

beyond expression ; as they cannot fail to impart to

them ^^ the justest notions" of their " adorable" mys-

teries. I shall now shew that Scripture, as well as

reason and nature, teaches the doctrine of a com-

pound God, made up by a plurality of persons.

" But

* Encyclopaedia Britannica. Article Theology, No. 67,
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^^ But I considered, that while I am asserting the

' divinity of more persons than one, the thought

^ will in a manner perpetually recur, how it can be

' consistent with the Scripture account of the divine

^ unity," and particularly with that text ^' Hear^
^ O Israel, the Lord our God is one Lord.— By the

^ Lord our God in the text, it seems most reasonable

^ and natural to understand God the Father, not

' exclusive of, but abstracting from the considera-

' tion of the other persons.—I shall inquire, into

' what salvos, or qualifying considerations, we may
^ reasonably understand the general doctrine of God
^ the Father's being the only true God, or Lord.

—

-

^ If the doctrine is to be interpreted up to the ut-

^ most rigour, how can we be" orthodox " Christians

^ if we say this ? Or how is it possible to reconcile

^ it with "other plain Scriptures ? There have been
^ two ways thought on to compromise this matter^

^ The first solution of the difficulty will not bear; •

^ but the only way of reconciling the difficulty, is to

' suppose that the exclusive terms of ^ One' 'Only,*
^ or the like, may admit of some latitude of con-
' struction. It would be easy to illustrate this mat-
' ter by examples" (shewing that what is exclu-

sively applied to God in Scripture, is frequently ap-

plied therein to his servant) '' sufficient to shew, that

' whether it be said, that the Father is the only God,
' or that the Father only is God, the exclusive term
' ' only' need not be supposed to aifect" his servant

' at all ; but he may still be tacitly understood.—-'

^ This, then, appears to be matter of fact, that" the

^^ria^/i^ 'Ms not excluded, but always tacitly under-

" stood in those expressions of the Unity, which we
^' meet
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*' meet with in Scripture.—Had the first command-
** ment run thus. Thou shalt have no other Gods but

" me, except" my servant^ it had been plainly

^^ making'' the servant ^^ another God, which was

" not the intent of Scripture. The union and inti-

^^ macy between" them " is such, that they are not

*^ two Gods, but one God. This was the idea which
'^ Scripture was to insinuate along with the distinction

*^ of persons, and which it has every where very care-

*^ fully kept up. What may be thought an omission

** in the case is really an advantage, and the want of

*^ an exception in respect of" the servant '* is an
*' argument to us, that their unity is too strict and
^* intimate to admit of it.—From these and the like

*^ hints and illustrations, we easily understand, what
^^ either the ancient creeds, or primitive Church-
^^ writers mean, hy styling the Father the one, or

^^ only God.—The reason is this : the Father is, as it

^* were, the Top of Unity, the Head and Fountain

^^ of all ; He is first in our conception of God, and,

'^ therefore, whether we speak of the Almighty,
^« Eternal, or the All-knowing God, (and the reason

" is the same for the only God) we primarily and
^' principally mean the Father, tacitly including the

^* other persons.—-We are directed to" this ^^ cus-

^^ ternary way of speaking, by the very name of

*^ Father, denoting some kind of priority of order

«^ such as we cannot perfectly understand; but a

*' confused, general perception of it, is sufficient to all

^* the purposes of Faith or Worship."*

* Waterland's Fourth Sermon in Defence of the Divinity of

Christ,



Volumes without number have been written in this

most satisfactory and enlightened strain. I am now
to prove, more directly, that the plurality is a Scrip-

ture doctrine.

'* For my own part I own, that I have ever con-
** sidered the two first verses of the old Testament,
^^ as containing very strong, if not decisive evidence,

*^ of this doctrine.'** In the beginning God created

the Heavens and the Earth, In the original, God is in

the plural number: It is Elohim—Gods, and not

Elohah—God. What say ye to this, ye perverse

generation of Unitarians ? Ye talk eternally about

one God, whereas Moses says> Gods created. The
mioderation of the Orthodox, in th^ use they make
of this passage, is very remarkable. Since we
prove, from natural analogies and from Scripture,

that in one God there must be many persons, there-

fore, in each of the Gods, of the Elohim, we could

prove, with the same ease, that there must exist a

like plurality. The Scriptures would not fail to af-

ford us many important precedents for any number

up to twelve 3 we could shew that many substances

have twelve properties, and many figures twelve

points or angles ; and we could be at no loss for an

equal number of Scripture characters, with divine

attributes. But the perverseness of Unitarians has

not yet forced us to use above a third of our re-

sources, f At each addition which we have made to

the Deity, we have been mindful of the rule.

Nee Deus intersit, dignus ni vindicc nodus.

Beyond

* Maurice on the Oriental Trinities.

t An instance of great moderation and prudence may be seen in

the
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Beyond this rule we take only the very moderate

liberty of asserting or denying occasionally, that each

person in the compounded Godhead has a separate

being, on account of the difficulty of maintaining,

on one hand, that many separate substances are the

same substance, that many beings are only one

beings and that one Supreme Being is made up of

many Supreme Beings -, or, on the other, on account

of the greater inconvenience of becoming Deists, by

annihilating the Founders, of the divine dispensa-

tions, and denying that there ever were such Beings.

In one instance I admit that the old Orthodox make
the fullest use of all their privileges, for they daily

transubstantiate little pieces of paste into some hun-

dreds of thousands of beings or persons, each of

w^hich is " tlie body, blood, soul, and divinity of" a

*^ perfect God." Wonderful as this phenomenon

may appear to Unitarians, it is perfectly familiar

and credible to those, who have been properly in-

structed to despise reason, '^ to beware of the delu-

^^ sions of natural religion, if such a religion there

be," and to renounce " the evidence of their senses^

and all human understanding."

" Another reflection on the style of Moses, which
^' ought to be every where singular, and yet inti-

*' mates a plurality, is this, that Moses, in the

" history of the creation, brings in God speaking to

" some

the conduct of the Orthodox Fathers, who contended, a long time,

for the divinity of Christ, before they thought it either necessary or

Recent, to speak a word about the divinity of the Holy Ghost.
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^^ some one thus, ^ let such a thing be made/ and it

" follows, it was made; and again, God said and

" God said. This expression is repeated no less than

*^ eight times, which is a thing very surprising in so

" concise a history. For to whom did God then

'* speak ? to whom did he issue out his orders ? or who
^^ was he that did execute them ? There were then

'^ neither men nor angels to obey him, nor to hear

" him speak."* The profundity of these observations

and questions sufficiently exposes the folly of Unita-

rians in attempting to reason with us.

I need not enlarge here on the scriptural proofs of

a plurality of supreme personal divinities in one God 5

because this idea is included in every scriptural proof,

^^ wdiich

,
* Judgment of the Jewish Church, by Dr. Ahx, chap. 9. We

may very innocently secure for this earth of ur's, and its inhabit-

ants, the first and most honourable rank among the creatures of

God ; for what offence can our pride or comparisons give to the

inhabitants of Jupiter, or of any planet in any system, with whom
we can have no communication ? But by exalting the relative im-

portance of this globe, and of our own nature, we have gained a

great advantage over Unitarians, because we have rendered it ex-

tremely probable, a priori, that the Almighty God himself, or a

considerable portion of him, should assume our nature, and perform

upon this earth all the functions of animal life. By the same in-

nocent contrivance we get rid of all the difficulties started by them,

respecting the necessity of God^s becoming a human animal in

other worlds as well as this ; since '' one drop of blood shed on

*' Calvary, is a sufficient atonement for the sins of ten thousand

" worlds." From the planetary system, revived by Copernicus,

some alarming doubts began to be entertained concerning the rank

of this earth; but the Heretic was soon put into the inquisition by

Pope Urban the 8th, where he was detained, till he renounced the

carnal and wicked evidence of his senses.
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which I shall give of the two-natures of a " God-man.''

The next subject in order for discussion is—the

general intimation which the Scriptures give of the

precise number of persons, who are each " very

" God." It will soon appear, that * four' is the

most perfect orthodox number.

I confess that for a long time I took it for granted

that the Scriptures instructed us to believe in a

" triune" being, independently of that contested

passage at 1 John, v. 7i and I now give myself credit

that I have been frequently inclined to doubt their

authority in this particular. But after I had resolved

to see with my own eyes, and to judge for myself, I

found that Scripture bears no testimony whatsoever

to the existence of such a being. I was then reduced

to inquire into the authenticity of this text, which

asserts that ^' three are one," and I learned to my
great surprise, that it is no part of the sacred Scrip-

ture, that is slurred over, or left to shift for itself, by

the most learned among the Orthodox, that it does

not exist in the best copies, nor in any Greek manu-

script, prior to the invention of printing, and that it

was never mentioned, nor appealed to by any com-

mentator or controversial writer among the Fathers

;

though they would have made the world to resound

with the report of it, if it had existed.* You will

therefore admit, my courteous reader, that I have

very sufficient reason for considering a '' three-one"

being, not as a scriptural or God-like idea, but as a

mean

* See Emlyn's Enquiries into the Authority of 1 John, r. 7.
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mean conceit, picked up from the refuse of heathen

mythology ; and though reason is to be treated as a

savage monster, when it is opposed to Orthodoxy,

yet frightful as it is, why should I refuse its assist-

ance, when it clears the way for the most perfectly

Orthodox plural-unity?*

D Moses

' * Here I am tempted to describe one manner, in which Unita-

rians handle this cruel instrument of reason, against the worship-

pers of a trinal Deity ; for the description may induce a few bi-

gotted and superannuated Trinitarians to view with complacency,

instead of envy, the triumphant progress of Quatuorarians. It will

be useful to remind them, how much the divinity of one person

whom they worship stands in need of reflected lustre from Moses.

Unitarians then sometimes harangue and reason after the following

contemptuous manner. ' One single question will neutralize any

' text in the Bible usually quoted by Trinitarians, in proof of their

* trinal number of infinite persons, viz. Is the text, according to

' their view of it, to be understood in an absolute sense, without

' restriction or reservation of any kind ? To this question they

' seldom fail to answer inconsiderately, with an imposing counte-

' nance, in the affirmative; but as soon as we point out some neces-

' sary consequence from their admission, they change their tone^

* and lose their temper, and thrust in their exceptions and qualifi-

' cations. But to suppose that any text can prove a person to be

' perfect God and infinite, with some limitations, is to suppose a

' contradiction. Let the exi>erimeot be tried on a few texts,'

• This is the true God, 1 John, v. 20. Unitarian—^What is implied

* by this assertion ? Trinitarian—That Christ is true God. V. Why

« do you leave out the, is he the true God ? T. You need not dwell

* on this omission ; I have no objection to say he is. U, Is the text

to
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Moses has given us a good Orthodox idea of a

Quaternity

_.4 _=== . . .

* to be understood in this sense absolutely, and without reservation ?

'^ t. Certainly. JJ. Is he the true God exclusively ? T. No, not

' exclusively. U. Here you begin to boggle. Is it possible that

' any being or person can be the true God, if he be not at the

' same time the only true God ? T. AUow^ me to explain. U. Ex-

' plain as much as you will, my question admits only of the answer

' yes or no. T. The text relates to a mystery, concerning which

' we should not speak dogmatically. U. There is no mystery in

' my question -, be pleased to answer it. T. A person may be the

' true God, who is not such inclusively, hut exclusive of other

' persons who are of the same substance. U. Then you admit that

' it would be wrong to infer from the text, that Christ is the only

* true God, except so far as it allows two other persons to be impli-

' cated in his substance. T. Yes. U. Yet you set out with saying,

' that the assertion in the text was to be understood absolutely,

' without any reservation. Now I say that the person or being cannot

* be the true God, who is not the only true God, exclusively of all

' other beings or persons in the universe ; and that since the person,

' whose divinity you contend for, neither answers this character,

' nor is the true God, without a salvo for his God and Father, and

' for another person of less note, it is therefore false, and conse-

« quently blasphemous to say that he is the true God. T, Then

< you charge St. John with falsehood and blasphemy. U. By no

^ means, for the title of the true God does not and cannot belong to

' Christ. The assertion in this place is only a figurative approbation

' of the sentiment just expressed, as will be acknowledged by those

-^ who are best acquainted with the Hebrew style, and with St.

' John's style in particular. We know that the Son of God is come,

* ' md hath given us an understanding, that we may know him that is

V truff
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Quaternity in unity, in the second chapter of Gene-

D 2 sis,

/ true, and we are in him that is true, in, or through his Son Jesus

* Christ. This is the true God and eternal life*

' And the word was God, John, i. 1.

—

U. This text niay be

' neutrahzed in the same manner. The same questions will

* produce the same result, which will shew that the word was

' God in an inferior sense; and if the word was God in an'infe-

' rior sense in any respect, it must have been infinitely inferior to

* the only true God in all respects. But we may add another ques-

' tion. Is the Word a God by himself in the highest sense ? T,

* Yes.—stop, he is ' perfect God,' but not a perfect God. V.

' Will you admit that his God and Father—the one God and Father

* of all—the only true God is a perfect God ? T. I shall not be en-

* snared by your question, for I answer, that the subject is beyond

' my capacity. U. Yet you admit what is not only more incom-

' prehensible, but likewise a contradiction, that a distinct person,

' who is * perfect God,' is not a perfect God. As you cannot

' venture now to infer from the text, that the Word is a God in the

' highest sense, absolutely independent and unlimited, it cannot

' answer your purpose to prove the supreme divinity of the second

' person in your triad ; and it is obvious to understand the term

* God, when applied to the Word, in the same sense in which Christ

' himself used it.

—

They are called Gods, to whom the word of God

' came* '

' All things were made hy him. John, i. 3. U. Are the ex-

' pressions all things and made in this text to be understood abso-

' lutely, without reservation or qualification ? T. Undoubtedly,

' U. Did the Word make his Father and our Father, his God and

' our God ? T. O, what a confounded question. U. Say rather a

' confounding question, which will soon oblige you to fly to your

' qualifications. T.Itis all a mystery, Christ is <rfthe same substance

with
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sis, A river, says he, went out of Eden to water the

gardeny

* with his Father, and these two persons made all things. V. Is this^

' true absolutely ? T. Yes. U. Then the third person in your

' triad made nothing, though he is ' very and eternal God.' But

' did the God and Father of Christ by himself make nothing? T. O

' yes, he too made all things. XJ. Which do you suppose was the

* principal Creator ? T. I cannot decide. U. The Scriptures suffi-

^ ciently decide that point ; but do you admit that Christ was in

* any respect dependent on another person when he made all

' things ? T. Well, suppose I do. XJ. Here is a pretty consider-

' able qualification of your construction of the text. My remark on

' this occasion is, that as the God and Father of all, who is above all,

* confessedly made all things in the highest sense of the words, and

* as Christ neither made all things nor any thing without permis-

' sion and help, he can neither be the infinite God, nor an infinite

* God, nor any part or parcel of an infinite God. I have indulged

' you with the above argument on your own mistaken principles j

' for all things in the text relates not to all things absolutely, but to

' all things pertaining to the Christian dispensation. See Matt. xi.

* 27. Luke, x. 23. John, iii. 35.—-v. 27.—xiii. 3.—xvii. 2. 1 Cor.

'iii. 21, 23.—XV. 28. Ephes. i. 10, 22.—ii. 20.—iii. 9. Heb. ii.

^ 10. 2 Peter, i. 3. &c. Beside the word tysvsro, which is trans-

* lated were made, neither here nor any where implies creation in a

« proper sense ; but signifies occurred, or happened, or came to

^ pass. St. John never intended to set up an Instrument in the

' hand of the Creator, for a particular purpose, as an independent

' Creator.*

^ I and my Father are owe.—John, x. 30.—U. Is this assertion to

' be understood absolutely without reservation ? T. By all means ;

' this fact is our main pillar. U, Are Christ and his God one

person ?
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garden, and from thence it wa$ parted, md became

into

' person ? T. ^o ; I believe you mean to insult me by your ques-

* tion. They are not one, but two equal persons. U. Will you

' now acknowledge that your text requires a qualification ? T. No,

' while we can compress the two persons into ' one substance/

' U. Is the text to be understood metaphysically, or figuratively, or

'' in both ways, or how is it to be understood ? T. Only generally.

' U. This answer is evasive ;

—

vir dolosus versatur in generalibus.

' T. You must be contented with it. LT. Since you have got into a

' dilemma, and are unwilling to answer, I must answer for you. If

' you say metaphysically, you make the Father and Son one per-

'son, one Christ, and one in all respects^ which is supposed to be

* the Sabellian notion. If you say, figuratively, you give up all

' proof of the divinity of the Son from this text, and you make

' him to be one with God in the same sense in which he prays that

' all his disciples may be orie with him. If you lean to the former

* answer, I can produce above a dozen instances, in which you

' must admit, that the Father and Son are not metaphysi(*ally

' one.'

' / am the first and the last. Bev. i. 10.

—

U. Does this figure de-

' note the exalted commission and character of Christ ? T. No,

* Sir, it is no figure, but a literal declaration of his eternity. U. Is

' the text to be understood in this sense strictly, without any possi-

' ble reservation ? T. Undoubtedly. U, Was Christ before his

' Father ? T. No, no ; your perverse questions are not to be en-

< dured.*

* Ml/ Lf^rd and my God. John, xx. 28.— U. What do these words

' imply ? T. That Christ is Lord and God. U. Do you contend

* for this meaning without any restriction ? T. Yes ; but with a

* little explanation. U, You appear more cautious than usual; but

,

' your
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into four heads. What emblem of a Quaternity in

unity

' your little explanation will soon spoil your divinity. What sort of

' a God do you mean ? T. A ' God-man/ with two natures in

' one person. U. To which of these natures did St. Thomas address

' the words of the text ? T. Surely you must know that yourself,

'.without perplexing me witTi your questions. 17. As you seem un-

' willing to give up the point, I must question you farther. Was it

'rational in St. Thomas to adopt that man suddenly for his God,

'who had just declared the common Father to be his own God ?

i You are not inchned to answer. If he acknowledged the man he

' was addressing to be his God, did he thereby renounce the God of

' Heaven, or did he believe in a plurality of Gods ? Still silent !

—

' Can we suppose him ignorant of the words of Christ recorded by

' this Evangelist

—

God is a Spirit, and they that ivorship him must

' tvorship him in Spirit and in truth ?'

' Baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of

' the Holy Ghost. Matt, xxviii. 19.-— C7. What did Christ principally

' intend to teach by this direction ? T. That the Father, Son, and

« Holy Ghost are severally God. U. That they are each supreme

' God ? T. Yes. U. That each is a supreme God ? T. You are

' so persevering in your questions, that I have no patience with you.

' U. Why did the Apostles so soon forget the direction, and baptize

' in the name of Christ only ? T, They were probably anxious to

' teach the doctrine of his supreme Godhead ? U. By this rule you

' should worship Christ only, and become a Unitarian ; but by your

' first answer, you should be a duatuorarian, and worship Moses,

' as the Jews were baptized into him. Do you contend for the

^ strict meaning of the text, according to your view of it, so far as

' to say that Christians were to be baptized in the name of the

f Father and of the Son in the same sense .? T, Yes ; why not ?

' U. Were
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unity could we desire more strikingly correct, than

one

' U, Were Christians ever baptized into the death of the Father ?

' r. No; your question is shocking. U. You are shocked at it,

' because you feel it as a rebuke ; but you were not shocked at

* placing a person who was killed, and raised upfrom the dead hy the

' g'^ory of the Father, upon an equality with that same blessed and

' only Potentate, The sense in which Christians are baptized in the

' name of Christ is placed beyond doubt by St. Paul. Know ye not,

* says he, that as many of us as were baptized into Jesus Christ, v^rc

' baptized into his death ? Rom. vi. 3, &c. Jesus Christ was declared

' to be the Son of God with power, according to the spirit of holiness,

' by the resurrection of the dead. Rom. i. 3. This is tbe important

' fact which we engage to believe and profess, when we are bap-

' tized in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy

' Ghost ; but, according to your view of the text, this fact should

* be kept out of sight, and Christians are baptized into the con-

' fession of a faith that the Son and Holy Ghost are co-equal

' and co-eternal with the Father; and, consequently, that their

'Deity is divided and compounded and degraded in a variety

' of ways ; then that the three distinct persons which you attribute

' to him, one of whom has a human nature, and all squeezed toge-

' ther into ' one substance ;'—that this heterogeneous nature is

* sheltered, and obscured, and bolstered up by scholastic subtilties,

' and guarded by worldly favour, by curses and penalties, and that

' the moral attributes of two of them are placed in such opposition

' to each other, that one of them appears diabolical.'

* The text may be considered more abstractedly. As you think

' you are authorized by it to multiply your God into three persons,

' do you maintain farther, that these three objects of your worship

' are three distinct Beings ? T. What a needlesi question. Who
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one river with four heads, or ramifications, as I shall

more

' can deny that they are ? U. Is each of these persons a supreme

^ Being ? T. Yes, each of them is ' perfect God' and ' very and eter-

' nal God ;' and to none of them is any one attribute of Deity

' wanting. U. Are they three supreme Beings ? T. Oh ! I see how

' you are drawing a net around me j but I shall disappoint you

;

' for I say now, there is only one supreme Being. U. Now that you

' have corrected yourself, will you admit that the Apostles baptized

'- in the sole name of a person who is not a supreme Being ?

* T. Did not I tell you already that he is supreme } U. Is there

' more than one supreme ? T. Yes ; let me see ; I cannot allow

' that there is ;—you are forcing me to become a Polytheist by

' your vexatious questions/

' Thy throne, God, is for ever and ever. Heb. i. 8.

—

U. What

* do these words imply ? T, That Christ is—great eternal God.

* U. You will not say, till you are hard pressed, that he is ""the

* great eternal God ; and until you say this, you say nothing to the

' purpose. But how can these words prove the real Godhead of

' Christ, when they were first addressed to Solomon ? See Psalm

' xlv. 6. 2 Sam. vii. 10-16, &c. T. Solomon and Christ were very

' different persons ; surely you do not pretend to compare them.

' U. But the words are the same, as addressed to each ; and it is

' with the words we are now concerned. T. The Catholic universal

' church has decided their signification with respect to Christ.

' v. What construction will the church give to the assertion in the

' next verse, that the God of Christ had made him (even their

' great eternal Gk)d) happy above his fellows f T. you forgot that

' Christ had two natures, and that this assertion can relate only to

' his human nature. XJ. Do you say, then, that the text acknow-

' ledges, without any reserve, that his human nature is the great

'God?
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more properly call them ? for the idea is that of a

river^ formed by the junction of two streams, which,

at some distance, divides into two parts. At the

place equi-distant from the branches, the river has

every appearance of unity , but if you move upwards

or downwards, you perceive the branches ; and the

influx of some of its waters, and the efflux of others,

remind us, in the most obvious manner, of the gene-

ration, procession, and incomprehensible confusion

of sundry persons in the Quaternity. If Duns Sco-

tus, Thomas Aquinas, Bellarmine, or the Nicene Fa-

thers had been perfected in the doctrine of a qua-

trune

' God ? T. Oh ! that compliment must have been intended for his

* other nature ; for his divinity. U. You shuffle the two supposed

< natures, and thrust out and draw back each alternately, with the

' dexterity of a conjuror. Look at the text again, and the whole

' sentence, and take your choice—which nature was in contem-

' plation of the writer ? T. I shall make no choice ; for I exclude

' neither nature. U. Were both natures made happy by his God

* above his fellows ? T. I will not answer you any more of your

' questions, as I know you want to compare me to a conjuror.

* U, You have not a single text to produce, upon which I cannot

' run you down in the same manner.'

After this candid statement of the argument, which shews the

dangerous powers of the Heretic, I expect that the feeble and

frightened Trinitarians, to whom I have alluded, will no longer

scorn the powerful assistance which we offer them in defence of

Orthodoxy. If they are wise, they will enlarge their ideas of their

trinal God, and contentedly range themselves behind the more

truly orthodox Uuatuorarians.
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trune Being, they would have drawn so largely from

this inexhaustible current, that they would have

filled the reservoir of Orthodoxy, and have enabled

us at all times to give Unitarians a proper drench.

It would have afforded these renowned casuists an

endless subject for a variety of the most learned and

edifying treatises upon the rise, sources, remoteness,

proportions, consanguinity, and properties of the

four parts ; how some create others which are identi-

fied with themselves; and upon the complicated

mysteries of an incipient, partial, and apparently

total commixture and separation of four distinct and

united waters, denoting, in the process, all the gra-

dations of Orthodoxy.

The following words of the Prophet Isaiah have

frequently been forced very preposterously into the

service of a *' trinal unity:'* the reader will judge if

they be decisive orthodox evidence of a Quaternity.

And the Spirit of the Lord shall be tcpon him, the spirit

of wisdom and of understanding, the spirit of council

and might, the spirit of knowledge and of the fear of

the Lord. These four spirits agree with much ortho-

dox propriety to the four persons of the Quaternity;

and I need only make this orthodox remark here,

with respect to the second person, that his wisdom

and understanding must have been astonishing, which

could enable him to deliver two millions of people, to

lead, rule, and judge them, notwithstanding their

perverseness, for forty years, to know and predict all

their destinies, and to teach them statutes and judg-

ments, which have continued to the present day.

The
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The Quatemity is equally alluded to in these

remarkable words of Christ

—

Thou shall love the

Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy

soul, and with all thy mind, and with all thy

strength* I ask now, has not this four-fold injunc-

tion to love God, four divine supreme persons

for its object ? and '^ if the** four '^ articles be at-

'^ tentively considered, their contents will be found

" to agree respectively to the'* four " persons taken

" in the order of the'* Quaternity which I shall pre-

sently explain. The first " is the author of blessing

*^ and preservation-** therefore he should have our

heart and affections.—The second displayed upon all

occasions such disinterestedness and magnanimity of

soul, that nothing can be more suitable than to love

him with all our soul. " Grace and illumination are

*^ from the Son, by whom we have the light of the

" knowledge of the glory of God, in the face of

^^ Jesus Christ,** therefore we should love him with

all our mind, which is the faculty susceptible of his

illumination. '^ Peace is the gift of the Spirit, whose
'^ name is the Comforter, and whose first and best

*^ fruit is the work of peace ;*'-j- therefore it is incum-

bent on us to love him with all our strength -, for to

obtain peace, we make a great display of strength.

In this enumeration, I place the second and third

with respect to each other, as St. John has done,

who says of the saints of future times; they sing the

song of Moses, and the song of the Lamb.'l It would ill

become

* Mark xii. 30. f Jones, 3d Chapter, 14th Argument.

% Rev. XV. 3, 4.
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become an orthodox writer to affect a better know-

ledge of precedence than an inspired Apostle.

Having now ascertained the orthodox sense of

Scripture, respecting the plurality and the precise

number of infinite persons; and nothing but a regard

to brevity prevents me from producing many more

scriptural authorities, applicable to both these cases,

I am next to demonstrate from it, in an orthodox

manner, the superior hypostasis of one of the foun-

ders of our faith. •

I foresee now such a storm of prejudice gathering

against him, that I think it prudent to break its force

at the onset. Those who avow their opposition

should be told that the ground of it is personal,

which is a proof of an invidious motive ; and they

may well be asked—what harm has Moses ever done

to them, to induce them to persecute him,* and to

dishonour both him and the person by whom he was

sent ? Nozv the maji, Moses, was very meek above all

men, and to attempt to rob such a person of his

glory and reward must betray great perverseness and

envy. Yet I have little doubt, after this attempt of

mine to settle him in his orthodox situation, there

will be found men, who will discover the most deter-

mined desire to degrade him, not considering, in the

heat

* All the Unitarian writers have discovered the same kind of en-

mity against Christ. Even Dr. Samuel Clarke was remarkable for

it. Waterland exposed this man's malice by assuming for a motto

against him " Eyw sijeai Isjcrctj ov cm hmw^" cKkfi^nf ff-dk vpoi xsn^et.

^aHT^f^^^/' ActS ix. 5.
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heat of their passion, that every scheme of Chris-

tianity depends on the supposition of his divine lega-

tion.

I expect to hear from them innumerable proofs

that he appeared in this world in all respects as a

man, that he performed all the functions of a man,

and that none of his contemporaries ever had an idea

that he was " very God," or a person of the God-

head, in any nature, or a " God-man.'* The Heretic

may spare himself all this trouble, " for I readily

" grant him this position—And when I have granted

•* it, what will he infer more than that as man, the

« man—(evidently intended here to be distinguished

*' from God by that name only, and therefore in

*' other respects implied to be one with the Father,

" God) was inferior to God^ that is, that having

" two natures, one was greater, and consequently

** one less than the other.''* " If, then, the testi-

" mony of our Saviour" and of Moses "be allowed,

*' and the testimony of the Holy Ghost be admitted

" as credible, and if by these it be declared that"

the same person ** is God from everlasting, I see

*^ not how" a doubt is to be entertained that he is

*^ God, one with and equal to the Father 3 but if his

" haying appea'red clothed in the flesh among men
" as a man, if his" fearing and quaking exceeding-

ly,-|- and if his dying at last " added to his own
" testimony, and that of the Holy Ghost, be admit-

" ted as evidence that he was man, I see not how a

" doubt

* Burgh, page 27, t Heb. xii. 21.
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*' doubt can be entertained that he was man inferior

" to God, and if these be both admitted, it must ne-

^•' cessarily follow that " he ^' is both God and man :

" But if both God and man, I do not see the force of

" the objection to his Godhead, that he has acted

" and suffered as man—that he prays as man ; that

" he declares his human nature and tJie man—to be a

*' messenger to man, and acting with power derived

'^ of God.—I will not admit of" heretical explana-

^^ tions of '* his *' prayers and declarations that he

*^ was sent; for these prayers were breathed by the

" man—and this commission—was given to the hu-

" man nature by God, and not to the divine nature

" —which was itself the power, one with the Father,

*' God Almighty, which had so sent forth this man.
*^ It is not to comprehend that we are required, but

*^ to believe.—If* the man "himself, though in union

«^ with Godhead, was humble and referred all to

" God, I should conceive that, instead of arrogantly

" opposing, we should cultivate in ourselves that

" mind which was in"* him.

" As I have now reached the threshold, and am
" just entering upon the proofs, and the nature of

" the proofs, which the Scriptures afford of the truth

" of this great mystery, once more let me warn, and
" deeply inculcate the warning, to beware of the de-

" lusions of natural religion, if such a religion there

*^ be."t
—" But the Scriptures are admitted to be

" the word of God, and whatsoever is set forth in

" them

* Burgh, pages 25, 26. f Ibid, p. 20.
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«* them is admitted to be true. The Scriptm-es are

" that ultimate, that axiom, beyond which we are

** not to seek for the grounds of whatsoever is assert-

" ed in them/**

I should expect that the Heretics have now met

with such a check, as will oblige them to keep their

proper distance -, and also that you are sufficiently

prepared, my gentle reader, to attend, with due sub-

mission, to my scriptural arguments in favour of the

most perfect orthodoxy.

" The thing proposed to our belief in this doctrine

'* is this, that the glorious person," who delivered the

Law to the Jews, who is often called God, in Scrip-

ture, and who performed the works of God, *^ was

*• made flesh, and dwelt among us; thus uniting, in

•^ his own person, in an inexplicable manner, the di-

*' vine and human nature. The proposition which,

** we believe, is perfectly clear and intelHgible : it is

'^ a plain fact, received upon divine testimony,

" which is the best evidence in the world. And as

•^ this proposition is not unintelHgible, so neither is it

" contrary to reason ; for who can prove that it is

'^ impossible, in the nature of things, that the divine

"'T and human nature should be united in the same
" person ?"t

We need not pass the first chapter of Genesis, be-

fore we shall meet with orthodox proof to our pur-

pose.

* Burgh, page 23. t Short Defence, pages 7, 8.
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pose. Aiid God said, let us 7nake man in our image,

after our likeness. To whom does God address these

words ? There is no person expressed or implied hi-

therto, except Elohim, Moses himself the miraculous

narrator of the circumstance, and man to be created;

and if the Scriptures are ^^ that ultimate, that axiom,

*^ beyond which we are not to seek for the grounds of

" whatsoever is asserted in them,'* I challenge any

one to shew, why the divine historian should not be

considered as the principal person called to the coun-

cil ; but we shall meet with collateral orthodox proof

of this in abundance. To assert here that he accom-

modated his history of the creation to the weakness

of the human intellect, or to speak of the reason and

sense of things, and of the imperfection of language

to declare the thoughts and ways of God, would be-

tray a strange forgetfulness, or a sinful contempt of

the sage and orthodox counsels which I have already

given, and would be an insolent attempt of the na-

tural man, to exalt himself and his carnal reason

above the revelation of the God of truth.

The second part of the text, in our imagey after

our likeness, must be accounted for, orthodoxically,

in the following manner ; and the reader should be

reminded, that neither here, nor in any place, is my
subject treated according to any boasted rules of

reason, or any rational interpretation of Scripture

approved of by Unitarians; but my style of argu-

ment is truly after the manner of the orthodox :

—

Certain persons were begotten, or made, or produced

from eternity, who were homoousian with the person

who begat, made, or produced them ; and it was

stipulated
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stipulated among them, in a bargain made before the

creation, that one or more of them should become

hypostatically united to a human nature : this doc-

trine, therefore, obhges us to say, that the first per-

son also purposed to participate in the nature of man,

and to become his brother and one of his felloios.'^

because he was homoousian with the persons who in-

tended to take upon themselves that nature. Hence

appears the orthodox sense in which man was made

in the image and likeness of God. To contend that

the likeness consists only in moral and rational facul-

ties, is the folly of the natural man, vain in his own

imaginations, who fondly hopes to have this pretence

for the exercise of his reason. In our very wise judg-

ment, man is the image and glory of God,-\ because he

is like those persons, who, in an orthodox sense, are

Gods-men, one with the Father, whose Godheads

and manhoods are so closely implicated, that what-

soever is said of their human natures, may be asserted

also of their divine. For instance, when one was

angry, God was angry J 5 to strive against this man
was to strive against the Lord;§ and Saint Thomas

might have thrust his hand into the side of God Al-

mighty, when the man, Christ, invited him to make

this trial on himself H
" If it be asked, how this

" union between two natures so distant could be

" effected, we pretend not to explain the manner,

" for it is not explained to us ;*'** but to believe faith-

E full}'-

* Heb. i. 9. Psalm, v. 7. f Cor. xi. 7, t Ex. xxxii. 10, 12.

§ Numb. xxvi. 9.
|1 John, xx. 24-28. ** Robinson's Scrip-

ture Characters, vol. iii. page 34, fourth Edition.
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fully these mysteries, nothing more seems necessary

than to '" beware of the delusions of natural religion,

" if such a religion there be/' to be studious, " not

" to comprehend, but to believe," to keep reason

in due subjection, and to be a dutiful son of the

Church.

In the third and eleventh chapters, the former of

these two persons again includes himself in the Clua-

ternity ; And the Lord God said, the man is become as one

of us, to know good and evil.—Let us go down and there

confoujid their language, *^ That these texts imply a

^^ plurality of divine persons seems to vis incontro-

*^ vertible ;"* and one of them shall now be ascer-

tained by us in a true orthodox style. Let me ask a

very natural question,—How did Moses know what

God said ? If I should say that a person must know

all things, who is one of the Quaternity, I should in-

deed assert an orthodox truth; but I admit this as-

sertion would be only a ^ petitio principii.^ I shall

not desire to go beyond the opinion of our adversaries

upon this question, who maintain that Moses knew

the early history of mankind by Revelation ; that is>

that God informed him of it. Let us therefore mark

the orthodox result from their own opinion : Behold,

says God to Moses, the man is become as one of us t

says God to Moses, Let us go down, and there con-

found their language. This statement is surely

" enough to satisfy all sober persons of'^ a real

^^ divinity, for who can think any but God can be

"of

Encyclopaedia Britannica. Art. Theology, No. 60.
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^^ of Council to God."* The Heretics are now

caught in their own snare, and must eat their own

words, before they can refute my representation of

the Elohim.

I shall produce a variety of proofs much rnore

explicit to the same purpose. As we proceed, L'Z

light increases on us so rapidly, that weak minds

should be on their guard, lest they might be over-

powered by the splendour of our orthodox doctrine.

Lo ! Moses calls himself—a'd- and us, though '' there

*^ is no evidence on record that such a mode of

" speaking was introduced among kings at a period

" so early as the aera of Moses ;"-|- and a fortiori,

among any men of lower degrees,

—

And Moses said,

and what are we ? your murmurings are not against us,

hut against the Lord.'l From these Vvords we are not

to attribute to Moses the great inconsistency of

saying, that the Israelites did not murmur against

him, at the very time when he declares they had

actually done so ; but the only way to render the

text into orthodox language is as follows : And Moses

said, do you know whom you murmur against ? not

against us, that is, not against one human and

one divine nature alone, hypostatically united in

one person, but against the full Quaternity, with

which one of these natures is homoousian. The
singular number of the word Lord in the text is no

E 2 objection

* Bishop Bull's Defence of the Nicene Creed, translated by

Francis Holland. Sec. 2, Chap. 2, No. 2.

t Encyclopaedia, Art. Theology, No. 5S, j Ex. xvi. 8.
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objection to this paraphrase; for though each Person

of the Quaternity is Lord, and some of them double

Lords, '' yet" they are '' not" four " Lords, but one

'' Lord."

Some sharp*sighted Heretic will probably object

tjb^t I overlook the context; but I see no reason why
1 should not avail myself, upon this occasion, of a

liberty which we have always taken. We have a

right by immemorial practice, to consider every cir-

cumstahce and passage, either connected and con-

sistent with others, or in a detached independent

way, as best answers our purpose. If there be any

meaning in language, or orthodox assertion, no ar*

gument can lose its orthodox character by any

inconsistencies whatsoever, nor by its opposition to

,the truth and reason of Unitarians.

Let them show whether I have need to disregard

the context of another passage, in which Moses calls

himself

—

we. And we took their land, a?id gave it for

071 inheritaiice unto the Eeubenites and Gaddites, and

half tribe of Manasseh. "^ Not one of the children of

Israel joined Moses in this gift, but it appears from

many places, that it was he alone who gave away this

inheritance.t The Heretics must now give up this

point; and I expect to see them suddenly turn about,

and pretend that it was not his affectation of tran-

scendant honour, but his modesty, which induced

him

* Deut. xxix. §. t Num. xxxii. 33. Deut. iii. 19, 13,

xxxiii. 21. Joshua, xii. 6. xiii. 8. &c.
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him here to speak of himself in the plural number:

and truly they have whimsical notions about modesty,

if the instance they produce of his possessing it, be,

that he adopts a phraseology, which '' even Kings,*'

in his time, had not the arrogance to use.

Any person, even of moderate talents, who could

once arrive at a truly orthodox faith in our divine

Prophet, might easily be convinced that a large pro-

portion of Scripture was written with an express

reference to his mysterious nature.—" The world is

*^ filled with the vain jangling of uncertainty, for this

*^ short reason, all men have notfaith,—Every degree

'^ of doubt and disputation against the words of God"

according to our orthodox construction of them, *' is

*^ just so much unbelief; proceeding not from the

*^ head or understanding, but from the heart and

" affections."* What a contrast does this stubborn-

ness of infidelity make with the tractable faith-yielding

disposition of the orthodox ! Nothing encourages me
so much in my pious undertaking, as to hear a zealous

chieftain declare, ^^ I am led to interpret even ambi-

*^ guous expressions as attestations of" a man's

" God-head, much more to yield my assent to such

" as are perfectly explicit, and declare it without any

*^ ambiguity at all."f I have so many proofs to bring

forward of the latter description, that henceforward

I cannot afford room for any of the former.

While we bear in mind the sublimest nature of the

same

* Jones, Preface. t Burgh, page lU.
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same Prophet, the following part of his charge to the

Israelites will appear very dignified. Thou shall 7iot

revile the Gods, nor curse the Ruler of thi/ people,^ The

prohibitions against reviling and cursing in this place

have plainly the same person for their object, who

could be no other than the person at the head of the

Jewish nation. He had before in this chapter called

himself the Gods, as I shall soon have opportunity to

notice; and that he was the Ruler over the Israelites

is evident from his whole history, and from the words

of St. Stephen, him God sent to be a Ruler, and Deli-

verer,-[ 1 might stop here, and say that the question

in debate is decided, since he plainly calls himself

Elohim, Gods ; the very word which saves us the

trouble of proving a plurality of infinite persons: but

lest the number, or the nature, implied by this word,

should be obscured by any doubts, I shall remove all

possible objections to this orthodox mystery.

The title of Gods cannot be proved by Heretics to

be improper for the single person of a " God-man ;"

for who can support such an assertion if he be " in-

^' comprehensible?'* But the double nature of a

" God-man" will fully justify the plural termination.

And if the divine part of his person be homoousian

with the other persons of the Quaternity, will not

the name of Gods suit him tolerably well, even on

this account, and may it not be of great use to

remind us of orthodoxy ? The title of Rider, and the

singular number of various other titles suit him with

equal

* Ex. xxii. 2S. t Acts, vii. 35.
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equal correctness, " for, as the reasonable soul and

" flesh is one man, so God and Man is one'' Ruler

and Deliverer,

But, does the plural denomination, which implies

more natures than one, and also a commixture of

persons, each of whom individually we hold to be a

perfect God, " denote a plurality of Gods ? No,
*' there is nothing which the Scriptures more fre-

" quently or more earnestly inculcate than the unity

" of the divine nature. The texts asserting this great

" and fundamental truth are almost numberless.*

—

" It is past dispute then, that the word Elohim does

" not indicate a plurality of Gods."f The same

opinion is almost metaphysically true, for *^ a Being

" that has not all other Beings inferior or subordinate

" to it, cannot be infinitely perfect, whence it is

" evident that there is but one God."J And now,

courteous Reader, you have received complete satis-

faction, that though there are many Persons and

Beings, who are each separately a '^ perfect God ,'*

^^ yet they are not three" or four '^ Gods, but one

^^ God/^

Our adversaries constantly charge us with making

a blind appeal to mere words, without any regard to

their true meaning; and no doubt they will assert

that

* " Dent. iv. 35, 39. vi. 4. Isaiah, xliv. 8, xlv. 5, 6, 18, 21,

" John, xvii. 3. 1 Cor. viii. 4."

t Encyclopaedia, Theology, No. 59, 60.

\ Burnet on the first Article,
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that it must be a human nature, which is dignified

in the text by the title of Gods j and consequently

that this word proves too much for us, and therefore

proves nothing. How little are they aware of the

inexhaustible resources of Orthodoxy ! We can very

well admit, that the many as man, is not God ^
yet

this cannot prevent us from calling his human nature

by divine appellations, in compliment to his God-

head, to which it is hypostatically united. He
" acteth according to both natures, by each nature

** doing that which is proper to itself^ yet by reason

" of the unity of the person, that which is proper
^^ to one nature, is sometimes, in Scripture, attributed

" to the person denominated by the other nature."*

There is a very wonderful resemblance, in this respect,

between him and the Prophet like unto him. It is so

perfect, that it will make no difference in fact, which

of their names I shall use, in pursuing this topic to

its proper orthodox conclusion. Therefore, my
courteous Reader, as I wish to gratify you with a

little variety, I shall elucidate our sublime orthodox

ideas, respecting the union of human and divine

natures, through the medium of Christ.

He is frequently called God, in Scripture, wh^re

his manhood alone can be understood; and with one

exception, no other nature of Christ has received

that divine appellation. This hitherto unnoticed fact

may be learned from a close examination of all the

passages.

Confession of Faith, Chapter viii.
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passages, in which that term can be applied to him j^

and in the excepted place, at the beginning of St.

John's

* Isaiah, ix. 6. Zech.xii.8. Matth.i. 23. John, xx. 28. Acts,

XX. 28. 1 Tim. iii. 16. Heb. i. 8. In this passage also of St.

Paul, Of whom as concerning thejiesh Christ came, who is over all, God

blessedfor ever, Rom. ix. 5. if God is to be understood of Christ, it

must mean the man, Christ ; and from the word God we may infer

that Christ was an Angel, (Exod. iii. 2. 4. compared with Acts, vii.

35, 38.) Ruler, High-Priest, (Exod. xxii. 28. Acts, xxiii. 5.)

Judge, (Exod. xxii. 9,) or person unto whom the word of God came

(lohn, x. 35.) or that he combined in himself some, or all of these

characters. Unitarians, indeed, say that the word God is not to

be found in the copies of the earliest Fathers ; therefore they pro-

nounce it an interpolation ; but if it must be retained, they refer it

to the only true God, either by transposing a single letter 5 after the

word m, instead of before it, agreeably as they say to the climax

required by the context ; or by giving the text an optative mean-

ing,

—

the God who is over all he blessed for ever. See Ephes. i. 3.

2 Cor. i. 3. ix. 15. xi. 31. 1 Pet. i. 3. But I shall not trouble

myself farther with their heretical criticisms. As the Orthodox

apply the word to Christ, I have only to consider, whether on that

supposition, it must relate to the man, Christ, or to an infinite

nature, * The name, Christ, does here stand, as in other places out

of number, for the man, Christ,* (Jones, on 1 Cor. xi. 3. No. 26.)

and in no place can it stand for an eternal uncreated nature.

Christ signifies anointed; and Jesus was anointed and made Chnst by

God. (Acts ii. SQ. iv. 26, 27. x. 33. John i. 41.) But if we
understand that God made and anointed a person to be over himself,

an opinion which St. Paul guards against in another place, 1 Cor,

XV. 27. we shall destroy the equality, and make confounded work

of all our nities ; or if we should say that God made and anointed a

person to be his equal in all respects, we should never decide, be-

tween two " co-eternal—co-equal—almighty—persons," either

" such as" the other, which of the two was made and anointed,

and which anointed the other, or what nature was anointed ; and

then, almost to a certainty, we should *' perish everlastingly."

—

^' either
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John's Gospel, he is distinguished from God in the

highest sense as ' a God/ and not ' the God' as

being

*^ either confounding the persons, or dividing the substance/' But

admitting that we should guess right with so many chances against

us
; yet an anointed God Almighty has not been decreed by the

Orthodox, in these express words, and perhaps, by so uncouth an

expression we might furnish Unitarians with an alarming subject of

banter at our expense. I conclude therefore that the word, God, in

the text, (which my orthodox spirit would as soon allow me to

apply to the God of this world, as to the Father of all) is to be

understood of the made and anointed nature of Christ ; and that the

words, over all, are not to be understood rigidly ; for no man can

be truly over all, in an absolute sense. But let us suppose, for a

moment, that it was an almighty anointed God, and not the anoint-

ed creature, Christ, to which the word, God, in the text refers; and

let us then see what sort of a doctrine we shall have from the literal

and perfectly strict meaning of the text, as connected with other

passages ;

—

Christ, the anointed of God, is almighty God, over all

(that is, " over all things, and over all persons," Burkitt in locum)

even over that person who is the God and Father of our Lord Jesus

Christ, which is blessed for evermore, 2 Cor. xi. 31 ; even over Him,

of whom, and through whom, and to whom are all things, to whof/i

be glory for ever, amen, Rom. xi. 36. Heb. ii, 10. even over the

one God and Father of all, who is above all. Ephes. iv. 6. 1 Cor. viii.

5. If this doctrine be too gross, even for our orthodox stomachs to

digest, then we must of necessity reject the absolutely strict mean-

ing of the text, and understand it with very large abatement ; but

if it be understood with any exception whatsoever, it cannot be

applicable to an infinitely perfect God ; therefore, if it be applic-

able at all to Christ, it must be to the man, Christ, and not to any

infinite homoousian nature ; Q.. E. D. Gn this supposition, the

ideas conveyed in the text are to be met with in other places,

—

The

God of our Lord Jesus Cfirist—hath put all things under his feet, and

gave him to be head over all things to the Church; Eph. i. 17, 22.

See also Matt, xxviii. 18. 1 Cor. xi. 3. xv. 27, 28. Heb. ii. 8.

Dan. vii, 13, 14. Matt. xi. 27. xxviii. 18. John, iii. 34, 35.

yiie
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being with * thd" God/ and being the ojily begotten

of the Father and the Son of God. This distinc-

tion is rendered necessary by the words of God, in

Deut. XXX. 39' There is no God with me. In these

words we must have a saving for some '' co-equal"

" persons/* but not for a co-equal God j though

there be that are called Gods, from the poverty of

some languages, whether in heaven or in earth, as

there be Gods many and Lords many."^ The worship

paid to Christ and his grandest attributes, as re-

lated and expressed in the Scriptures, are not given

to him in the character of an almighty God, but of a

man, the son of man, one of his fellows, the lamb that

was slain, flesh, seed, son, offspring of David, David,

messenger, servant, child, babe, second man, &c. Let

no one suspect me of a design to exalt one favoured

Person, at the expense of Christ, or doubt my desire

to " magnify the Saviour in all things." It answers

my

yii. 2. Acts, v. 31. 1 Cor. xi. 3. xv. 27, 28. Phil. ii. 9, 10, 11.

Col. i. 19. Heb. ii. a
It may be requisite to notice particularly, that the word, God, '\\\

Heb. i. 8. relates not to the divinity, but to the humanity of Christ.

It was first appUed to Solomon the Son of David, who was in no

sense a supreme and perfect God. The high titles and properties

of Christ, mentioned from the fifth to the ninth verse inclusive,

were all promised to the seed and posterity of David ; and that

nature only of Christ which descended from David was entitled to

them. See 2 Sam. vii. 12', 13, 14, 16. 1 Kings, v. 5. vi. 12. viii.

20. 1 Chron. xvii. 11 to 17. xxii. 9, 10. xxviii. 4, 5, 6, 7.

Psalms, xlv. Ixxxix. cxxxii. Isaiah, xi. 1, 10. Ezek. xxxvii. 24, 25.

Zech. xii. 8. Luke, i. 32, 69. Acts, ii. 30, iii. 25, xiii. 2a
Eom. XV. 12.

* 1 Cor. viii. 5.
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my present orthodox purpose to magnify his man-

hood 3 and surely by exalting the feeble nature, I

most effectually exalt the person, for his divine na-

ture stands in no need of my magnification. What

better proof can we desire of the infinite nature of

Christ, than the lofty titles of his manhood; for if

his manhood possess so much dignity, how " incom-
*^ prehensible'* must be his Godhead? The Evan-

gelists and Apostles must have felt the weight of this

reflection, since they never condescended to speak

of him, either in magnificent or in simple terms>

as a " very'* and ^' perfect God,'* while his created

nature received on all occasions their unbounded

plaudits.

By their great solicitude to exalt the human nature,

they have rendered it so exceedingly difficult for us

to ascertain what attributes and descriptions belong,

in strictness, exclusively to the infinite nature, and

what to the finite, that, whenever we are pressed by

Unitarians to point them out respectively, we have

found it to be the most convenient plan, to huddle

the two natures indiscriminately under a cloak of

mystery, and then to suffer the subject to escape

entirely out of sight, under cover of a little angry

declamation ; but upon every relaxation of attack or

observation from these troubles, some scrutinizers,

and upon every convenient opportunity, we regard

the human nature as " very God." For example,

" J7id zvhen they sazo him, they worshipped him, but

'^ some doubted. Here we have the authority of the

*' Apostles themselves for the worship of Christ.

'^ The
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" The women, when they first saw Jesus, paid him
*' the same adoration.*'* *' They who have believed

** the Holy Scriptures the divinely revealed will of

" God, who is a God of perfect and fatherly good-

" ness and truth, and therefore neither will nor can
" lie, have justly concluded, that the man, Jesus

" Christ, produced and incarnated—must be the one
** supreme, true, living, and eternal God/'-f " The
*^ Scripture expressly affirms the person who ascend-

•' ed to be the Lord God/*J In *' the great tribu-

*^ nal—the Judge is the Son of Man j who assumed
" our nature—he displays the brightness and per-

" fections of Deity—and are we not constrained from
^^ the very description before us to own that Jesus is

" —over all, God blessed for ever—we cannot hesi-

" tate to conclude that he," the Son of Mari^ *' is

*^ Jehovah."§ For these reasons, we often pray,

" O Son of David, have mercy upon us I" By the

majority of our orthodox writers, and by some of

them almost in every page, this question is suggested

to us, " Does infinite power and glory beam from a

" helpless

* Porteus, 24th Lecture. I cannot omit this opportunity of re-

probating the manner, in which the worship of the man, Christ, is

always represented by a late Primate of Ireland. The Apostles and

others, he observes, ' did him obedience.' I consider the transla-

tion of the New Testament by this setter-forth of novelties, as a

most ominous work, calculated solely to vex and alarm us. But far

more frightful is his proposal to revise by authority our most ortho-

dox translation of the Scriptures. Whenever this project shall be

put into execution, farewell Orthodoxy !

t Dr. John Scott, on the Divinity of Christ.

:|:
Jones, first Chapter, No. 46.

§ Robinson's Scripture Characters, Vol. IV. page 47.
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^^ helpless bleeding body hanging on a cross ?"^

And was this bleeding body " the Almighty Jeho-

*^ vah ?"f
'^ Jesus Christ, being in the nature of

" man, is frequently in the sacred Scriptures called

" God ; and that name is attributed unto him in such

" a manner, as by it no other can be understood, but

" the one Almighty and eternal God."^ How the

" nature of man" should be '' the one Almighty
" and eternal God," is a mystery with which the

natural and carnal man need not pretend to meddle.

It would be an almost endless task to multiply refer-

ences to the same purpose; for in all our apologies,

the divinity of Christ's humanity is the prominent

feature.^ There is no orthodox writer who will not

maintain, that the Lamb that was slain
\\

is entitled to

the same kind and degree of worship, which is due

to the one God and Father of ally who is above all.

When we thus exalt the Son of Man, we are some-

times interrogated by Unitarians; Is then no distinc-

tion to be made between the infinite spiritual God

and

* Burgh, page 17.

t Page 186.

:|: Pearson on the Creed, page 126, ninth Edition. Some he-

roes have improved so much on this orthodoxy, that they have

declared they v^^ould blaspheme all the Gods in heaven, while Jesus

Christ was on earth.

§ The humanity has such divine properties as even to constitute

its Mother,^ " the Mother of God ;" and to entitle her to that mix-

ed species of adoration, from the old Orthodox, which lies at any

given degree between " DuUa " and " Latria."

11 Rev. V. 12.
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and Father of all, and a babe, a child, a ma?i, who

was in all points tempted like as we are, who knows the

feeling our infirmities,'^ from having experienced it,

and who was slain ? Is the worship which we pay

to the blessed and only Potentate, the King of Kings

and Lord of Lords, tvho only hath immortality, dwelling

in the light which no man can approach unto, whom no

man hath seen or can see,^ to be extended also to his

messenger,X and servant,^ who learned obedience,

%

who was also subject to a Carpenter, \\
who was himself

a Carpenter,^^ who encreased in zvisdom and stature,-ff

who offered up prayers and supplications, with strong

crying and tears, unto him that zvas able to save him

from death,XX ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ things made like unto his

brethren,^^ who said, my doctrine is not mine, but his

that sent me,^^ who could do nothing by himself,
|||]

who disclaimed the title of essential goodness,*f and

the right to bestow the most honourable seats in his

kingdom,*^ and who declared that he knew not the

time of the day of Judgment ?*§ When we view

the host of heaven in the clearness of the night,

would it elevate our conceptions, and assist our

devotion, to reflect with an heroic faith, that all these

myriads of orbs in boundless space were created and

ordered by a person who laboured for his bread with

a hatchet and a plane ? At the very moment when
we are pressed with these ensnaring questions, we

readily

* Heb. iv. 15. t 1 Tim. vi. 16. + Mai. iii. 1. § Isaiah, xlii. 1.

^ Heb. V. 8.
11

Lake, ii. 5. Matt. xiii. 55. ** Mark, vi. a
tt Luke, ii. 52. t| Heb. v. 7. §§ lb. ii. 17. <ff^ John, vii. 16.

nil John, V. 30. *t Matt. xix. 17. Mark, x. 18. Luke, xviii. 19.

*t Matt. XX. 23. Mark, x. 40. *§ Mark, xiii. 32.
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readily own that Christ, in his human capacity, is

not to be adored as supreme God ; and we can men-

tion our reasons with a most becoming gravity and

candour 5
" As the confusion, so the conversion of

" natures is impossible. For first we cannot with

" the least shew of probability conceive the divine

^^ nature of Christ to be transubstantiated into the

*^ human nature.—We must not therefore so far

" stand upon the propriety of speech, when it is

" written the word was made fleshy as to destroy the

" propriety both of the word and of the fiesh,^ Se-

'^ condly, we must not, on the contrary, invent a

*^ conversion of the human nature into the divine.

—

" Nor is the incarnation so preposterously expressed,

" as if the flesh were made the word ; but that the

" word was made flesh."f Now that I have can-

didly given my reasons, why I am at liberty to sup-

port one side of the question, it would neither be

fair nor generous to infer, that I have thereby de-

prived myself of all liberty to embrace the opposite

opinion, whenever it may serve the cause of Ortho-

doxy. The learned Bishop, whose words I have just

adopted, has shewn that I have that liberty j for he

has

* The good Bishop, whose words I am quoting, knew that it

was " necessary to everlasting salvation" to correct the unguarded

expression of St. John, that the ivord was madejiesh; " for the right

" faith is," that *' Christ" is " one, not by conversion of the God-

" head into flesh, but by the taking of the manhood into God." I

should not have noticed this mistake of the beloved Disciple, if it

did not give us a false notion of the " Catholic Faith, which Faith,

'•* except every one do keep whole and undefiled, without doubt,

" he shall perish everlastingly."

* Pearson on the Creed, pages 162, 163.
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has himself, in various places, produced texts, which

relate only to the manhood of Christ, such as Matt.

i. 93. John, XX. 18. Acts, xx. 28.* in proof of

his " one and eternal Godhead." A due regard at

one time to the homoousian, at another to the hy-

postatical doctrine, enables us at all times to assert,

retract, admit, and deny, respecting either nature of

Christ, whatever is conducive to Orthodoxy.

If

* I cannot pass by this text. Acts, xx. 28, without expressing

the orthodox delight which I feel, at the idea of the blood of God.

This idea is so insupportable to Unitarians, that they are obliged

to get rid of it altogether; and they assert that the original text

was Kv^iB—of the Lord, and not Gta—of God : but some say, if

©68 were the original word, it would only be another proof, that it

is sometimes applied in Scripture to a creature. They say it is a

monstrous notion, that the Almighty Sovereign of the Unirerse

should have hypostatical blood in his veins, and that some ruffian

should be able to spill it by running him through the body. They

are not aware that they " support us in our attachment to this

" supreme article of our creed, which they most condemn, and

—

'' by the very cause for which it is condemned by them."

—

" The

" revelation of it is—I conceive, an absolute demonstration of its

" truth, because it is a mystery, which, by nature, could not pos-

" sibly have entered into the imagination of man.—Faith in these"

mysteries " is more acceptable to God, th•^n faith in less abstruse

" articles of our religion, because it pays that honour that is due

" to his testimony ; and the more seemingly incredible the matter

" is which we believe, the more respect we show to the relator of

" it. This may be called heroic faith." (Dr. Edward Young's

Letter on Infidelity.) Of all believers therefore, none are less en-

titled to our applause, than those who worship the Father alone in

spirit and in truth. We have a true picture of Orthodoxy in Ter*

tuUiaii, " prorsus credibiie est, quia ineptum est ; certum est, quia

*^ impossibjle est"
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If you can relish a rare amusement, my courteous

reader, you will look back on the Unitarian, and

shake your sides with convulsive delight, when you

see how perplexed and bewildered he appears, in

striving to follow me through all these doubles and

crossings. Frequently when he imagines he is going

to seize on his prey, it is instantly out of sight, and

farther off than ever. As fast as he approaches, you

shall still see how capitally I shall foil him. Lo ! he

comes on again, and demands with sternness that I

should adhere steadily to one opinion or the other,

either that the humanity is to be adored as " perfect

*^ God," or that it is not : But I am not such a

fool as to give him the advantage of an answer

in the words which he would prescribe^ and I avoid

the snare he lays for me in the following manner

;

^' It is manifest, that whilst the humanity of Christ is

*' adored, the creature is not so adored, but that the

*^ act of worship does properly tend to the Creator,

*^* who has joined to himself a created nature in

*' personal union. ^'—The great Athanasius has very

well

5^ I am happy at this opportunity of exculpating the old Ortho-

dox from the charge of Idolatry, for worshipping crucifixes, im-

ages, relics, waftrs, &c. " It is manifest, that whilst the substance,

which can neither see, hear, feel, or understand, is adored, the

creature is not so adored, but that the act of worship does properly

tend to the created nature of Christ, which tendency of worship

does properly tend to the Creator, or divine nature of Christ, who

has joined to himself a created nature in personal union/' I doubt,

after all, if this charge of Idolatry be not a mere bugbear to keep

fools in order; for, [when we analyze any species of it according to

the foregoing orthodox principles, it appears not only innocent,,

but useful.
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*' well explained this matter, * We adore not the

*^ creature, God forbid ^ this is the error of the

" Heathens and Arians, but we adore the Lord of

'^ the creation, made flesh.—Though flesh in itself be

*^ a part of the creature^s, it is made the body of

*' God.* And afterwards, ' Let them know that we
" who worship our Lord in the flesh, do not worship

** a creature, but the Creator, who has put on a

*^ created body."* Thus, *' we have shewn how
" the nature of Christ, exalted in the Heavens, is

^'^ partaker of the divine glory and honour :'^f
And

I have shewn that we are neither obliged to confine

ourselves to the doctrine, that divine worship is due

to the humanity of Christ, nor yet to the opposite

doctrine, but that we are at liberty to retain them

both.

The Scriptures afford abundant authorities for the

worship of the Son of Man
;
J though they are per-

fectly silent about the worship of his divine nature.

This silence discovers exquisite judgment; for it

must have appeared both flat and redundant to the

sacred writers, first to give precedents for the worship

of an infant, or a man, and afterwards to authorize,

or require us, to worship the almighty divinity of the

F ^ same

* Bull's Nicene Creed, Sec. 2. Chap. 3, No. 15.

t Bull Primitive Tradition against Daniel Zuiker, Chap, 6. No.

28.

t Matt. ii. % S, 11. viii. 2. ix. 18. xv. 25. xxviii. 17, &c.

Newcome's translation of these passrges has made no impression on

the Orthodox, except to, convince us that he also was a persecutor

of Christ.
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same identical person. Indeed, there is one remark-

able text, which appears to imply every degree and

species of infinity in Christ, and therefore some of my
co-adjiitors in orthodoxy will suppose that the fore-

going commendation should be qualified by at least

one exception ; but the text in view does not afford

any ground for arraigning the taste and judgment of

the Apostles. Let it speak for itself. St. John re-

ports these words of Christ, / a7id my Father are oner'

Was it the man, Christ, or his almighty Godhead

which spoke these w^ords ? Were the human organs

of speech employed in their utterance ? Did the

lungs assist by emitting air for the voice? Did the

air reverberate the sound ? Did the Apostles hear

the words with their outward ears ? Were their

senses deceived, as the Gnostics pretended, in every

thing concerning Christ, which they had heard, and

seen with their eyes, zvhich they had looked upon, and

their hands had handled F I think it was plain to

their senses that he was a man, to all intents, who
declared to them that he and the Father were 07ie

;

yet we are authorized to say of the nature and person,

which could make such a declaration of ^ one-ness,'

—'^ if he was not God" almighty, '' he must be the

'^ vilest of men/'f While we are enjoying the tri-

umph of this sublime reasoning and sentiment. Uni-

tarians ask with indecorous haste and impertinence,

* in what respect did Christ mean that he was one

* with God ?' Yet we condescend to reply, and say

—not one in pursuing the same plan for the protec-

tion

^ John, X. 30, .t Keiiriicott in locum.
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tion of the righteous, as they wish to have it, but

^' one in nature and substance, one God.'* The

contrariety of their dispositions toward mankind is

well known to the stanch Orthodox • who teach that

the wrath of the Father is infinite, and that he would

destroy us all eternally as corrupt descendants of

Adam, if his merciful Son did not interpose to save

the elect. " All mankind," even new-born children.

*^ by their fall lo^t communion with God, are under

" his wrath and curse, and so madeliable to the pains

*^ of hell for ever 3" but the only redeemer of God's

" elect is the Lord Jesus Christ,"* " according to

" the tenor of the covenant of redemption ; made
" and agreed upon between God the Father, and
*^ God the Son, in the Council of the —nity before

** the world began.—By virtue of the foresaid bar-

'' gain, the Son is still upon the work of applying
^' the purchased benefits unto the elect.^f There

is a distinction or an opposition between the Father

and the Son in their natures, in all their offices and

characters, as we admit in some cases, and contend

for in others ; which circumstance combined with

our doctrine that the Son is still '' of one substance

^' with the Father," forms the most incomprehen-

sible mystery of Christ's divinity. While we cannot

allow that they are one in original favour to the elect,

or in severity of disposition toward the reprobate, or

one in power, or holiness, or justice, or knowledge,

or

* Shorter Catechism, No. 19, 21.

t Sum of saving knowledge, attached to Assembly's Confession

and Catechisms,
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or that they had only one will, or that they were one

as Judges of mankind, or that they were only one

person, or one entire nature, or one substance, or

one being, or one God ; yet we know that Christ

^^ must be the vilest of men,** if he and the Father

are not one in an absolute sense. They were not one

in good-will to the elect, or the Son need not have

made " the foresaid bargain" in their favour, v»^hich

cost him very dear. They were not one in severity

of disposition to those whom the Father, " to the

*^ praise of his glorious justice," has predestinated to

inevitable and eternal wrath;* for Christ died even for

them, to be the propitiation of sins ;-\ but he was

utterly unable to procure for them, from his Father,

any equitable dispensation, or any trial whatsoever

of a free-will 5 and this abortive attempt proves also

that they were not one in power. They were not

one in holiness; for the stanch Orthodox have no

scruple to avow their certain knowledge that the

Father has given all men a nature which is not mere-

ly sinful, but in itself sin ; that he has placed all the

non-elect under an absolute necessity to be always

and totally wicked, intending to satisfy his justice

with the sovereign act of devoting them all to eter-

nal torments.—They, therefore, inculcate the idea,

that He is the sole author of all existing sin and

wickedness 5 whereas it was for this purpose the Son

of

* Confession of Faith.

t Matt, xviii, 11. Luke, xix. 10. Rom. v. 6, 18. xiv. 15.

1 Cor. viii. 11. 3 Cor. v. 14, 15. 1 Tim. ii. 6. Heb. ii. 9.

i John, ii. 2.
•
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of God was manifestedy that he might destroy the works

of the devil* They were not one in justice; for it

is our orthodox doctrine, that the former forces all

mankind, without exception, to be totally corrupt

and wicked, on purpose that he may have some shew

of reason for tormenting everlastingly the greater

part, young and old ; and that he may vex them still

more, by capriciously selecting for himself a few

favourites, who join him in crowing over all persons

doomed to eternal destruction ; whereas the latter is

emphatically styled in Scripture, the just one. His

yoke is easy^ and his burden is light. If permitted, he

will reward or punish all men at the last day, not ac-

cording to any previous unjust decree, but according

to their works 3 and the punishments he will inflict

with equity and mercy. In another sense they were

not one injustice, for the former required an infinite

atonement to his infinite wrath, before he either

Gould or would take the elect into favour; whereas

the other required no atonement whatsoever. In a

third sense they were not one in justice. Between

two co-equals, either such as the other, one should

not be so unjust and selfish as to require or permit

the other to submit to indignity and pain to gratify

his caprice or revenge, which he would not equally

submit to in bis turn ; and the co-equal, who does

submit exclusively to this hardship, surrenders hi§

rights in a manner which must be attributed to igno-

rance or weakness. If it were proper that either

should suffer, the stronger should do honour to the

weaker

* 1 John, iii. 8.
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of tiiese sentiments, nor can they be refuted. They

were not one in knowledeje, for the times or the sea-

S071S which the Father hath put in his own pozver were

so far concealed from the Son, that he knew not the

time of the day of judgment. They had not one

will, for the same Christ who said / a}2d my Father

are one, prayed to that Father to be relieved from

suffering; yet he submits that not his will, but his

Father's may be done. They were not one as judges

of mankind, for the Father judgeth no man^ hut hath

committed attjudgment to the Son. Indeed the stanch

Orthodox know that the Father has pre-judged all

men already, even before the creation, without any

foresight of their faith or works 3 a few very favour-

ably ; but the great body of men with unrelenting

severity.* How the clashing of judgments will ter-

minate; whether the authority given to Christ to

execute judgment was originally a delusion, or has

been cancelled, or will be revoked, or will remain in

force, are questions which I shall not attempt to

clear up for Unitarians. To them thejudgments and

ways

* " Angels and men^ thus predestinated and fore-ordained, are

" particularly and unchangeably designed ; their number is certain

" and definite, that it cannot be either increased or diminished

—

" God hath appointed the elect unto glory—the rest of mankind

" God was pleased to ordain to dishonour and wrath for their sin/'

committed in pursuance of his own decree, " to the praise of his

'' glorious justice.'' Confession of Faith, Chapter 3.—Glorious jus-

tice ! For their sin to which they were fore-ordained before the

creation, they are doomed to suffer '' most grievous torments, in

" soul and body, without intermission, in hell-fire, for ever.'*

Larger Catechism, No. 13.
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been let into the whole secret. Farther : They are

not one person, for ^' there is one person of the

*' Father, another of the Son.'* They are not one

entire nature, or one substance; for the Son has a

double, the Father only a single nature ; and it was

the human nature of the Son which uttered the

words of the text, though the Father has no human
nature. Besides, though we contend that the Son is

of ^' one substance with the Father," yet the Father

is not reciprocally of one substance with the Son, for

his nature was never *' begotten" by any person i

neither does he now sit in heaven, like the Son, with

" flesh, bones, and all things pertaining to the per-

'^ fection of man's nature.'* If they were one Being,

the relationship of Father and Son would be lost, and

the Father must be a Son to himself, and the Son a

Father to himself, which is the heresy of Sabellius.

They w^ere not one God, but only a fraction of God,

consisting of two-thirds, according to some old-fa-

shioned Orthodox; yet I expect that I shall induce

my readers to alter this proportion, if I have not done

it already. Many more instances may be added.

They were not one as a servant, an advocate or medi-

atory as Christ or anointed, an angel or messenger, a

Priest, 2iX\ Apostle, slu Heir and joiiit-heir with man, as

chosen, as the beginning of the creation of God, as the

Son of God, or Son of man. So many insuperable

difficulties lying in the way of their homoousian na-

ture, render it a more profound mystery, and serve

as a shade to set off the Orthodox doctrine with

greater splendour. Know, then, my gentle reader,

that *^ the Father and Son are one, not by consent

-only,
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'• only, as the Arians contend, but by a mutual
" comprehension or circumincession/'* *^ This
*^ manner of union the Greeks call 7r£gt%4;gi!o-»j, and it

*^ is especially to be considered, that this circumin-

'^ cession of the divine persons is indeed the greatest

" mystery, which we ought rather religiously to

" adore, than curiously examine/'f These invalu-

able expressions will always enable us to despise the

utmost efforts of Unitarians, because whenever they

contend for the zvorship of the Father—the only true

God—in spirit and in truths we may at any time, for

our amusement or profit, throw them into a conster-

nation, by slipping with a Tri^t;^*;^!)^-^, the other per-

sons whom we worship, in whatever nature we please,

into his proper seat and substance. I shall not be so

profane as to examine curiously this mystery; but I

shall shew by a few instances, with what ea^e and

success we can apply it. " The Father^ oftvhom are

'^ all things^ means God in this nature, which in-

^^ eludes the whole Trinity.^'J I presume '* the

«^ whole" Quaternity appears by this time an im-

provement in orthodoxy. ^^ One God the Father is

^^ here (1 Cor. viii. 6.) the name of a nature, under

** which Christ himself as God is comprehended j

*^ and the same may be proved of it in several other

«« places. "§ Moreover, " as often as we repeat the

*' Lord's Prayer, we address ourselves inclusively to

" the person of the Spirit, under the one name of our

«' Father."
II

" Christ, in prescribing this form of

" prayer,"

* Bull's Nicene Creed, Sec. 2. Chap. 4. No. g.

t Bull, Sec. 4. Chap. 4. No. 4. % Lessly's fourth Dialogue.

§ Jones, Chap. 1. No. 33.
1|

lb. Chap. 2. No. 11.
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** prayer/* Our Father which art in Heaven, &c.

did not forbid " worship and application to be made

" to hini"seh^, " whom we find to be the very Being

" described and pointed out as the proper object of

" our adoration/'* " The word. Father^ cannot al-

*^ ways be a name that distinguishes God from an-

'' other person of God; but is often to be understood

" as a term of relation between God and man : or as

^* a modern divine of our Church has well expressed

'' it,—a word not intended for God the Father only,

" the first person of the - - nity ; but as it is referred

^^ to the creature, made and conserved by God, in

" which sense it appertains to the whole" Quater-

*^ nity.-f The same mystery accounts very satisfac-

torily for a text which Unitarians are fond of quoting.

And the Lord shall be King over all the earth: in that day

(that is, when there shall be no more utter destruction,

and when Jerusalem shall be safely inhabited) shall there

be one Lord, and his name one.X The name of any

one Lord of the Quaternity appertains to, and com-

prehends the whole; " and yet they," the four Lords,

*' are not" four ^' Lords, but one Lord." Unitarians

may now give up the contest, and acknowledge the

vanity of all their attempts to run down or destroy

the Catholic faith ; when even the single observation

of w-ggtx^^vjiTK,—mutual comprehension or circuminces-

sion renders them speechless. I once saw a noted

Polemick completely at a stand and flung off by an

impassioned statement of this brain-twisting mystery ^

and

* Burgh, pages 54, 55. t Jones, Chap. 1. No. 34.

t Zech. xiv. 9. From this text. Unitarians are so impudent as to

infer, that the prevalence of Unitarianism will be a principal sjgn

of the approaching Millennium.
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and his amazement was such, that I can truly say of

him,

Obstupuit, steteruntque comae, et vox faucibus haesit.

We may now return to Moses, and examine the

purport of the following words in the same chapter.

If a man shall deliver unto his jieighboiir money to keep,

and it be stolen out of the man's house

,

—if the thief be

notfounds then the master of the house shall be brought

unto the Judges,—the cause of both parties shall come

hefore the Judges, and whom the Judges shall condemn,

he shall pay double. Though the Translators were ex-

cellently disposed to favour an orthodox plurality,

yet it must be admitted that they had some odd pre-

judices ; and that they had not minds sufficiently en-

larged to comprehend the sublime orthodoxy of a

Quaternity. From what other cause can we account

for their rendering the word, Elohini, which occurs

here three times, by Judges, though they were obliged

to translate it Gods in the 2l8tli verse, and though it

is the precise and important word, which affords us

the strongest proof of a plurality of persons in God ?

They were no doubt aware, that Elohim in this place

belongs to a person not included in their enumeration

of divinities, and therefore that they could not give

this word its literal meaning of Gods, without burst-

ing their '^ trinal" -nity. Other translators have

shewn a better spirit, and have thus expressed the

sense of the passage. The master of the house shall he

brought unto the Gods,—the matter of them both shall

come unto the Gods—ivhom the Gods shall condemn, &c.*

Let

See Ainswortb's Translation.
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Let us now inquire for whom this express title of su-

preme divinity is intended. If we go back to the

18th chapter, we shall find that Moses had under-

taken to judge all causes, great and small, among the

people of Israel. And JethrOy Moses' father-in-law,

said unto hi?n, the thing that thou doest is Tiot good—thou

wilt surely wear away—for this thing is too heavy for

thee^ thou art not able to perform it thyself alone—/ will

give thee counsel— Thou shalt provide out of all the

people able men—and let them judge the people at all

seasons ; and it shall be, that every great matter they

shall bring unto thee, but every small matter they shall

judge—So Moses hearkened to the voice of hisfather-

in-lazv s and did all that he had said—the hard causes

they brought unto Moses ; but every small matter they,

the men chosen for their abilities, judged themselves.

If now we consider the case mentioned in the text,

we cannot have a doubt but this must have been

ranked among the hard causes^ which Moses reserved

to be decided by a superior person, and vi^hich, there-

fore, he directs to be brought before the Gods—the

Elohim; and, indeed, it would require a knowledge

of the hearts of men to decide it with infallible jus-

tice. Yet all these hard causes were brought unto

Moses, and decided by him. The propriety and

correctness of applying the extraordinary title of

Elohim to a single person, and that person a mau
upon this earth, has, I presume, been fully and satis-

factorily accounted for in the preceding argument.

By this word he has furnished the ground-work of all

our orthodoxy ;* we can never sufficiently admire his

oblique

* A pert heretical critic undertook once, by a pedantic criticism

upon
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oblique and modest introduction of it, by whicb, in

a most becoming manner, he avows his nature and

rank, and declares the knowledge which he had of

the hearts of men. He reveals the same doctrine in

terms and allusions equally modest and ingenious in

a parallel place. The judgment is God's, and the cause

that is too hard for youy bring it unto yne, and I will

Tiear it,^

There

upon the word Elohim, to demolish, with much sang-froid, the

stupendous fabric of orthodoxy. His flagitious attempt will appear

entirely incredible, and, therefore, can never excite, in our minds,

sufficient indignation, if 1 do not give the criticism at large. * The

' Hebrew tongue, which flourished, and was for some time culti-

* vated by the Canaanites, a people who had strange notions of the

« Divinity, and were infected with Polytheism, retained several

* visible footsteps of these errors, after it became the mother-tongue

' of the Hebrews, who had quite different sentiments. The Phe-

' nicians not only believed in a plurality of Gods, but ranked seve-

* ral men in the number of their Deities.—^^Tis observable, that the

* same word Elohim does not only signify the supreme God, but

* likewise Angels and Magistrates ; the reason of which is plain,

* because the Phenicians did not observe a sufficient distinction be-

f tween God, Angels, and Magistrates, since several men were re-

* puted as Gods by them. For otherwise, if this language had been

* invented and cultivated by a people, free from idolatry, as the

« Hebrews afterwards were, they had neither communicated a name

' belonging to the divine nature to creatures, nor had they used it

' plurally in their ordinary discourses. Every one knows, that the

* Hebrews inveterately hated that opinion, which supposes the Di-

< vinity to be «vSf&;»-o<pyj$, that is, resembling the human nature;

* neither is it to be imagined that these people, who were the wor-

* shippers of one eternal God, if they had the inventing of their

'• own lanouacje, would have, in their common talk, so much favour-

* ed the above-mentioned opinion.'—Le Clerc's first Dissertation on

Genesis, translated by Brown.

* Deut. i. 17„
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There is no necessity for any learned argument to

prove that God is his proper and scriptural title; since

the Lord said unto him expressly, / have made 'thee a

God to Pharaoh."^ If orthodoxy be not an empty

sound, a God to the King of Egypt must be the same

to all creatures; for before he could bear this rela-

tionship to any human being, he must have enjoyed

infinite perfection, and have been homoousian with

all infinite persons, otherwise his worship by any

mortal as well as by the King of Egypt, would be

rank idolatry.—" The right faith'' to be learned from

the text, ^^ is, that we believe and confess that'* Pha-

raoh's God is " neither created nor begotten," nor

yet " proceeding," but yzza^e- or manufactured. The
making him a God can afford no argument against

his eternity and self-existence; for the previous and

necessary idea of a God is, that he can have no be-

ginning nor boundaries of any kind ; therefore he

must necessarily have existed from eternity. An ex-

pression, which implies his creation in time, can

form no serious difficulty; for what can be more easy

for us than to say, that the Lord had made him a God
" from everlasting." If this opinion should appear

contrary to reason, so much the better, for then our

faith in it will become " heroic :" but, indeed, it will

not appear intitled to any very extraordinary praise,

if it be considered, that we acknowledge as an ordi-

nary truth, that God, on a certain day, had '^ begotte?i'*f

an '^eternal," a " co-eternal and co-equal" God.

I can

* Ex. vii. 1. iv. 16.

t Acts xiii. 33.—We have laboured hard for fifteen hundred

years to convey the full import of the expressions,--—Je-go^^en, onli/

begotten
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I can produce the writings of almo&t all the Fathers

in support of my orthodox construction of the text*

" The Arians pretended that the word '« God was
" nothing more than a relative word, not importing
" nature, but office.—Hence it was that the Catho-
*^ lies so much insisted on it, that the word God de-
*^ noted, not the office, but strictly the nature and
" substance of the person to whom it was applied;
•' and that nothing could be truly and properly God,
** which was not of a divine, immutable, and eternal

•' substance. Hence it was that Basil, the two Gre-
*« gorys, Hilary, Austin, and other Catholics, con-
" tended that the name God denoted substance, and
" was a word of absolute signification.''* I have

scarcely patience to mention the reason, which some
modern audacious Unitarians give for dissenting from

these Catholic Doctors. They say that the word of

God cannot, by itself, imply the divine substance of

any person ; because it is frequently applied in the

Scriptures

begotten Son, first-lorn, &c. and our labours have been crowned with

such success, that we have been enabled to produce many incom-

prehensible elucidations of the affinity between the Father and the

Son. Unitarians, on the contrary, decide instantaneously that the

expressions are purely metaphorical ; that no other meaning can be

attached to them than—beloved of God, or worthy, or highly gifted,

or attested by signs from heaven
;

(see Ex. iv. 23. 1 John, iv. 7.

V. 18. Rom. i. 4. &c.) and they charge our interpretations with an

odious resemblance to some of the most objectionable parts of the

old heathen mythology : but let them shew, if they can, whence

could the Heathens have derived their first notions of the generation

of their Deities.

t Fidde's Divinitj^ on the first Article of the Creed, Book 1V»

Chap. I.
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Scriptures to beings which eat, drink, perspire, weep,

sleep, and are weary; which may be bhnd-folded,

hand-cuffed, spitted on, buffeted, scourged, plucked

by the beard, and killed. It is impossible to reply

with temper to such insolence. The provoking im-

pertinence of this heretical language may be esti-

mated by its tendency to force upon our recollection

a most impudent question, which some despisers of

holy mother Church address to the old and truest

Orthodox -, namely. What becomes of *^ the body,

soul and divinity," of your macerated or filtrated

God, two or three days after you swallow them into

your stomach ?*

G Among

* There are other questions relating to the transubstantiated

'' body, blood, 50ul, and divinity of Christ/' not less extraordinary,

with which our adversaries endeavour to torment us. I shall pub-

lish them to the world, in order to shew how much I despise them

and their questions ;—' Does the transubstantiated God nourish our

mortal frame like beef and mutton ? If we were to suppose a Priest,

reduced by some necessity to subsist entirely upon his God, ho\v

long would it be before all his own substance would be converted

into a divine substance, and would become a legal object of wor-

ship ? If this God should prove an emetic (the possibility of which

we are taught by sundry instructions for communicants, which pro-

vide for such a case*) would he be equally palatable a second time ?

Could we find a Priest with such " heroic faith" in the transubstan-

tiation of paste or wine into his God, as not to be deterred from

swallowing him, though he were first to see a corrosive mixed with

the elements ? Did this divine substance ever mortify the bowels of

a poor unfortunate Pope ? If a communicant should spit out some

part of the transubstantiated elements (and that he may do so with-

out special care, we learn from the usual direction to him not to

spit out for .half an hour) would the two parts, namely, that which

* See the canon " Si sacerdos euchavistiam, &c."
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Among the variety of texts, which exalt the nature

of a God-man to an inconceivable height, the follow-

ing

is spit out, and that which is received into the stomach, remain

each his God ? and at what precise time would the Godhead of each

part become extinct? Since it is in the power of a<]!athohc Priest

to transubstantiate a piece of bread or a wafer into his God, can he

produce the same divine substance from flour slightly baked or

boiled, or crude, or from corn unground, or in a growing state, or

from good oaten hasty-pudding ? Supposing he were in a place

where corn could not be procured, and that the farina of a potatoe,

or the pulp of a turnip, should there be prepared in due form, and

he should pronounce over it with a right intention,

—

" Hoc est cor-

pus meum ;" would he transubstantiate these substances into " the

** body, soul, and divinity" of a God which ought to be worshipped?

Since, for his own use, and the use of men of his own order, he can

change wine also into his God, can he operate with the same suc-

cess upon indifferent or sour wine, or vinegar, or good porter ? If

a trifling difference in the elements be not material, and if faith be

the truly great and essential power which is to effect the change,

might not a Priest contrive, by an " heroic faith,'' combined with

the boundless powers of the Church, to transubstantiate into his God

a piece of a Cow, an Ape, an Ibis, or a Crocodile ? Is the sub-

stance, which a communicant swallows into his stomach, a God to

himself alone, or is it the same to the whole creation ? When we

see a person swallow his God, whether would it be a laudable or an

idolatrous act to fall down in adoration before that person, when we

are sure that he has received God into his stomach ? Is the tran-

substantiated God sensible of the adoration paid to him? has he any

corporeal sensibility ? and if he has, how long does it last ? Does

he leave on the palate the flavour of paste and wine ; and does he

appear to aU the senses with the qualities of these substances ? Does

the pancreatic juice in the stomach dissolve him ? If these words,

which are instrumen^tal to the change, " Hoc est corpus meum,"

must be understood literally, is not the wafer transubstantiated also

into the body of every Priest who administers the Eucharist ? Does

one Priest in one thousand really believe that he transubstantiates

pieces
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ing seems worthy of the Catholic cause. Moses asks

the Israelites in a form which implies a strong nega-

tion. What nation is there, tvhich hath God so nigh unto

theniy as the Lord our God is in all things that we call

upon himfor f* This text might convey a very erro-

neous idea of God's attributes, if we should allow it

to be considered independently of our comments.

God is omnipresent, and cannot be nearer to one na-

tion than to another ; it is therefore evident to the

Orthodox, that it is not on account of the propin-

quity of any divine nature to the Israelites, that God

was nearer to them than to any other nation : but no

other nation had a God-man so near them ; and thi^

circumstance will gradually clear up the whole diffi-

G 21 culty.

pieces of bread, or wafers and wine^, into the body, blood, soul, and

divinity of a perfect God ? Does this God submit to go down the

throat of a rogue, as well as of an honest man ? Are those, who di-

gest his ''body, soul, and divinity"' superior to all other men in cha-

rity, sanctity, and spiritual gifts F If Priests should indulge too

freely in swallowing the liquid part of this God (which has some-

times happened, 1 Cor. xi. 21.) would he intoxicate them ? and if he

should produce this effect, would the intoxication be divine or dia-

bolical ?' Instead of indulging a profane curiosity upon these in-

scrutable subjects, we place them at an awful distance ; and we

view them there through the obscurest medium we can think of,

siich as the eyes and understanding of a Priest. It affords us the

highest self-approbation and comfort to think that it is by this pious

and humble conduct alone we can remain faithful members of the

true Church ; and we have this farther consolation to know, that the

Heathens never had any mysterious rites which required such heroic

faith as our's, and that if there be a truly orthodox person upon

earth, it must be that man, who, with a devout submission of his

reason to his spiritual guide, has faith enough to eat his God.

* Deut. iv. 7,
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culty. We must not imagine that it could be his de-

sign to assert his orthodox nature in such express

words as would expose it to be cried down instantly

by Heretics, and would leave no room for mystery,

and for endless discoveries into all the possible mean-

ings of several of his sayings, institutions, and mi-

racles : but, to men trained in our school, it will ap-

pear, that the plan which he would naturally adopt,

would be to convey this doctrine with such awful ob-

scurity, as would spare his modesty, and would ex-

ercise the faith and scholastic ingenuity of his disci-

ples to the end of time. So closely did Christ adhere

to this line of conduct, that the third century com-

menced before his divinity was suspected, and there

elapsed many centuries of strife and confusion, be-

fore this idea was finally consolidated into a proper

system. In the passage before us, Moses does not

exact an orthodox confession from the Israelites in a

blunt and forward way ; but with a modest address,

he sets them about inquiring how God could be

nearer to them than to any other people : and he

knew they had no possible way to become sensible of

this privilege orthodoxically, except on the supposi-

tion most favourable to himself. The next exercise

of their faith and casuistry, which he afforded them

by the words of the text, was to account for the ex-

pression of

—

the Lord our God, From this circumlo-

cution, they had a sufficient clue to the mystery of a

" God-man.'' The divine nature was Lord and God

over the human nature, as well as over the Israelites:

yet the two natures formed only one person by an

hypostatical union ^ for '^ although he be God and
"'- man, he is not two but one" person, '^ one altoge-

'' ther.
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'^ ther, not by confusion of substance, but by unity

^' of person/' When these mysteries are duly con-

sidered, it will appear that the true orthodox reason

why Moses says, the Lord our God was nearer to the

Israelites than to any other nation, was, because the

manhood, which tabernacled among them, was hy-

postatically united to the superior nature, which again

was homoousian with the other persons of the Qua-

ternity. '' He who hath seen all that was visible of
him, ^^ hath seen the person, to whom was joined

" that invisible and divine nature, which the Scrip-

" ture has called by the name of the Father."*

—

Against these momentous conclusions the Heretics

have nothing to advance, except the stale Unitarian

trick of putting us off with a metaphorical sense

:

they pretend, indeed, that the word nigh, in the text,

is a metaphor which relates neither to time nor to

place, but to the particular Providence of God.

The Lord our God in the text bears precisely the

same reference to one God-man, which 7711/ God and

your God\ in another place bears to Christ; and as

God was nigh to the Israelites through the medium

of one, so he was nigh to Christians through the me-

dium of the other: J For this reason we know to an

equal certainty, " that he who had seen all that was
" visible of Christ, hath seen the person, to whom
" was joined that invisible and divine nature which
" the Scripture has called by the name of the Father.

*^ And

* Jones, Chap. I. No. 38. f John, xx. 17.

: Ephes. ii. 12, 13.
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^^ And—that Christ (though he was manifest in the

" flesh) is yet no other than that same invisible God,
*^ whom no man hath or can see." This circum-

stance will throw a very curious iight upon much of

our Saviour's history. It will appear from it, that he

secretly glorified and honoured himself; that he came

in his own name, and bore witness to himself, when

he appeared to act otherwise ; that he thanked him-

self, constantly prayed to himself, and acknowledged

his subjection to himself; that he would confess and

deny men before himself; that he was greater than

himself, and was the only way to himself; that he

was the son of himself, and also the Father of him-

self, was sent by himself, and intended to return to

himself; that he was forsaken by himself, and medi-

ated between himself and mankind.^ All these

things are total darkness to Unitarians; but the bril-

liant side of them is turned to us who are duly ini-

tiated in Orthodoxy ; and we are not in the least sur-

prised at these most surprising and amusing mysteries

in a revelation from the God of truth,

Moses has afforded cavillers a great advantage over

us by writing his own history ; for if he had deputed

this task to some of his admirers and followers, no

doubt his character and natures would have been ex-

hibited in more splendid colours. Now the. man

Moses

* I might add a hundred more particulars of the same curious

nature ; but I only regret that the scope of my argument, in this

place, will not permit me to gratify the old Orthodox, by intro-

ducing into my text the most notable feats which he ever performtd,

namely—how he himself ate himself, and then drank himself.
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Moses was very meek above all the men which were upon

theface of the earth ^"^ and he was withal so consi-

derate or shame-faced, that when the children of Is-

rael could not stedfastly behold his face, for the glory of

his countenance, he put a veil over it,'\ We may there-

fore readily suppose, that when the glories of his per-

son were beaming through his narrative, his modesty

induced him to blot out the most refulgent parts, and

to throw a veil over those luminous passages, which

could not with propriety be withheld. To object,

therefore, to him, on account of the mild shade under

which he appears in his writings, is chargeal)le \Aith

this intolerable fault, that it is an attempt to degrade

him, because he possessed the most amiable virtues

of meekness and modesty. If it be a noted fact, that

Heretics are disposed to represent his nature as im°

perfect in consequence of this perfection of his cha-

racter, what stronger proof can we desire of their

sophistry or inconsistency.

Unitarians are governed by the same perverse mo-

tives in refusing to deify Christ. The less intimation

he gives the world of his perfect Godhead, and the

less consistent his language is with such an idea, the

more perfect he appears ; but they are so unmannerly

as to take him up shortly at his word, and they are

guilty of such crooked reasoning, as to convert a

heavenly perfection into a proof of imperfection.

This " is slighting the proper Son of God, on account
'' of

* Kumb. xii. 3. t ^ Cor. iii. 7—13.
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^ of that very humiliation, by which he came to

' overcome our pride."*

The phraseology of the last quoted text but one

deserves particular notice. The man Moses was very

meek, &c. Who could doubt that Moses was a man ?

Why, then, is he called the man Moses f which is a

character equally applicable to all men, but applied

to no person beside in Scripture, except to the man
Jesus Christy who was '^evidently intended heref to

" be distinguished from God by that name only, and
" therefore in other respects implied to be one with
'^ the Father, God/'J When we take into consider-

ation the double nature of a God-man, there appears

immediately a propriety in this phraseology, which

otherwise would have no more meaning than that

which would characterize him, as the man who had

the faculty of speech.

Though I profess only to prove the new orthodoxy,

yet my subject generally leads me insensibly to speak

of the Godhead of Christ. In truth, the new and

the old are so connected, that -they must stand or fall

together. As the divinity of the Mosaic and Chris-

tian revelations rests on the same foundation, so the

characters of their respective authors must share the

same fate. It is not my design to calculate very cu-

riously which of the two has preponderance in the

Quaternity,

* Fletcher's Address to Priestley, page 38. London Edit,

t 1 Tim, ii. 5. % Burgh, page 27.
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Quaternity, or which can afford most assistance to

raise the other; but while I am willing to allow the

Christian Orthodox the full benefit of all my proofs,

they will find it their interest to suffer me to take

every advantage of the reflex divinity of Christ. Yet

I ask not favours from them, nor from any descrip-

tion of people : I only demand that strict justice

which I myself dispense to all with great exactness.

Accordingly I have not the least hesitation to admit,

that, whatever consideration the first in the order of

time is intitled to, Christ is equally intitled to the

same ; for, if we are to believe Moses himself, they

stood in the same relationship to God and to the

Jews, and two of the Apostles also bear witness to

the striking similarity of their characters. Near the

conclusion of his life, Moses disclosed this prophecy

to his people with great solemnity, The Lord thy God
will raise up unto thee a Prophetfrom the midst of theey

of thy brethren, like imto me,—and the Lord said unto

me, I will raise them up a Prophet from among their

brethren like unto thee, and I will put my words in his

mouth, and he shall speak unto them all that I shall

command him ; and, whosoever will not hearken unto my
words, tvhich he shall speak in my name, I will require

it of him.^ St. Peter quotes this prophecy, and shews

that it w^as fulfilled in Christ, Moses truly said unto the

Fathers, a Prophet shall the Lord your God raise up

unto you ofyour brethren, like unto me.-f And St. Ste-

phen repeats the same words in the same sense.

Christ adhered very closely to this prophecy, so far

as

* Deut. xviii. 15, 18, 19. f Acts, ii. 32.
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as depended on himself, as appears from his own

words. My doctrine is not mine, but his that se?it me,^ I

have not spoken of myself, hut the Father which sent me,

he gave me commandment what I should say and what I
should speak. •\ The words that I speak unto you, I

speak not of myself—the zvord that you hear is not mine,

hut the Father's zvhich sent 7ne.'^ I can of mine own

self do nothing ^ as I hear, Ijudge, and my judgment is

just, hecause I seek not mine oivn will, hut the will of

my Father, which hath sent me.^ As the Father gave

me commandment even so I do.^ While I produce

these texts, which Unitarians always pervert, I have a

reliance upon you, my discerning reader, that you

will not fail to keep in your recollection the profound

and truly orthodox remark which I have formerly

quoted, that " the Father is the name of a nature,

^^ under which Christ as God is also comprehended"

by a w£pjxwp»)cr»s. Agreeable to this mystery, Christ had

a salvo for his own divine honours in his devotion and

entire submission to his Father ; which could detract

nothing from his own person, because by this con-

duct he was secretly magnifying himself. Thus our

orthodox spirits are refreshed with the knowledge

that he has gained precisely the same authority

and adoration, which he appeared to transfer to an-

other.

Many new and singular proofs of his divinity will

now suddenly blaze upon the world. In the pro-

phecy of Moses, the likeness between himself and

Christ

* John, vii. 16. f xii. 49. % xiv. 10, 24.

§ John, V, 30. vi. 38. viii.38. |1
xiv. 2L
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Christ is declared in the most express terms; and the

latter says, that all things must be fulfilled, zvhich were

written in the law of Moses concerning me ;* therefore

all the proofs which I have already given, or shall

give of the improved Orthodoxy, are equally proofs

of the divinity of Christ. These are perfectly new in

their kind, and are much more decisive than any which

have yet appeared. I am not a little vain of the

compliments and academical honours, which the

Orthodox will hasten to confer on me for coming up,

at a critical time, with such a powerful corps-de-

reserve, which will not fail to put a happy period to

the most protracted and interesting of all religious

controversies ; and to overwhelm all ' real ' Heretics

with total discomfiture.

I shall now put these important orthodox questions

home to all persons, which may be resolved without

any superior knowledge or sagacity ; and no reader,

who has a sincere love of truth, will dismiss the

subject, until he can either determine upon their

propriety, or frame such answers as shall satisfy his

own mind.—What opinion must we entertain of

Moses, who prophesies' with solemnity, that no less

a person than a man, in hypostatical union with God
Almighty, should be raised up among the Jews, like

unto himself, if at the same time he were not con-

scious of his own ineffable dignity, and that the most

discordant natures were united in his own person ?

Is it possible to view him, with orthodox eyes, in

any

* jLuke, xxiv, 44,
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any medium between the greatest extremes ? Is he

a ^' God-man/' like Christ ; or was he a mere im-

postor, or a weak enthusiast ? If Christ was either

^^ the vilest of men," or '^ the self-existent author of

** all things,-—the great Creator,— the self-existent

^^ Jehovah,—the eternal immutable God.""^ what must

have been the Prophet like unto him ? A commenta-

tor on his life says, There arose not a Prophet since in

Israel like unto Moses, tvhom the Lord knew face to

face.'\ This remark was made long before the ap-

pearance of Christ, whom also, I admit, the Lord

knew face to face, as he was like unto Moses. Ac-

cording to the old language of orthodoxy, lately

revived, this phrase is excellently accounted for,

*' The existence of the Son flows necessarily from

the divine intellect exerted on itself, from the Father's

contemplation of his own perfections. "j

The principal objects which Moses had in view,

in comparing himself to a " God-man,'* as appears

from a number of our ingenious comments, must

have been to secure implicit obedience to his laws,

and to confound in Jews and Christians the pride of

reason. All our opinions and arguments tend to

shew that an Ambassador from Heaven could by no

means so effectually recommend his religion and

morality, as by seeking his own glojy, not indeed

professedly, for he should profess the contrary,^ but

covertly; and by secretly inculcating the notion,

that the Father which sent him, considered without

the

^ Kennicott on John, i. 1. x. 30. Heb. i.

t Deut. xxxiv. 10. % Horsely. § John, viii. 50.
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the addition of his own ^^ co-equal'* essence, is not

" a perfect God'* like himself, but only " an idol

'^ of the imagination/' or " a mangled notion of

'' Deity."

The Apostles, St. Peter and St. Stephen, recom-

mend their master to the Jews by comparing him to

Moses ; and Christ himself says to them. There is one

that acaiseth yoiiy even Moses in zvhom ye trust j for

had ye believed Moses^ ye zvoidd have believed me, for

he wrote of me^^ In these words he reproves the

Jews, not for trusting in Moses, but for not having

a right faith in him. Now '' faith and trust" are

" acts of internal worship—and we cannot conceive

*' any more essential and important acts of divine

^' worship. "f To believe or trust in a creature has

always appeared to the Orthodox a most egregious

and sinful vanity.

If it should be urged by the Heretics, that one of

these Prophets was made a God only during his own

dispensation, I shall soon refute this temporizing

conceit by the words of Scripture. God says to him,

that the people may believe thee for ever ;% ^^^^ we

know that *' faith" is one of the most " essential

" and important acts of divine worship." Or, if the

spleen of the Heretics should tempt them to say,

that the requisite faith in him was only a belief that

God had sent him,§ this cavil can have no weight;

for

* V. 45, 46. t Boyse against Emlyn. % Ex. xix, 9.

§ ill. 10-^15. Num. xvi. 28.
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for the Prophet like unto him, whose Godhead we
have long since decided, cried and said, he that be-

lieveth on me, helieveth not on me, hut on him that sent

me,'' Neither came I of myself, but he, the Father,

sent me.-f He says of his Disciples, They have be-

lieved that thou, O Father, didst send me.X These

last words mean, in the most orthodox sense. That

thou didst send a person, who is by himself a " per-

'' feet God" and a '' Godhead—one" with thyself,

" the glory equal, the majesty co-eternal.—Such as"

thou '' the Father, such is" my person whom thou

hast sent, " one—uncreate—incomprehensible—eter-

*^ nal—almighty—Lord—begotten—of" thee, *^ the

*^ Father alone," and thou also begotten of me, thy

messenger, for " such as the Father is, such is the

" Son," and " none is afore or after other,'' not

begetting, " not begotten" of " the Holy Ghost"

but, in partnership with thee, sending him forth from

our nature by a joint procedure " such" as we our-

selves are, who therefore may exercise a power of

emitting and sending us. ^' He that will be saved,

'' must thus think of the" '' Catholic Faith." The
missions of Moses and Christ were so far from de-

grading them, that they proved the means wherefore

God also hath highly exalted them.§ Whatever I may
choose to say of the former Prophet, it is evident

that the perfect Godhead of Christ could not be

exalted, that is, could not receive any accession of

felicity, power, and glory, while that nature com-

prised

* John, xii. 44. f John, vii. 42. % xvii. 8.

§ Phil. ii. 9.
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prised the whole of his person ; but hy assuming a

nature which is compassed zvith infirmityJ^ he, by his

obedience '\ and meritorious .^z/^"r/?2o-^ therein, reflected

prodigious lustre upon that moiety of his person,

which is an -*^ uncreate—incomprehensible—eternal

" —almighty— Lord—and—God." We see Jesus,

zvlio was made a Utile lozver than the Angels, for the

suffering of death, crotvned with glory arid honour—for

it becarne him—the Father—;/c»r whom are all things,

and by whom are all things, in bringing many Sons unto

glory to make the captain of their salvation perfect

through sifferings—Christ Jesus was faithfid to him

that appointed him, as also Moses zvas faithful in all

his house,% " Some, for whose sakes'* they *^ thus

" humbled" themselves, ^' and became obedient in

" the flesh, instead of receiving it with humility and
" devotion, even cast it in" their '^ teeth, and make
^' it an argument against" them ;

" vainly imagin-

'' ing that they do honour to their supreme God."§

I hope I have already stigmatized such ungenerous

sophistry.

I admit, with the Author of the Epistle to the

Hebrews, that Christ obtained a more excellent minis-

try than Moses, by hozv much also he is the mediator of

a better covenant. But surely this circumstance ought

not to be mentioned to the disadvantage of Moses ;

for it was not his fault if the state of the Jews and of

tTle world, in his time, would not accord with the

most

* Heb. V. 2. t verse 8. % Heb. ii. 9. iii. 2.

§ Jones, Chap. 1. No. 25.
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most perfect dispensation. But, waving this reason-

ing, Moses does not sink from the circumstance, in

the opinion of the Orthodox, for his nature ^' shines

" the brighter for the extraordinary humihty he has

^^ shewed," in accepting the meanest commission.

The resemblance between Moses and Christ is not

merely declaratory, but it is observable in many
particulars. They were each of them a Mediator

between God and man,* a Prophet,
-f

a Priest^% a

Kijig,^ a Judge,
\\ a Ruler and Deliverer,^ the Lord,^*

and a GW.*|

The first of the above characters, by itself, is suf-

ficient for my purpose. We hold it for an incontro-

vertible truth, that no one can mediate between

God and man, who does not partake of both natures.

" It was requisite that the Mediator should be God,

" that he might sustain and keep the human nature

" from sinking under the infinite wrath of God. It

" was requisite that the Mediator should be a man,
^^ that he might advance our nature.— It was requi-

^^ site that the Mediator should himself be both God
^*' and Man, and this in one person, that the proper

" works of each nature might be accepted of God
'' for

* Gal. iii. 19, 20. Ex. xxxii. 30. Deut. v. 5. Psalm, cvi. 23.

1 Tim. ii. 5. Heb. viii. 6. ix. 15. t Deut. xviii. 15, 18.

+ Psalm, xcix. 6. Heb. v. 6. § Deut. xxxiii. 5. John, xii.

15. 11
Ex. xviii. 13. Acts, vii. 27. John, v. 27. ^ Acts,

vii. 27, 35. Matt. ii. 6. Rom. xi. 26. ** Ex. xxxii. 22.

Num. xi. 28. xii. 11. xxxii. 25, 27, 31. xxxvi. 2. John, xx. 3.

*t Ex. iv. 16. vii. 1. xxii, 28, John, x. 35, John, i. 1.
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*' for us^ and relied on by us as the works of the

'' whole person."* No doubt it will be asked tri-

umphantly;—if the particular divine nature of the

Mediator, which by itself is ^' perfect God/* has no

Mediator between itself and man,—must not a great

proportion of our quaternal God remain dissatisfied

for the sins of the elect ? To this question I reply,

after searching some of the inexhaustible stores of

Orthodoxy.—May not one of these almighty persons

which assumed a human nature, atone by the suffer-

ing of half of his Person to the other halff Surely

this lame atonement maj^ very well satisfy half a

person. But with respect to another entire person

of the Quaternity, we assert that he will not be put

off with less than an infinite atonements Every

species and degree of sin is an infinite evil, com-

mitted in despite of his '' infinite wrath.** For this

reason it is necessary that each Mediator should

transfer his supreme divinity to his humanity, in

order to render the atonement of the latter of infinite

value.J This language is dictated by the pure spirit

H of

"^ Larger Catechism, No. 38, 39, 40.

f This idea suggests to a creditor a novel and pleasant way to

recover a debt. He may make his left hand pay to his right the

debt due to him by another person. What more can be wanting to

a final settlement, if the debtor be free, and the creditor be satis-

fied ?

t Relics of the human nature, to which the divinity had been

transferred, have served as a choice atonement for a vast number of

people. An atom of blood or of perspiration, or any thing touched

by a God-man must have an infinite value, and would atone for the

sins of any number of men whatsoever, who should be so fortunate

as to obtain possession of it.
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of orthodoxy ; and it represents the economy of the

divine dispensations toward mankind, as framed and

ordered with a most incomprehensible wisdom. ^^ We
'' are to consider that Christ's human nature, made
" up of that body and soul, in which he suffered,

" was united to the divine word, and this gave them
*' pondus immensum^ nay, valorem infinitum, where-

'* by they did not only procure, but strictly and

'^ properly merit pardon."* " Christ being God
" and man in one person ; man, that he might have

" blood to shed ; and God, that his blood might be

" of infinite value and inestimable preciousness when
" shed."f Hence, by the by, we may understand,

*' Heb. ix. 14. the eternal divinity of the Son, offer-

*^ ed to God upon the altar of the cross, the human
«' nature, personally, as we speak, united to him-

** self."J The two natures of the other Mediator

were equally one single person; and, therefore, even

his proposal to sacrifice his human nature,§ must

have had '^ pondiis immensum, nay, valorem infini-

*^ tiimy ^ The superior nature offered to God, the

proposal of the sacrifice of the human nature, per-

sonally, as we speak, united to himself.' The im-

mense weight and infinite value of this proposal will

be objected to by the Heretics, because it produced

only a limited and partial effect, in saving but one

nation, at one time, from destruction. But they

cannot take advantage of his apparently unprotected

state.

* Edward's Preservative, 3d Part. f Burkitt on Acts,

XX. 28. 1 Bull's Nicene Creed, Sec. 1. Chap. 2. No. 5.

§ Ex. xxxii. 32.
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state, until they first confute, on a similar ground,

the infinite merits of Christ. Though he diedfor all,^

was a propitiationfor the sins of the whole world,-f came

to save that which was lost,X and was appointed to

taste deatJi for every ma?i,^ though he gave himself a

ransom for all to he testified in due time,
||
and was

sent not to condemn the woi^ld but that the world through

him might he savedy% yet we must be careful to under-

stand these facts consistently with our doctrine, that

the object of his infinite merits was by no means to

obtain or purchase, for the great bulk of mankind,

any, the least possible conditional offer, or equitable

chance of future happiness, but only to secure for

the elect a certainty of salvation, without any con-

dition of works, and a knowledge of this certainty,

upon the easy condition of ^' accepting'* him. No
objection can be raised against this doctrine from

the disproportion between the cause and the effect,

for it is evident to every stanch orthodox under-

standing, that '^ the elect" ^' in the everlasting pur-

^^ pose of God,'' must be saved at all events ; there-

fore they know there existed an absolute necessity,

that God himself should suff'er in human flesh for

their sake, because, unless he, or some part of him,

should be humbled in this manner, they could not be

exalted ; and they are also assured that the salvation

of one of themselves is of more importance, in the

scale of universal happiness, than the everlasting

H 2 perdition

* 2 Cor. V. 15. Rom. v. 18. f John, ii 2. iv. 14.

% Matt, xviii. 11. Luke, xix. 10. § Heb. ii 9.

1]
1 Tim. ii. 6. ^ John, iii. 17.
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perdition of millions of Heretics or Heathens, who
are reprobate by an eternal decree. While the elect

are predestinated in Christ unto life and glory, with-

out any foresight of faith or works, or any conditions,

and all to the praise of God's glorious grace ; they

will praise him to eternity for his glorious justice, in

passing by and fore-ordaining the rest of mankind to

dishonour and wrath.* This statement explains, in

the

* See Confession of Faith, Ciiap. 3 and 10; And Larger Cate-

chism, No. 13. From the course of my observations in this place^

the Reader wili perceive that I have in view the maximum of ortho-

doxy. To this species of excellence, the stanch Orthodox alone

have yet attained. Of all the widely received doctrines, which have

successively triumphed over the boasted reason and wisdom of man,

certainly the unconditional election of a very small proportion of

mankmd to everlasting happiness, and the unconditional sentence

of the remainder, both infants and adults, to everlasting torments,

are intitled to lead the van. How do all our mysteries, respecting

divine numbers, qualities and substances, sink in our estimation,

when compared with ihis overwhelming doctrine ! Natural and

carnal men, in the pride of their reason, have the presumption to

assert in our hearing a variety of propositions> in direct opposition

to our evangelical system ; some of which it will be only necessary

to mention and to condemn, in order to prove that they cast their

pearls before swine. Thus they assert

—

' that all the promises of

' everlasting happiness, and threats of future punishments through-

' out the New Testament, are conditional without an exception,

* while one such promise or threat would decide the question in

' their favour ;—that the predestination, election, and rejection,

'' mentioned by St. Paul, relate to the dispensations of God, in this

' world, and not at the day of final judgment ;—that salvation by

' faith rclthout iiorks, must be understood in the same sense,—.-that

' all the inequalities of this life will be adjusted at the resurrection

;

< —that the xvays of God are equal;—that He is no respecter of per-

' sons;
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the clearest manner, our sublime ideas of the free-

grace of God, and of our exclusive property in

the

* sons;—that He 'willeth not the death of a sinner, hut that all should

' come to repentance;—that man has a choice between moral good

^ and evil; that he is here in a state of probation, and will be judged

^ hereafter according to his worts ;—that it is impossible for men

* to reject a salvation which was never offered to them, nor provid-

* ed for them ; that those fallacious principles upon which a free-

* will is denied to man in morals, would equally oblige us to admit

* that he is a mere machine^ in no respect possessed of free-will ;

—

^ that the same principles lead by direct consequences to atheism,

* for they suppose a blind and universal fate, and are totally incon-

' sistent with the idea of a Deity infinitely powerful, wise and

' good;—that it is impious to say that the Author of our nature

^ has made that nature in itself sin ;—that " original sin" therefore,

' -as defined—" the fault and corruption of every man," which " in

^ " every person born into this world, deserveth God's wrath and

* « damnation," is a doctrine of flagrant impiety, since it repre-

* sents the Deity as extremely mahcious and unjust ;—that those

' who superadd to this definition of " original sin" the faith that

* God selects unconditionally a few of these faulty and corrupt

' mortals for salvation, and dooms all the rest unconditioually to

' eternal torments, must either impute to him still greater injustice

^ and not less malice, or can acquit him only on the supposition

^ that he himself is subject to the tyranny of a cruel and omnipo-

* tent fate;—that it militates against all scriptural and rational

* ideas of God, to assert that he will pursue any creature implaca-

* bly with " infinite wrath ;" but that it is a confusion of all

' human intellect to suppose that he will inflict endless torments on

* the great mass of reasonable beings, or upon any individuals, for

* the sake of works which he forces them to perform, and which

* they have no power to avoid ; and that a Gospel which would

' teach them a doctrine, instead of being good tidings of great joy

* to all people, would be superlatively horrible, or rather most con-

* ^temptible/ With such bold and decided language the rational

* Christian
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the infinite merits of Christ; and it affords our

stanch orthodox spirits an endless subject for con-

gratulation, and elation of heart. You may judge,

my generous reader, how enviable the sensations of

the elect must be from this cause ; if you will only

observe the strong likeness there is between our feel-

ings and those of a shipwrecked mariner, who hap-

pily gains the shore unhurt, and saves his treasure ;

and who experiences a renewed and undescribable

ecstacy when he surveys the coast, and sees the man-
gled and expiring bodies of all his comrades. It is

to little purpose to lay this case before Unitarians,

for I have known some of them so reprobate as to

declare, that they would wish to share in the final

sentence of the most wicked of those mariners de-

stroyed.

" Christian attempts to disturb the self-complacency of " the elect
;"

but how will he be mortified when he finds that he only rivets our

opinions and steels our hearts ? His common-place breathes a lan-

guage not more opposite to our stanch orthodoxy^ than his forward and

direct manner of avowing it is opposed to our evangelical reserve.

He vainly expects that we shall join issue with him at once upon each

proposition as it is advanced, not perceiving the restraint we often

lie under from politeness alone, which obliges us to argue with bin)

in vague and general terms, and to avoid in his presence a candid

avowal of the destiny which we have assigned to him. But we have

a short reply to his string of observations : they are all obvious and

rational ; and we know that " to prove the reasonableness of" any

one of them " is in fact to destroy it ;" whereas it is utterly an

astonishment to the rational world how genuine Calvinism can

appear true doctrine to any man of a sound and good mind ; and

this circumstance is to us a sufficient reason why " the revelation

" of it is, I conceive, an absolute demonstration of its truth, because

" it is a mystery, which by nature, could not possibly have entered

.^' into the imagination of man."
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stroyed, rather than feel, to the last hour of life, the

exultation of that chosen man who should escape. I

have devoted more time to the objection of the He-

retics than was necessary, and I shall only repeat

this decidedly orthodox sentiment, that a Mediator

between God and man must partake of the natures

of God and man, and be " one with the Father,

" God/'

The same persons knew the hearts of men, which

knowledge, " it seems, is the privilege of God only:"*

but one knew the hearts of men who lived many cen-

turies before he was born,f and of those who lived

long after him,J whilst Christ knew the hearts of his

contemporaries. As Unitarians are always harassing

us with their distinctions, they are now curious to

learn from us, whether it was the manhood or the

godhead which had this knowledge. They seem

much disposed to forget, that a '^ God-man" has

only one single person; and, as St. Paul says, that no

person ever yet hated his own flesh, which means that

all persons love their own flesh, consequently the
'^ uncreate—incomprehensible—God" must have

loved the flesh of his own person so dearly, that he

could not refuse to his mortal and perishable self all

agreeable knowledge. The humanity, indeed, might

remain satisfied with its ignorance of some things,

such as, the time of the day of Judgment; yet at the

same time it might know this and all things '' as

'' God,"

* Jones, Chap. 1. No. 33. f Gen. xvii. 17. xxvii, 41

j Deut. xxxi. 29.
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^' God,'* in consequence of the hypostatical union.
'' Why should it be incredible, that during the

" whole term of his humiliation in tlie flesh, some-
'' thing should still be left, which, as man upon earth,

'' he (Christ) did not know ? If you suppose him
" to be ignorant of this matter,'' of the day of Judg-

ment, ** as God, how is it that St. Peter confesses

" him to be omniscient, without receiving any re-

" buke for it?"* I see no reason why the human
nature of another God-man might not have been

either limited in knowledge, or omniscient by the

jsame contrivance,

I proceed to other new features of the resemblance.

St. Paul says. All om^fathers were baptized unto Moses^^
and in two places he speaks of those who were bap-

tized into Christ. X In these three passages luito and

into are translated from the same word w? in the

Greek 3 and it is not difficult to assign a reason why
the translation has been varied. Let us now listen

to orthodoxy, " I cannot well understand why our"

Unitarian " Author should make a doubt of Baptism's

^^ being an act of immediate proper worship : Did
^' any

* Jones^ Chap. 1. No. 37. St. Peter confesses Christ to be om-

niscient in these words, Lordf thou knoivest all things, thou knowest

that I love thee. John, xxi. 17. But St. John in another place

furnishes a more satisfactory proof of his omniscience. He asserts

that those who had an unction from him were omniscient ; and cer^

tainly, he could not impart to them greater knowledge than he

possessed himself. Ye have an unction from the holy one and know all

jthings—the same anointing teacheth you all things, 1 John, ii. 20, ^7,

t 1 Cor. X, 2. I Rom. vi. 3. Gal. iii. 27,
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" any Christian before him, ever doubt of its being

^^ a sacred rite, by which the person baptized is

" solemnly dedicated to that blessed God, into whose
" name he is baptized? And is not such a dedica-

*' tion the highest and most solemn act of devotion

^' that a creature can pay to its absolute owner and
*' Lord?"* " The plain and natural interpretation

*^ of the words is, that being baptized" into or unto,

or " in the name of the Father, the Son," or some

other person, '^ we are dedicated and consecrated

^' equally to the service of each of those three divine

" persons ; we are made the servants and disciples of

" each, and are consequently bound to worship,

'^ honour, and obey each of them equally. This

^' evidently implies an equality in their nature."f

How could St. Paul be ignorant of this orthodox

truth, that to be baptized imto or into or m the name

of any person, was synonimous with being dedi-

cated, to the worship of that person ? and, therefore,

how could he apply this language to the Jewish

lawgiver, appropriated only to God or to a " God-

" man," if he did not know that the same person

answered one or both of these descriptions ? '^ Either

*' St. Paul intended to inculcate that doctrine, or he

'^ did not ; if he did, he must accede to it ^ if he did

*' not, he has lied to the Holy Ghost, given to guide

^' him into all truth ; or the spirit of truth has, by
^^ inaccuracy, deceived and dealt by our faith with

'* duplicity.

* Boyse against Emlyn.

t Porteus, 24th Lecture. For the critical understanding of this

passage consult. Col. iii. 17.
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" duplicity.—If Paul then, speaking with the Holy
" Ghost, has suggested that '' the same person '^ is

" God, we must necessarily believe that he meant
" to inculcate that doctrine, and, therefore, that

'*

the Jewish lawgiver " is one with the Father,

'' God."*

Christ appears, at first sight, to have one advantage

in being called Saviour, which title, the Orthodox

well know, denotes divinity, and I grant it is not ex-

pressly applied to any other God-man ; but it is im-

plied where Nehemiah says, Tliou gavest them Saviours

which saved them. When the Scripture mentions the

substance, and shews that a person was in effect a

Saviour,f it is nothing but cavil to object to him for

want of the title. In like manner, no nity of any

kind, not even a Quaternity, is ever named in the

Scriptures; yet as the Orthodox now find this perfect

idea in every page, nay, in all nature, animate and

inanimate, the objection to it, for so silly a reason,

would not be *^ a bit better grounded than that of the

*^ Quakers to the use of the word you, because the

*^ term is not to be found in the Bible."f It might

as properly be urged against the divinity of Christ,

that he is nowhere in Scripture called a Lawgiver,

though it is admitted that both himself and the Pro-

phet like unto him were Lawgivers, § and both Sa-

viours. From the first of these titles we infer, that

these Lawgivers are homoousian with each other and

with

* Burgh, page 129. f Ex. xxxii. 9—14. Psalm cvi. 23,

% Ibid, page 9. § Numb. xxi. 18. Deut.xxxiii.2L
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with God, for Isaiah says^ The Lord is our Lawgiver ;

and when we recollect, that one of them saved and

destroyed many persons, we can be at no loss for the

orthodox sense of the following words of St. James :

There is one Lawgiver who is able to save and to de-

stray.

There is not more weight in another plausible ob-

jection, that prayer is nowhere directed to be made
to him ; for neither can we find any direction to pray

to Christ, who is an "almighty—perfect God" upon

record. However, the former has nowhere told his

hearers or readers that they should ^ not' pray unto

him, as Christ has done, who says, In that day ye

shall ask me nothing—whatsoever ye shall ask the Father

in my name^ he zvill give it you.^ In that day refers to

the time of his highest exaltation, after all pozver

should be given him in heaven and in ear^th, when he

should have sent the Holy Ghost, having received of

the Father the promise of him;-\ which Messenger also

of a Messenger is a "very and eternal God."

Neither does it appear that Christ is peculiarly

eminent with respect to any invisible nature, because

he is called the Lord of Glory, or glorious Lord^ for

St. Paul says, that the Jews crucified that same Lord

of Glory,\ or glorious Lord.

For the same reason, Christ has no peculiar ad-

vantage.

John, xvi. 23. f Acts, ii. 33. % 1 Cor. ii. 8.
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vantage, because he has undertaken to forgive sins j*

for it appears both from the history of the transac-

tion, and from other passage?,| that it was not his

supreme Godhead which forgave the sins, but the

Son of man, namely, that part of his person, and that

half of his natures, which the Jews slew and hanged

on a tree. Him hath God exalted—for to give—forgive-

ness of sins»\ But he is not the only man who for-

gave sins, as appears from these words. Then Pharaoh

called for Moses—and he said, I have sinned against

the Lord your God, and against you. Now, therefore,

forgive, I pray thee, my sin—And he zoent out from

Pharaoh, and entreated the Lord, This was not the

first time that he had forgiven Pharaoh. It is now-

incumbent on us to reconcile the two ideas, that the

human natures undertook to forgive sins, and yet

that no one can forgive sins but God, agreeably to

the exclamation of the Scribes and Pharisees,§ re-

echoed by all the Orthodox; "It is to express the

" strict and perfect union of the two natures in the

" single person of Christ, that what is true only of

" one" nature, is predicated of both.*'|| We may
adopt the same words for the Jewish Lawgiver.

The divinity of Christ is proved to our entire satis-

faction by the circumstance of his apostles preaching

him ;% for what idle work would it be for inspired

apostles to go about the world preaching a creature ?

Let us hear now what has been said of his Prototype

—Moses

* Luke, V. 24. f Matt. ix. 6. % Acts, v. 30, 31.

§ Luke, V. 21.
II

Jones, Chap. I. No. 47.

% Acts, V. 42. viii. 5.
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—Moses of old time hath in every city theyn that preach

him.^

The resemblance between them in their history

and character, will prove exceedingly consolatory to

the Orthodox ; forasmuch as they learn from it how

naturally one " God-man" will copy after another.

Thus both were in danger of being slain in their in-

fancy, in consequence of murderous orders from their

respective Sovereigns, which were directed against

all the children of their own age and district. When

the cruel designs of their Sovereigns were directed

particularly against themselves, they found safety in

a foreign land ; and they returned when the men were

dead which sought their lives. f One was the adopted

son of a woman, j the other was the adopted son of a

nian.§ Both were called out of Egypt.
||

One was

«o-T£io? Tw Sso;—pleasant or pleasing to God,5[ as God was

also well pleased with Christ.** They were the

servants of God,*t and the servants* J and brethren*§

of their countrymen, and also their masters.*|| Both

resolutely declined the honours of this world.*^ God

visited his people by them both.-j-f Moses instituted

a ceremonial law, to which he himself and Christ

submitted. JJ Both fasted forty days and forty

* Acts, XV. 21. t Ex. iv. 9. Matt. ii. 20. % Ex. ii. 10. § Luke,

ii. 4S.
11

Ex. xii. 51. Hosea, xi. 1. Matt. ii. 15. ^ Acts, vii. 20.

** 2 Peter, i. 17. *t Numb. xii. 7, 8. Dan. ix. 11. Matt. xii. IS.

Isaiah, xlii. 1. xlix. 5, 6. *t Exodus. Matt. xx. 2S. Luke, xxii. 27.

*§ Deut.xviii. 15. Matt. 25, 40. Heb. ii. 11, 12, 17. *j! Numb,

xxxii. 25, 27, 31. John, xiii. 13. *^ Heb. xi. 34—27. John, vi. 15.

ft Ex. iii, 16, Luke i. 63. i; Deut. vi. 24, Matt. iii. 15. Luke,

xxii. 15.
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nights, but Moses fasted thus a second time.^ Their

faces did shine at certain times, so as to dazzle the

beholders. f They were both mighty in words and

deeds; J yet they were meek,§ and attributed all

their mighty works to God.|| These remarkable

words of St. Paul are equally applicable to both^

O5 sv [Ao^^yj ^iov viru^^uv^ ovx, u^frotyy.ov v^ync-xro to hvs^v »cra ^ia.>%

Both were styled Shepherds of the flouk.^'* They
were the sent God;*f and were faithful to him that

appointed tliem.*f Both suffered on account of the

sins of their countrymen ;*§ and they predicted

their slaughter and dispersion.* || Moses appointed

seventy rulers over the people,*^ as Christ appointed

seventy disciples.ff God made his ways known

unto them. J J Each instituted a sacramental feast,

or rite, expressive of the deliverance of their dis-

ciples.§§ Both shewed that the dead are raised.
|||}

They join in the same song to God.^<|| One desited,

and the other submitted to be a sacrifice for their

countrymen.*** Moses was not crucified like Christ,

but he prefigured the crucifixion of Christ.
*-f-j-

The

body of Moses was buried by God;* J J and it was

rescued from corruption by the archangel Michael.* §§
' —The

* Deut. ix. 18, 25. t -Ex. xxxiv. 29,30. Mark ix. 2, 6. % Acts,

vii. 29. Luke xxiv. 19. § Numb. xii. 3. Matt. xi. 29.
!|
Exodus,

XV.- John, V. 30. xiv. 10. % Phil. ii. 6. ** Isaiah, Ixiii. 11. John,

X. 14. *t Ex. iii. 12—15. John, xvii. 3. *t Heb. iii. 2. *§ Psalm,

cvi. 33. Deut. i. 3. Isaiah, liii. 5. *1| Deut. xxviii. 25. xxxi. 29.

Mark, xiii. *«[[ Numb. xi. 16—24. ft L'-^^^ ^- 1—17.

It Psalm, ciii. 7. John, viii. 28—38. §§ Ex. xii. 21—28. Luke,

xxii. 15—20. nil
Luke, xx. 37. %^ Rev. xv. 3. *** Exodus,

xxxii. 32. Ephes. v. 2. *tt John, iii. 14. ""1% Deut. xxxiv. 6,

*§§ Jude, 9.
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—The body of Christ was raised up before it saw

corruption.* When I consider all these particu-

lars relating to one of these two men, " I cannot, for

'^ my part, exceedingly wonder at the error into

** which these hearers," the Gnostics, " fell, for I

" frankly acknowledge, that had I been a witness of

*^ the birth, life, death, burial—of Jesus Christ—and
^^ had I afterwards heard him, by the assisted preach-

" ing of the Apostles, declared to be God : the

^* reality of that body, in which I had seen him act

" such a part, w^ould have come into suspicion with

'^ me y I should have doubted of the reality of a

*^ body, so differently endowed from the bodies of all

" other men, ' metuissem credere in carne natum,
^' ne credere coactus fuissem ex carne inquinatum,'

" and I should have believed that he was all God
*^ without manhood. '^f

A mistake of this kind would be intitled to our*

kindest indulgence (though St. John, to preserve ap-

pearances, was obliged to condemn it, 1 John, iv. 3.),

because it could originate only from a zealous desire

to " magnify the'' Deliverer and ^' Saviour in all

" things." Where this desire predominates, I am
unwilling

* Acts, xiii. 37.

t Burgh, page 204. I submit to the critics, whether this elo-

quent writer had not a more sublime conception of a Deity than

the bhnd heathen Poet, who thus describes his carnal and hairy

God.—

H xat KVacvBVjcriv tic o^^vai vsvcri K^oviav



unwilling to treat with seventy those errors in judg-

ment, which may have occasioned the Orthodox con-

siderable embarrassment. I am now obliged to take

notice of one such error, in order to account for it

properly, and thereby to remove the most plausible

objection which Unitarians can bring against ortho-

doxy.

The Apostles inculcated orthodoxy with such cau-

lion, that they had nearly shut up every avenue to

this momentous knowledge. I shall, in the first

place, shew how the Godhead of Christ was endan-

gered, by a want of orthodox zeal and confidence in

those, whose office it was to produce it to the light;

because ' his' divinity was the first to emerge from

the shade in which it had remained for a long time

unnoticed.

St. Paul pretended, that from Jerusalem and round

about unto Illyricumy he had fully preached the gospel

of Christ;^ that from the Ephesians he kept back

nothing that was profitable for them, and had not

shunned to declare unto them all the coimsel of God.f

He acknowledged that he ought to speak boldly in

declaring the mystery of the gospel; J and St. Luke

gives the same character to the preaching of

Peter, John, and Barnabas ;§ but the event shews

that all declarations to this effect were a complete

finesse.

* Rom. XV. 19. t Acts, xx. 20, 27. % Ephes. vi. 20.

§ Acts, iv. 13, 29, 31. ix. 27, 29. xiv. 3. xx. 27. xxviii. SI. i, 1&.

2 Cor. iii. 12. Ephes. vi. 19, 20. Col. iv. 3, 4.
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finesse, for it was only by stealth and dark speeches

that the Apostles gave any intimation of Christ's di-

vinity ; though, considered independently of this di-

vinity, of what consequence to the Orthodox is the

word of God ? In all their discourses, histories, and

epistles, they most studiously avoided to speak of his

" almighty—uncreate" nature, as appears from the

very first orthodox authority; and they enlarge on the

various actions and characters of his manhood, with-

out any appearance of reserve or affectation of mys-

tery. " But because the Apostles used this kind of

" language, did they think that Christ was only a

*^ man, and nothing more. Let no such thing be

*^ supposed ; there never was, nor can be, the smallest

^^ ground for that notion; but they managed this

" matter like wise architects and economists of the

" mysteries of God. And they had this plausible

«^ reason : The" Christian " Jews of that time, being

" not only deceived themselves, but having infected

" the Greeks with their errors, thought that Christ,

'^ a mere man, had sprung only from the seed of

" David, according to the likeness of all the other

" sons of David. They neither believed that he was

" a God, nor that the Logos was made flesh. For

" this reason, the blessed Apostles, with great

" prudence, explained first to the Jews every thing

** relating to the humanity of the Saviour, with in-

" tent, that when they should thoroughly persuade

** them, from apparent and actual signs, that Christ

** was come, they might afterwards wheedle them

" into a belief of the mysteries of his Godhead, by

" shewing them, that the works he performed were

I '' not
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'' not the works of a man, but of a God/'* How
providential is it that an orthodox Saint, whom we
hold in the highest veneration, has so excellently ac-

counted for the excessive prudence of the Apostles,

whenever they had an opportunity to speak of the

divinity of Christ. If we had not this clue to their

conduct with which he has furnished us, we might

have been at a great loss to assign a sufficient reason,

why they never informed their hearers or readers,

professedly, of this most important of all doctrines

—

why they carefully avoided to speak on this subject,

directly and openly, but always introduced it in a

sly, collateral, unexpected way; and even then, under

the obscurity of idioms and doubtful phrases, which

the hearers always understood in a sense agreeable to

the general strain of Scripture language, and never

according to our superior insight into the darkest

mysteries. After this satisfactory explanation of their

views, their entire omission of any positive and de-

cided

Xpirov Qi ccTToroKoi^ xat vXsov 80SV. Mvi yivoirof ey. hj-jv a^t g;^ v8v wots

mro Xa^tiv^ aXXcc Kcct raro ux; a§X*T£;troi/£5 auipoi^ y.cci oixovoy^oi //c.vr>!§iwi>

©£« 'Tre'TTOiiVjy.acri; y.ui rviv ociTiuv t^Hav ivXayov^ iirtior) ya,^ hi tots I^oohqi

'}T7\a.vri^ivric^^ y.a.i mT^nvYtanvn^ EA^^^jva?, evofm^ov rov K^irov'^iXov otv^^aTrovt

fxovov iz CTTiPixotroq Aa/5t^ ep^ea-^oth >^o(M oy,oioTY)rx roov sk th Aa/Jto gtT^Xuv

yivo[/.ivui> Tfjtvwvj 4?T£ ^e Geov ocvrov^ eas on ^oyoq aa,^^ syivero sTrtrivov.

TtfTS tyzy.ot,^ ^ira, 'no'h7\V)<; rviq crvvscnui li ixa,y.ui^ioi ccTToro^oi ra otv^^u'Trmot-

m a-u7'/ipo<; s^eyavTo tt^utov roiq laaxioiq^ tvcc oAw? TreK^ccvTsg otvirnqj sk rav

(pa^ivoyaviov y.Ui yivofMVii^v croj/X'EJWy sXy^Xv^y^von rov X^ifov, >iOnrov y.cn stj to,

vrs^i rrig ^eojrvjTo; a,vr8 Trurriv ayrs? ocj/ccyocyua-tVi hiy.vvvTsg orh ra, yevo[A.tvo^

igyot. ay. Efji/ av^^wws (xXKa, Ostf.—Athanasii opera, de sententia Dio-
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cided lesson of orthodoxy can no longer be wondered

at ; and all the passages which Unitarians produce

from their writings of an heterodox appearance,

cannot affect our cause in the least; for before they

can prevail against us by such quotations, they must

make good this paradox,—that when men propagate

an opinion with great anxiety and caution, it is a

proof that they do not hold that opinion. ^—That all

the Apostles, and even Christ himself, shewed ex-

treme caution in speaking of his perfect divinity, we

are willing to allow; but the conclusion which we

draw from this circumstance is, that if this secret

doctrine had not a real existence, it could not have

produced this real effect,

St. Paul manifested a wonderful prudence with re-

spect to this doctrine, or he could not have declared

to Agrippa, many years after his conversion and the

commencement of his Apostleship, Having therefore

obtained help of God, I continue, unto this day, witness-

ing both to small and great, saying none other things

than those which the Prophets and Moses did say shoidd

come ; that Christ shoidd suffer, and that he should be

the first that should risefrom the dead, and should shew

light unto the people and to the Gentiles."^ He surely

must have been under the influence of great dread, to

expose the homoousian nature of Christ with God,

when he confined himself to what the Prophets and

Moses said of him, for '' take the Old Testament
^* in itself, without the New, and it must be con-

I 2 ^' fessed.

* Acts, xxvi. 23, 23.
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'^ fessed, that it will not be easy to prove this article

" from it,"* if we except the most remarkable pro-

phecy of Moses, in which he compares Christ to

himself. We are now acquainted with the profound

reason why St. Paul determined not to knozv any thing

among the Corinthians, save Jesus Christ and him cm-

ci^edy-f and, therefore, why he was silent about his

" uncreate" nature, which could not be crucified.

*^ It is*' so ** necessary to everlasting salvation" to

** believe rightly—and confess that—Christ is—per-

*^ feet God, and perfect man," that we must sup-

pose the Apostle conceived it would be exceedingly

imprudent to excite the least prejudice against this

doctrine in the minds of these enlightened people.

For the same reason, when he describes the Gospel^X

which he was obliged to preach to them by the

strongest sense of moral duty,§ he must have been

afraid to hint at the divinity of Christ. They might

have questioned all he delivered to them without any

serious consequence ; but if he had given them occa-

sion to deny " the Catholic faith—without doubt," he

would have exposed them all to '' perish everlasting-

ly." In all his exhortations and apologies, recorded

in the ActSj|| he is strangely shy in declaring to

whomsoever " will be saved" what " before all things

" it is necessary that he hold." His silence on that

subject, where he attempts to inform the Athenians

concerning the unknown God^^ shews that no oppor-

tunity.

* Burnett on the first article. \ 1 Cor. ii. 2. t 1 Cor. xv. 1^5.

§ ix. 16.
II
Acts, xiii. 16—49. xviii. 2, 3—22—31. xx. 18—27.

xxii. 1—21. iv. 10—31. xvli, 2, 3. f xvii. 23.
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tunity, however inviting, could betray him into a rash

avowal of his orthodoxy. In his epistle to the Gala-

tians, he discovers a more positive anxiety to conceal

" the Catholic faith ;" which " it is necessary to

" everlasting salvation that we believe and confess ;'*

and though his language cannot be reconciled to the

modern over-nice sense of honour, yet I hope it may
be excused, in a great measure, upon the principle,

that it was from pure tenderness to their souls, that

he did not expose the orthodox doctrine to certaiu

contempt, God forbidy says he, that I should glory,

save in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ. To glory

in his divinity, or in the hypostatical union of the di-

vinity and humanity is now our only pride and feli-

city; but St. Paul prayed to God that he might glory

in nothing except in the cross of Christ, whereon the

humanity only suffered, and where we know he was

forsaken by the half of his own person, composing his

divinity. He tells the same people. Ye received me
as an angel of God, even as Christ Jesus.^ How is

such a familiar comparison of himself with a God-man
to be accounted for, if it did not arise from the same

caution? He never ventured to allude to Christ's

homoousian nature with God in such plain terms, as,

without any such meaning, he used concerning him-

self. He says to the Corinthians, We are labourers

together with God; ye are God's husbandry, ye are

God's building.-f The Epistles of this Apostle afford,

at least, four hundred particular proofs of his back-

wardness to assert a doctrine, " which, except a man
*' believe

* GaL iv. 14. t 1 Cor. iii. 9.
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" believe faithfully, he cannot be saved;'' and there

is not a single satisfactory instance of his declaring

this doctrine openly, or of his introducing it, for its

own sake, in any manner v\7hatsoever. How great

must have been his prudent caution, when he could

condescend to pay a uniform deference to the people

whom we hold in particular abhorrence ? who were

so far from being eminent or distinguished among
Christians, in his own time, that they had not even

acquired a characteristic name; but when Orthodoxy

became nearly fledged, they were called Arians. I

wish that the same apology may be deemed sufficient

for his asserting, that there is but one God, and one

Mediator between God and Man, the man Christ

Jesus*

St. James was equally deficient in courage, and St.

Peter, with all his zeal, was not less feeble ; for he had

a dozen most capital opportunities, as recorded in the

Acts, of bearing witness to the divinity of Christ,-]*

and his epistles gave him every latitude which he

could have desired ; yet he still speaks of Christ as a

man, after he had discovered him to be God, equal

to

* 1 Tim. ii. 5. See also Acts, xx. 20, 21. Rom. viii. 17, 29.

xi. 36. XV. 6. in the Greek, xvi. 26, 27. 1 Cor. iii. 23. viii. 4—6.

xi. 3. XV. 21—28. 2 Cor. i. 3, in the Greek 21. xi. 31. Gal. iii.

20. iv. U. Ephes. i. 3, 17. iii. 14, 15, 21. iv. 6. v. 20, Phil. i. 11,

ii. 11. Col. i. 3. in the Greek. 1 Thes. i. 9, 10. 2 Thes. ii. 14.

1 Tim. i. 17. vi. 15, 16. Heb. ii. 10, &c. &c. By comparing those

places referred to in the Greek vi^ith our translation, we shall per-

ceive the heroic disposition of our Translators to favour orthodoxy.

t Acts, ii. 14—44. iii. 12—36. iv. 8—13—19. 20—24—33. v. 29

»»32. X. 34—44.
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to the Father of all ; for " Wisdom forbad that Apostle

** to dazzle his hearers at once, by the glorious light

" of this doctrine."*

In the writings of St. John the Divine, there are

two or three references to the divinity of Christ, for

the discovery, meaning, or manufacture of which, we

are entirely indebted to the pious industry of the

Orthodox, after the Catholic church had been esta-

blished 3 but he used the precaution to weaken the

effect of these passages, by, at least, one hundred

texts inconsistent with them. In no j^lace is his

caution and adroitness more remarkable than in

1 John, v. 20. The Son of God is come^ and hath given

us an understandings that we may know him that is true;

and we are in him that is true, in his Son Jesus Christ,

This is the true God and eternal life. There is so

much obscurity and apparent inconsistency in the

orthodox application of the pronoun

—

This,-\ that he

could not have devised a more covert method of

teaching the co-equality of the So7i with his Father

and our Father, with his God and our God. Observe

also how ingeniously he inculcates the hypostatical

union without exciting much alarm. fVe are in him

that is true, signifies we are reconciled to the true

God ; but we become reconciled, not through the

divinity, but through the humanity of his Son Jesus

Christ,'^ therefore it must have been this mediatorial

nature.

* Fletcher's 7th Letter to Priestley,

t See John, xviii. 3. 1 Thess. i. 9, 10.

i See ITira. ii. 5. 1 Thess. i. 9, 10.



nature, which St. John denominates the true God,

according to the sense of all Catholics ^* and it is

'* to express the strict and perfect union of the two

" natures in the single person of Christ, that what is

" true only of one is predicted of both/'

The shyness of Mark, Luke, and Jude, to make

known to the world our orthodox true God, is so ma-

nifest, that I need not enlarge on it.

St. Matthew was not less cautious 5 and his inter-

pretation of the word Emmamiel—God with us, is no

exception ; for he has thrown upon us the entire dis-

tress of maintaining, that the nature of Christ which

zvas madeflesh and dwelt among us, and was " man of

" the substance of his Mother, born in the world,**

was both *^ perfect God and perfect man of a reason-

** able soul and humble flesh subsisting." Unita-

rians endeavour to impose on the world a metaphori-

cal sense of the word Emmanuel ^ and with this view

they refer us to the fourth chapter and first sixteen

verses

* It is amusing to think how completely we have out-witted the

Unitarians, and superseded their construction of the text. They

adhere to the former part, which appears to say that the Father is

true God; but we silence them with a Catholic emphasis, and say.

Tins is the true God, whom the Father sent to be the Saviour of the

world, 1 John, iv. 14. Our successful contest with^ Unitarians upon

this text, reminds me of a story, which I have somewhere read, how

two clergymen contended once which siiould perform the burial

service. One attempted to begin thus

—

' I am the resurrection and

• the hfe ;* but the words were scarcely gut of his mouth, when the

other stepped before him, and said, ' No, but I am the resurrec-

' Hon/ &c.
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verses of the first epistle of St. John, for a full expli-

cation of every idea which can possibly be implied

by this name, and by its interpretation

—

God with us.

On the contrary, we contend that this long passage

only affords an exquisite example of the great caution

which St. John used to dilute all the little spirit dis-

covered by St. Matthew. Their next illustration of

their metaphorical sense is the most unfortunate for

their cause that they could have chosen. They thus

explain Emmanuel, God 'with us—saying , that God

hath visited his people^ by Jesus Christ, in the same

sense that the Lord had visited the children of Israel^

by Moses : and thus they support my doctrine of

the Qnaternity by proving that Moses also was Em-
manuel ; and they assert the highest perfection of

orthodoxy, at the very time when they flatter them-

selves they are undermining it.

After the Apostles and Evangelists had thus adopt-

ed the prudent resolution to postpone all considera-

tion of Christ's divinity to a convenient time, how

did they carry this resolution into effect ? They not

only carefully avoided to speak of his divine nature,

but they assumed to themselves, and attributed to

Christians in general, the greater part of his grandest

titles, qualities, and actions. By applying the same

high-sounding eastern phrases indiscriminately to

Christ and to their hearers, they had good reason to

suppose, that his Godhead would be the very last idea

which would occur to them. I must beg your pa-

tience, my courteous reader, while I shew, by a few

instances.

* Luke, i. 61. vii. 16. f Exodus, iv. 13.



instances, how attentive they were to sooth, in this

way, the prejudices of the first -Gliristians.

Lest it might be discovered too soon, that Christ is

'^ very God, of very God, begotten not made, being

" of one substance with the Father," because he is

frequently called the Son of God, they assume the

same title to themselves, and they apply it to num-

bers of Christians.* Not content with this caution,

they are much more particular in describing their

own homoousian nature with God, than in describing

the homoousian nature of Christ.f But lest it might

be prematurely suspected that Christ alone is pro-

perly the Son of God, because he had no immediate

human father, they remind us that Adam, who had

neither human father nor mother, was the Son of

God.X It is now well understood by the Orthodox,

that when Christ is called the Son of God, his " un-

" create—almighty" nature is referred to, while son

of man refers to his human nature. So plain a dis-

tinction would have been too soon discovered, if one

of the Evangelists had not recorded these words of

the Angel, Therefore also that holy thing which shall he

born of thee, shall be called the Son of God.^ To in-

duce the early Christians to overlook the infinity of

Christ, denoted by these words. It pleased the Father

that

* John, i. 12. ix. 52. Rom. viii. 14—16. 2 Cor. vi. 18. Gal.iii.

26. iv. 6, 7. Ephes. v. 1. Phil. ii. 15. Heb. ii. 10. 1 John, iii. 1, 2^

10. iv. 7. Rev. xxi. 7. f Matt. x. 20. John, i. 13. Acts, xvii.

28, 29. 1 Cor. vi. 17. James, i. 18. 1 Pet. i. 23. 2 Pet. i. 4. 1 John^

i. 3. ii. 24. iii. 9, 24. v. 18. % Luke, iii. 38. § Luke, i. Sb.

See also 32. Acts, iii. 13, 26, Rom. i. 4. v. 10. viii. 32.
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that in him should all fulness dwell, St. Paul, for him-

self, and other Christians, expresses his expectation

of the same fulness;* and he represents some as al-

ready complete in him.-\ If to call the Gospel indif-

ferently, the Gospel of Christ and the Gospel of God,

conveyed an intimation of Christ's divinity more

unequivocal than was consistent with prudence, St.

Paul takes particular care to remedy his inadvertency

by calling it also his own Gospel.J That Christ

knew all things is an expression which might have

exposed at once the secret of his divinity, if the same

knowledge were not also attributed to other men.§

It was equally alarming to call Christ the brightness

of his Father's gloi^y, and the express image of his per-

son ; but St. Paul averted the danger by saying, that

vian is the image and glory of God,\\ and by asserting,

that those who love God are conformed to the image of

his Son,^ and also, are changed into the same image of

God,^* That Christ is the same yesterday, to day, and

for ever, is a declaration which might appear suffi-

ciently guarded, because the writer knew it would

be understood of the doctrine of Christ, and not of

his nature. In the latter respect it was known that

he was not always the same; for instance, it was ad-

mitted that he was not always a God-man, and that

he was a creature even before he appeared in this

world.

* Ephes. iii. 19. iv. 13. f Col. ii. 10. See also John, i. 16.

% Rom. ii. 16. xvi. 25. 1 Thess. i. 5. 2 Thess. ii. 14. 3 Tim.

ii. 8. § John, xiv. 26. 1 John, ii.. 20, 27.
|| 1 Cor.

xi. 1. ' % Rom. viii. 29. Phil. iii. 21. 2 Thess. ii. 14.

** 2 Cor. iii. 18.



world.* The very name of Christ would naturally

suggest the idea that he had once experienced an

important change in his state ^ for to say that he had

been anointed from eternity, would be to say that he

had never been anointed; notwithstanding all this,

the Author of the Epistle to the Hebrews would not

venture to trust his readers with the former state-

ment, without previously laying before them the

much stronger case of Melchisedec, who, being—
without Father, without Mother, zvithout descent, having

neither beginiiing of days, nor end of life ; hut made

like unto the Son of God, abideth a Priest continually.

Now consider how great this man was,^ and yet he

was never set up for a " very God." As this de-

claration of Christ, all power is given unto me in hea-

ven and in earth, conveyed a stronger idea of his

omnipotence, than was agreeable to the prudent

views of the Apostles, St. Paul was careful to weaken

its effect, by asserting of himself that he can do all

things. \ It was rather adventurous for him to say,

that Christ was appointed Heir of all things s and this

expression would have represented in too strong a

light, that he had absolutely succeeded his Father,

or was appointed to succeed him, if the Apostle had

not elsewhere declared that true Christians are heirs

of God, and joint heirs with Christ-,^ and that God—
spared not his oxvn Son, even the highest nature of

Christ, but delivered him up for us all, when he in-

tended zmth him freely to give us all things,
\\

Though

Christ

* Col. i. 15. Rev. iii. 14. f Heb. vii. 3, 4.

X Phil. iv. 13. § Rom. viii. 17.

I Rom. viii. 33. 1 Cor. iii. 21, 22. Rev, xxi. 7.
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Christ did not seek his own glori),'^ and had given

sufficient proof that the expression

—

even as, need

not signify the degree, but the moral necessity of

certain conduct ^f yet he appeared to the Apostles to

have avow^ed too openly his co-equality with God,

where he says. That all men should honour the Son

even as. they honour the Father ; therefore they speak

of a certain degree of men as worthy of all honour ;%

and no doubt they judged that their disciples would

understand the precept,

—

render honour to zvhom ho-

nour is due,§ as enforced by this sanction—even as

you honour the one God and Father of all. To judge

the world is one of the offices of Christ; and if this

implied a power and grandeur beyond that of a mere

creature, St. Paul guarded against this surmise, by

informing us, that the Saints also shall judge the

world.
II

Lest it might be too obvious that Christ

was equal in consequence to his God and Father,

because he was oftentimes mentioned with him in the

same act, St. Paul had the prudence to charge Timo-

thy before God, and the Lord Jesus Christ, and the

elect Afigels.^ One of the happiest contrivances of

this Apostle to teach covertly the doctrine of the

co-equality of Christ with his God and Father, was

to mention the grace of Christ before the love of God ;

and truly, if " none is afore or after other; none is

" greater or less than another*' with respect to their

God-head;

* John, viii. 50. f Matt. v. 48. Luke, vi. 36.

t 1 Tim. vi. 1. 1 Pet. ii. 17. § Rom. xiii. 7.

1 Cor. vi. 2, 3.

f 1 Tim. r. 21. Luke, ix, 26. 1 Cor. iii. 9.
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God-head; and if '' Christ—is—perfect God and

*^ perfect man, equal to the Father, as touching his

^^ God-head," his acquisition of a manhood, to which

angels and authorities and powers were made subject,^

ought not to be absolutely overlooked by the Ortho-

dox in the scale. Observe now how prudent and

ingenious St. Paul must have been to name himself

before the person, whom he had named before God,

and thus to pretend that he set no value on the point

of precedence : He says to the Thessalonians, Ye be-

came followers of us and of the Lord.'\ Christ had

said that he was in his Father^ and his Father in him,

which expressions contained too unreserved an ex-

position of the hoimoousian doctrine : the Apostles

therefore vevy prudently asserted that not one only,

but two, or even three persons of the Quaternity

were in them, and that they themselves were in the

two or three persons. J Still apprehending that they

had not sufficiently drawn off the attention of their

hearers from the homoousian nature of Christ, they

farther declare. We have the niind of Christ;^ and,

zve are members of his body^ of his fesh, and of his

bones,\\ and. Ye are the body of Christ,% By the way

I must observe, that St. Paul, from his anxiety to

prevent a premature discovery of Christ's divinity,

had very nearly exposed the Corinthian Christians to

be devoured by all other devout believers. It is plain

that

* 1 Pet. iii. 22. f 1 Thess. i. 6. % Rom. viii.

9, 10, 11. xii. 5. xvi. 7. 1 Cor. viii. 6. 2 Cor. xiii. 5. Gal.

iii. 28. 1 John, i. 3. ii. 24. iv. 12—16. v. 20. § 1 Cor.

ii. 16.
II

Ephes. y. 30. % 1 Cor. xii. 27. vi. 15.
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that our literal orthodox interpretation of pretended

metaphors was a profound secret in his time, or this

catastrophe must have befallen them. If any of their

genuine unmixed descendants could now be ascer-

tained, we who are the oldest orthodox would think

it a meritorious act, to eat them all up with an he-

roic faith, as the body of Christ ; nor need we leave

Reason entirely outside the door of our holy refecto-

ries; for I will ask all scoffers, to their confusion.

Have we not more reason to believe St. Paul spoke

literally, when he told living men that they were the

body of Christ, than that Christ spoke without a

figure, when he observed of a piece of bread in his

hand, which he himself was going to eatj* and to

give to others to eat. This is my body ; and when he

asserted of the wine in the cup, of which he had just

tasted,f and which he still called the fruit of the vine— This is my blood ? That men should call upon the

name of Christ,^ is an evident proof to persons of

mature

* Luke, xxii. 15. f Malt. xxvi. 29. Mark, xiv. 25.

1 1 Cor. i. 2. Some orthodox writers of later days have not always

understood the prudent language of the Apostles, as will appear

from the following note on this text by Hammond, ' EviKscT^nir^oth

' signifies to be surnamed. Matt. x. 8. Luke, xxii. 3. Acts, i.

' 23. and in many other places, and so in a passive not active sig-

' nification. Agreeably to this,, iTrmaXiio-^on ovo(ji,oc Ua-s Xpira is, to

' be called by the name of Jesus Christ, as an agnomen, or super-

' nomination, which notes the special relation we have to him, as

' the spouse of that husband, whose name is called upon her,

' Isaiah, iv. 1. (which is the direct Hteral notation of e7rtxaAEto-$«t

' here) or as the servant to that master, by whose name he is called

' also ; and so i7FiKciy.ii(Asv(n oyofAcc Xpira is but a periphrasis of Chris-

' tians,
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mature orthodox wisdom, that he is Our Father which

is in heavens but the Author of the Epistle to the

Hebrews removes all apprehensions of the sudden

discovery of his homoousian nature from this circum-

stance, by saying, that Christ, in his turn, is not

ashamed to call them brethren.^ Christ said to the

Jews, Before Abraham zvas, I am, which text implies

not merely a superior office and a priority of exist-

ence to Abraham—the sole meaning which our most

abhorred enemies, the Arians contend for ; but ^' I

*^ look upon this to be a very explicit declaration of

*« his Godhead ;"t St. Paul, therefore, dreading the

discovery of this secret, before the world should be

ripe for its reception, took the wise precaution to

apply the same title to himself: He tells the Corin-

thians, / am what I am :% and though he had this

title by the grace or favour of God ; yet he must have

supposed that the early Christians would attribute

the necessary existence of Christ to the same favour.

—That Christ saved his people, or was a Saviour, is a

proof to us that he was perfect God, though the

nature which saved was born and suffered for us, be-

cause the true God is frequently called the only

Saviour : the Apostles therefore, to prevent the sud-

den formation of a notable syllogism, grounded upon

these two facts, which might disconcert all their

prudent

* tians, and no more.—In this sense will it be most proper to inter-

' pret the like phrase. Acts, ii. 21. ix. 14, 21. Rom. x. 12, 13,

' 14?' See James, ii. 7.

* Heb. ii. II. See 2 Tim. ii. 19. f Burgh, page 67.

J 1 Cor. XV. 10. See Acts, xxvi. 29. Gal. iv. 12.
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prudent schemes, amused their contemporaries bj
mentioning various other persons as instruments of

salvation.* Some persons might unexpectedly find

out that to baptize in the name of Christ w^as an ac-

knovt'ledgement that he was as " perfect" a ^' God*'

as the person who raised him from the dead,-\ and
who seitt him to be the Saviour of the world :% St. Paul
considered it very material to hush this report for a
time ; and therefore he observes that a trivial circum-

stance nrtight have induced some to say, that he him-

self had advanced tlie same pretensions to divinity,

which we attribute to Christ; Were ye baptized in the

name of Paid f says he, / thank God that I baptized

none of you but Crispus and Gains, lest any should

say that I baptized in my own name.^ Even the few

whom he did baptize in the name of Christ, he

endeavoured to make the Corinthians believe eould not

be baptized into his '* perfect—Godhead,** for he

soon after tells them, / determined not to know any

thing among you save Jesus Christ and him crucU

Jied,

This part of my subject would form a handsome

volume by itself, if I were to produce every similar

instance, wherein the Apostles shewed themselves

" wise architects, and economists of the mysteries

" of God.**

We are even obliged to allow that Christ himself did

K not
,u

* Rom. xi, U. 1 Cor. vii. 16. ix. 22. 1 Tim. iv. 16. James,

V. 20. Jude, 23. f Rom. vi. 3, 4. +1 John>_iv. 14.

§ 1 Cor. i. 13, 14, 15.
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liot choose to adopt so rash a method, as lo run his

divinity foul against the Unitarian prejudices of

the Jews, lest it might sink at that moment to rise

no more. These prejudices were so completely

lulled by the marvellous prudence of Christ and his

Apostles, that there is no instance on record, that

any Jew, Heathen, or Heretic, in the two first cen-

turies, objected to Christians the worship of more
than one person as a perfect God. Certainly the

Jewish Christians of those times, who were called

Ebionites, gave no handle for such an objection, for

they appeared to be Unitarians, and to be an inno-

cent race of men^ with habits untainted by heathen

philosophy : but may not their profession of Unita-

rianism be sufficiently accounted for, without oblig-

ing us to brand them with the odious name of Here-

tics? The Apostles, w^e must suppose, did not

esteem it prudent to inform them of the divinity of

Christ, without any particular injunctions to secrecy,

which we know, from their conduct, they most reli-

giously observed; and surely they were not to be

blamed, if they sheltered their infant orthodoxy by

the same management which was excusable in the

Apostles, and of w^hich Christ had given to both a

sufficient precedent.* I shall now produce a few

instances

* It is urged against us by our adversaries, that the Apostles'

Creed, which was composed by the immediate successors of the

Apostles, and was in general use among the early Christians, affords

a decisive proof that the faith of the first Christian churches was

Unitarian : but this objection only betrays an ignorance of the cir-

cijmstance for which I am contending.—If the Apostles were ex-

tremely
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instances of the great caution which the Orthodox

know he must have taken to conceal his divinity.

He always speaks of his God and Father as a single

God, a single Father, a single person, and he often

asserts the strict unity of God.* He avoids studi-

ously any hint, that his pre-existent nature was an
" uncreate" person in the Godhead. He never bore

testimony to his perfect Godhead in any manner

whatsoever, and he never addressed a prayer to any

part of his own person, not even at that awful moment
wdien he said, i7ito thy hands I commend my Spirit,

All this language is marked with the same caution.

He says, / can ofmine ozvji self do nothing ;^ allpower

is given unto me^X I proceeded forth and came from

God, neither came I of myself^ hut he sent me ;% I came

downfrom heaven, not to do mine own will, hut the xvill

of him that sent me. And this is the Father^s will which

hath sent m€,\\ &c. If he had declgired any thing

respecting the power or will of his own proper God-

head, he would have exposed the whole secret. He
pretends that he knew not the time of the day of

K 2 judgment.

tremely cautious how they betrayed the secret of the divinity of

Christ ; we may readily suppose tiiat they would inculcate on their

successors the necessity for continuing the sanie caution.

* Matt. iv. 10. vi. 9, 10. vii. 21. xi. 25. xv. 13. xviii. 19.

xix. 17. XX. 23. xxiii. 9. xxiv. SQ, xxvi. 39. xxvii. 46. Mark,

X. 18, 40. xii. 23, 34. xiii. 32. xiv. 36. Luke, x. 21, 22. xi,

2. xii. 5, 8. xviii. 19. xxii. 29, 42. John, iv. 23, 24. v. 44.

viii. 41, 42, 54. x. 29. xiv. 16, 28. xvi. 23, 27. xvii. 3. xx. 17.

Acts, i. 7. t John, v. 19, 30. % Matt, xxviii. 16.

§ John, viii. 42, 28. xii. 49. vii. 28, 29.

11 John, vi. 38. xvii. 18.



judgrrfent, and that no person knew this but his

Father onfy.^ The favourite appellation which he

gives himself is the Son of Man; and, according to a

memorable passage^r where direct invocation to him

is recorded, he concealed his divine homoousian na-

ture with his Father, and appeared to St. Stephen as

the Son of Man.'\ He never directs his hearers to

pray either to his Godhead or his Manhood, and he

even tells his disciples that they shall not pray to

him ; In that day, says he, ye shall ask me nothings

whatsoever ye shall ask the Father in my name, he will

give it you.% But if there had been precedents far

direct addresses to himself, he furnishes a case which

proves that such would not necessarily imply the

divinity of the person invoked ; for he represents the

rich man in the parable as praying to Father Abra^

kam, and Abraham as hearing, and rejecting his

prayers on their merits. § The omission of himself

in

* Matt. 24, 36. Mark, xiii. 32.

f Acts, vii. 56. There is one more instance of direct invocation

to Christ after his ascension. St. Paul besought him that a thorn in

the Jtesh might depart from him, 2 Cor. xii. 7, 8. It is particularly

remarkable of St. Stephen and St. Paul, that the former had once,

and the latter twice, obtained a direct revelation of Christ, after bis

ascension, and last of all he was seen of St. Paul, as of one born out

of due time, 1 Cor. xv. 8.—Not even Unitarians can presume to

deny that whoever shall obtain a direct revelation o£ the Son ofMan,

may at that time have liberty to invoke him.

+ John, xvi. 23.

§ Luke, xvi. 19—31. If Jews should ever discover a partiality

for orthodoxy ; that is, for splitting their God into distinct persons,

and sticking them together again so ingeniously, that they shall all

pass
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in the following passage is a remarkable instance of

prudence : The hour cometh and 720W is, zvhen the true

worshippers shall worship the Father in spirit and in

truth J^ To estimate sufficiently his caution in this

place, it should be recollected, that Orthodoxy was

an impenetrable secret for some centuries after his

tiaie.l He is so studious to di^aw off the observation

of

pass for one substance, a Christian orthodox man must admit that

this Parable will supply them with a person fully qualified, by the

confession of Christ hipiself, to form a portion of their God. His

title is .not weakened by the declaration of Christ in another place.

Before Abraham was, I am ; for Jews might admit so much and ex-

plain, that Abraham was *' equal to " Christ as God, " as touching

" his Godhead, and inferior to him as touching his manhood/'

That is, that the manhood of Abraham was inferior to the Godheaii

of Christ.

* John, iv. 24. "^

t The learned and respectable Mosheim, who was moderately

inclined to favour orthodoxj', assigns the date to it in this manner:
—' In the year 317, a new contention arose upon the doctrine of

' three persons in the Godhead ; a doctrine, which in the three

' preceding centuries, had happily escaped the vain curiosity of

' human researches, had been left undefined and undetermined by
' any,particular set of ideas. The church indeed, had frequently

' decided against the Sabellians and others, that there was a real

* difference between the Father, and the Son, and that the Holy

' Ghost was distinct from them both.—The mutual relation of these

' persons to eac-h other, and tbe nature of that distinction which

' subsists between them, are matters that hitherto were neither

' disputed nor explained, and with respect to which the church

* had, consequently, observed a profound silence. Nothing was

' dictated to the faith of Christians in this matter, nor were there

' any modes of expression prescribed as requisite to be used in

' speaking of this mystery.* Mosheim, translated by Maclaine.

4th cent. chap. 5,
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of his Disciples from his absolute underived sovereign-

ty, that he adopts this language to them. And I appoint

unto you a kingdom, as my Father hath appointed unto

me,^ At another time, speaking of his Disciples, he

thus addresses his God and Father respecting them :

As thou hast sent me into the world, even so have I also

sent them into the world. '\ When he chose to assert

his orthodox consubstantiality with his God and

Father, his prudent scheme was to give his human

nature the whole credit of it; he made no allusion

then, or at any time, to his " uncreate—Almighty"

nature y and, besides, he took care to furnish a con-

text, which teaches that the same nature, whether

divine or human, which was one with God, acted a

subordinate part, in unison with his Father, in pro-

tecting his true Disciples; Neither shall any pluck

them (my sheep) out of my hand. My Father which

gave them me is greater than all, and none is able to

pluck them out of my Father''s hand. I and my Father

are one.X—Lest his hearers might still have some

suspicion of the secret, he provides other explana-

tions for the expression denoting unity, which throw

a shade over his orthodox homoousian nature. That

they all, his Disciples, may he one, as thou Father art

in me, and I in thee s ' that they also may he one in us—
and the glory which thou gavest me, I have given them :

that they may he one even as we are one, I in them and

thou in me, that they may he made perfect in one, and

that the world may know that thou hast sent me.^ In

another

* Luke, xxii. 29. Rev. ii. 26, 27. iii. 21.

t John, xvii. IS. % John, x. 28—30.

§ John, xvii. 18, 23.
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another place, where he says, / am in the Father, and

the Father in me, he is in haste to obscure the ortho-

dox sense. At that day ye shall know, that I am in my

Father^ and you in me, and I inyou."^ He mentions

a reason why they which shall be accounted worthy to

obtain that world, or heaven, are the children of God,

-

—

being the children of the resuri^ection,-^ which he

knew would be advanced as the grand proof of his

own Sonship,

—

declared to be the Son of God with

power by the resurrection of the dead.% His caution

and sagacity were remarkably necessary and conspi-

cuous at the beginning of his memorable address to

his Father, where he says. This is life eternal, that

they might hww thee, the only true God, and Jesus

Christ, whom thou hast sent.

In whatever light v/e may view his prudence and

caution, the Orthodox must certainly admire the

stratagem, by which he secured for his religion a

favourable reception among simple unlettered people,

until the mystagogues, and the learned in Plato's

philosophy should completely unmask his divinity,

and procure credit for the doctrine, " that one God
" the Father is the name of a nature, under which

" Christ himself as God is also comprehended."

However, it must be admitted, that he pushed this

masterly conduct to the utmost verge of prudence,

and had nearly extinguished the latent spark of his

divinity.

* John, xiv. 20. See Matt. x. 40. Luke, ix. 48. x. 16.

John, xiii. 20. f Luke, xx. 36. 1 Rom. i. 4.
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tJivinity.
—'^ There is yet one knot to be untied, and

^^ that very well worthy our labour,—because it is

*^ not in one or two of the primitive Fathers, but al-

*^ most runs through all their works. I confess I

*^ once stumbled at that stone myself, and therefore

" think it my duty to endeavour the removing it.*

" The ancient Catholics then, who were before

*' Arius, seem almost all of them to have known
*^ nothing of the Son of God's invisible and immense
*^ nature.—For sometimes they speak so of the Son of

** God, as though he was in his divine nature finite,

** visible, included in some determmate place, and

*' circumscribed by certain bounds. "f Even after

the Arian controversy had existed for some time,

when caution would be less necessary, " The great

<* Athanasius, who knew the sense of the Nicene

" Council as well as any one, yields that the Father

«* is justly called the one God, because only unbe-

^^ gotten, and only the fountain of the Godhead.'*}

This

* From these words we should expect that Bishop Bull would

undertake to remove such a dangerous stumbling-stone ; but he has

left it where he found it. I flatter mjseif that I have given a good

account of it.

t Bull's Defence, Sec. 4. Chap. 3.

t Bull, Sec. 4. Chap. 1. The Nicene and ante-Nicene Fathers

were so dull-sighted in seehig through the prudent designs of Christ

and his Apostles, and their opinions were consequently so contra-

dictory and so exceedingly perplexed, that no orthodox person of

the present day can read them with patience ; and poor Bull had

immense trouble with them to little purpose. Indeed most of these

Fathers were extremely orthodox in their intentions, and were ap-

parently well (qualified to " magnify the Saviour in all things " for

they
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This opinion of our most redoubted champion among

the orthodox Fathers may convince all persons that

even in his time, orthodoxy could not be allowed

with safety to shew her open face in full perfection.

We

they had been well instructed in the fashionable school of Plato

;

and they laboured with incredible zeal to accommodate the cautious

language of the New Testament to the orthodox light which dawn-

ed upon them ; notwithstanding, they failed so miserably in their

explications of the Catholic doctrine, that unless their conception

of the divinity of Christ was infinitely more exalted than they were

enabled to .express, " without doubt" they " shall perish everlast-

" ingly." For not one of them insisted on the co- equality of the

Father and Son, and that *' none is afore or after other, none is

*' greater or less than another." The Nicene Fathers called the

Son, 010? IX 06«—God derived from God ; and they denied that he

was AvTo^toq—self-existent God ; and all the ante-Nicene Fathers

not only admitted, but contended for the supreme monarchy of the

Father ; whereas " this is the Catholic faith, which except a man
" beheve faithfully he cannot be saved," that " the Godhead of the

^' Father, of the Son—is all one, the glory equal, the majesty co-

" eternal. Such as the Father is, such is the Son—uncreate—^in-

" comprehensible—eternal—almighty—God—none afore or after

" other : none greater or less than another; but the whole—coeter-

" nal together and co-equal.—Furthermore it is necessary to ever-

" lasting salvation to believe rightly—that Jesus Christ—is—perfect

" God." Alas ! what has become of all the Fathers ! I admit

many of them maintained that the Father and Son were of one

£ubstan«€
;
yet so little idea had they of the co-equality, or unity,

according to our improved sense, that when they attempted to

explain the mysterious union by analogy, their happiest conceit

was that the Son is to his Father as a ray of light from the Sun is

to the Sun itself; which is about the same proportion as exists

between this whole earth and a grain of sand. They must also have

had a very faint conception of our homoousian doctrine, when they

compared the union between the Father and Son to that between

the Sun and a ray of its light, which is not a more intimate union,

than subsists between a man and his shadow.
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We can assign another more generous reason why
Christ was cautious how he made any discovery of

his divinity, '^ Had our blessed Lord and Saviour

" born any ultimate testimony to the Jews that he

" was God, they would have known this hidden

" mystery ; and had they known it, says St. Paul,

" thei/ would not have crucified the Lord of glory; and
" so the very end of his coming in the flesh would
" have been defeated ; mankind must still have re-

" mained due to the justice of God, without the

*^ atonement which we have received by the death of

'' Christ."*

In whatever way we choose to account for the

mental -reservation of Christ and his Apostles upon
the subject of the " hidden mystery," it has at least

tended to advance surprisingly the credit and eclat of

the orthodox catholic church ; for if they had taught

expressly. That the one God and Father of all is really

more than one or two individual persons,—That
" there is one person of the Father, another of the

" Son," " but the Godhead of the Father, and of

*^ the" various persons '^ is all one : the glory equal

" the majesty co-eternal.—Such as the Father is,

" such

* Burgh, page 38. The mystery to which St. Paul alhided, wa§

the opening the door of faith to the Gentiles, see Kom. xvi. 25.

Ephes. i. 9—13. iii. 3, 5, 6. Col. i. 26, 27. and it is no where

said to be the divinity of Christ. Yet was it not more praise-

worthy in Burgh to mislead his readers, than to suffer them to

remain Heretics and to be damned ? I can now mention the real

truth with safety, on account of the prodigious light which I have

thrown upon orthodoxy.
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*' such—and such** are the rest, all " uncreate

—

*' incomprehensible—eternal—almighty—God— and
f« —Lord—yet they are not" many '' Gods, but

** one God—not'* many Lords, but one Lord—for

^* we are compelled by the Christian verity to ac-

^' knowledge every person by himself to be God and
*^ Lord,'* and '' we—are—forbidden to say, there

" be three Gods, or three Lords," and that '' in

*^ this** plurality " none is afore or after other, nohe
*^ is greater or less than another 5 but the whole'*

plurality of " persons are co- eternal together and
" co-equal ;"—That therefore all these separate indi-

vidual Beings are one Being, in the same respects in

which they are many ; and many Beings, in the same

respects in which they are one; but that the ac-

knowledgement of a plurality of almighty Beings can

by no means be accounted polytheism, while we ac-

knowledge only " one Almighty " Being;—That the

identical substance of one distinct person is the iden-

tical substance of another distinct person, and also

of a third;—That " one Almighty** composed of

many persons, singly *^ almighty'* and '* perfect

*^ God,** being a contradiction according to every

conceivable explanation, is for that reason most cer-

tain and true ;—That one of the " incomprehensible**

persons of this '^ one God *'
is " perfect God, and

*^ perfect man—yet he is not two, but one Christ

;

*^ one, not by conversion of the Godhead into flesh,**

that is, not because the word was made flesh,' " but

" by the taking of the manhood into God,"—That

the perfect Godhead of this " one Christ" is still

Christy that is, anointed by another Person; yet, being

the same—for ever—being Christ from eternity, he

was
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was never anointed,—That his manhood which dwelt

among us^ the Emmanuel^ which was one with the

Father, into whose side St.Thomas might have thrmt

his handy who purchased the church with his own bloody

was so " incomprehensible" as to be either an Al-

mighty God, or a person in all points tempted like as

we are^ or both or neither, or " the vilest of men,"

according to the convenience of orthodox apologists,

—That it is agreeable to the most perfect orthodoxy

to admit occasionally, that the God, or a God, or a

part of a God, which is intitled to supreme worship

from all rational creatures, was laid in a manger be-

longing to an Imiy and was often obliged to hide

himself,-—That this person was as old as his Father

and his God, " begotten from everlasting of the Fa-

" ther," and thus was never truly begotten,—That

the same person, who performed the will of his Father

and his God in all things, is even that same Father

of all; and of himself,*—More surprising still, that

he is also the Son of himself,—That on the supposi-

tion that the one God and Father of all, who is above

all, should altogether cease to exist, no blank or regret

could ensue in the universe, because other persons

would still remain who are each an '^ almighty—very

" and eternal—and—perfect God," and that this

world

* Beside the repeated proofs which I have already given of this

mystery, let it be recollected, that no one knew the time of the day

of judgment but the Father of Christ only ; and therefore if Christ

be not in some nature his Father only, he is totally excluded from

that knowledge. The same truth is manifest from our orthodox

interpretations of Matt. vi. 9. Luke, i. 76. xxii. 29. John, \%

23. xvii. 3. Ephes. iv. 6. 1 John, v. 30. &c. &c.
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world in particular would receive an infinite advan-

tage from the change, because one of these " al-

*^ mighty" persons could never think of putting in

force the eternal decree of reprobation against the

great body of mankind, since he diedfor all,"^—That

Christ, v^ho is not aoroSio?—self-existent God in any

nature, and who is subordinate to his Father in both

natures,f is exactly " such as the Father is—equal

" to the Father as touching his Godhead,"—That a

" perfect God" has been highly exalted by " the

" taking of the manhood into God," or in other

words. That the person who, as we contend, is over

ally God blessed for ever, was made perfect through

suffering, hy Hirnfor whom , confessedly, are all things

^

and by ivhom are all things j and that the same perfect

God was crowned zvith glojy and honour—for the sif-

fering of death ;—that the one God and Father of all is

no true idea of Deity, unless he be understood to be

consubstantial with one or more of his messengers and

servants y by virtue of a '!rs^ix»^^<rii ;—That the first in-

dividual Being in the one Supreme Being is " the

*^ top of unity," the origin, source and fountain, of

the rest, yet that " none is afore or after other, none

« —greater or less than another,"—That though

another personal Being in the one Being is $$o? iK $£oy—

" God of God," that is derived from God, yet he is

by himself " perfect God," and " the very and

«^ eternal God,"—That another derived personal

Being is a " very and eternal God," and yet only a

component

* 2 Cor. V. 14, 15. Rom, v. 18. Heb. ii. 9. 1 John, ii. 2,

t Bull, Sec. i.
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component part of one God,—but that the first per-

son, who is not " afore or after other/' is a helpless

inert substance,* or ^' a mere idol of the imagina-

" tion,''f or "' a mangled notion of Deity,''j if con-

sidered by himself alone,—with an endless variety of

other curious and complicated combinations,§ the

belief of all which is ^* necessary to everlasting sal-

" vation,"—if I say, all these mysteries had been

expressly revealed, we should have but little oppor-

tunity at present to boast of our scholastic learning,

our catholic inventions, discipline,
||
and faith.

I am now to shew that Moses had given to Christ

an example of great caution, for which he had this

reason

* " I hold with the Platonists, that the Father*s faculties are

" not exerted on external things, otherwise than through" other

" persons—being as it were faculties, in which alone the divine

*' nature is active on created things/* Horsley's 13th letter to

Priestley.

f Jones. % Fletcher's Address to Priestley.

§ If I had breath for a longer sentence, I should have added much

about " the Mother of God," the " body, soul, and divinity of

" Christ," which are taken into the stomach, the " bargain made
« between two persons in one God," &c. &c.

[j
The discipline to which I allude, relates to the various means

which we have pursued for preserving uniformity of orthodox

faith. I cannot think without resentment of the rude treatment

which these means have met with from a Bishop of LandafF.

—

In a long preface to a set of theological tracts, calculated to dis-

appoint our expectations from the beginning to the end, his sole

aim is to stigmatize all our pious wishes to coiisume the enemies

of orthodoxy. The plausible candour and simplicity of this writer

are in the genuine spirit of that great ' persecutor of Christ'—

Samuel Clarke.
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reason—" So unhappily prone were the great body
" of the Hebrew nation to run into the gross and

" boundless Polytheism in which their Pagan neigh-

" hours were immersed, that the greatest caution

** and delicacy were necessary to be observed in in-

" culcating a doctrine, which might possibly be

" perverted to perpetuate and to sanction those er-

" rors.'** Therefore Moses could not fully describe

the Prophet, who was to be like himself, without de-

parting from the caution and delicacy which were

necessary to be observed. It is needless to enter into

any detailed argument to prove that he did actually

use great caution respecting the opinion which should

be entertained of himself, because we have this

shorter and presumptive evidence of the fact, that

notwithstanding the innumerable demonstrations of

his orthodox character scattered through his writ-

ings, beside all that are contained in the Scriptures

of the Prophets and Apostles, it has never been

acknowledged, nor even suspected, by any member
of the Catholic church, until the present time. The
world will perceive with astonishment, and the Or-

thodox with unenvied delight, that so far from yield-

ing a single point to the Unitarians, we have gained

one more person against them; which acquisition will

form a new and important sera of the world.—Many
learned men will improve on the hints which I have

very imperfectly furnished; and this subject will at->

tract the devout atten4;ion of all people, in a ratio to

the neglect with which it has hitherto been treated.

When

* Maurice on the oriental Trinities.
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When the divinity of Christ became in fashion, hU
worship did nearly supersede that of his Father; and

the Orthodox vied with each other in making him

amends for centuries of neglect. In process of time

it was fortunately discovered by the Catholic church,

that his Mother had authority over him, then ' she'

became the object of worship; the throng of cla-

morous supplicants courting and anticipating the

favour of '' the Mother of God" was immense; and

the sentiments of the Orthodox tow^ard her were so

noble and so chivalrous, that if all their devotion

should be rated at one hundred parts, God the Father

might be allowed to enjoy one part, Christ five, va-

rious Saints ten, relicks fifteen, and Mary sixty-nine,

according to the nicest calculation. Luckily for

Moses, the same proud sense of honour is still the

characteristic of the Orthodox, and it may even be

necessary to restrain their noble zeal, in the new di-

rection which it will shortly take, lest in any respect

they should resemble the heretical Unitarians.

The likeness upon which I have been discoursing,

will appear very remarkable from the following ar-

ticle:—The person, ''which is the** manufacture

" of the Father'* made " from everlasting of the

*' Father, the very and eternal God, of one substance

" with the Father, took man*s nature in the womb
" of his'* Mother "of her substance, so that two

*^ whole and perfect natures, that is to say, the God-
'^ head and the manhood, were joined together in

" one person, never to be divided, whereof is one"

person, " very God and very man, who truly suffered,

was dead and buried
—

**^ &c.
" The
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" The goodness of God, and that gracious in-

" dulgence with which he has consulted the infirmi-

" ties of our state, is, in this respect—very strongly

*^ displayed, that he took manhood on him, in order

*^ to give a sensible object of worship to mankind, in-

^' capable of forming any adequate idea of the ab-

^' stract God, whose qualities are of a nature incom-
*^ prehensible by our minds ; and not only our na-

'* tural incapacity to conceive a God purely spiritual

" was considered, but the world, merged in idolatry

" at the time of his incarnation, was mercifully in-

" dulged with an object of sense, to which men
" could look according to habit also, and to whom,
*' even by the exertion of the same faculties, by
" which they had adopted and adored idols, they
*^ could prefer worship without the imputation of

^^ idolatry. A resting-place is hereby given to the

" mind, instead of its being continued under the

" necessity of launching out into vast infinity and
^^ eternity, and vainly endeavouring to engage itself

*' in the contemplation of matters of which it can
" form no idea at all."* The hard-hearted and per-

verse Unitarian will not allow that the primitive Jews

either were, or ought to have been, furnished by God
with a resting-place to their minds, such as I have

now described, though they appeared to feel a more

urgent want of this favour than any people. Even

to Christians, for whom it might be supposed he

would have some tender feelings, he absolutely de-

nies the use of any " sensible object'* of worship,

L trampling

Burgh, No. cii.
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trampling thus upon *' the goodness of God, and that

*' gracious indulgence, with which he has consulted

'' the happiness of our state." With this cruel de-

sign, he endeavours to drag the devout orthodox

mind to the contemplation of texts relating to the

jealousy, spirituality, and spiritual worship of God,*

'' of which it can form no idea at all." I admit, in-

deed, that the sensible object of a '' God-man" is

liable to this defect, that it cannot be present except

to a very small portion of mankind ; and, after a

short time, it must necessarily be withdrawn from

this earth; but the majority of the Orthodox have

supplied this defect most happily. They have form-

ed or discovered, and secured a prodigious number

of similitudes and relicks, which serve as '' a resting-

" place" to the devout mind 3 and which, by effec-

tually excluding from it the abstract idea of God,

prevent it from '' launching out into vast infinity and

*^ eternity."

I shall dismiss the whole comparison with this re-

flection :—If Moses had enjoyed the good fortune to

be succeeded by an orthodox hierarchy, similar to

that which presided, for the most part, in the Catholic

church, after it became established, and which has

been very accurately described by St. Paul, in his

second Epistle to the Thessalonians, a sublime apo-

theosis would certainly have been effected in a rea-

sonable time. The utmost stretch of human inge-

nuity, joined with a pious art, would have been

exerted

t Ex. XX. % 5. Deut. iv. \% 15. John, iv. 23, 24.
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exerted for three thousand years, to magnify the De-

liverer in all things, similar to what has been employ-

ed to " magnify the Saviour."—The babblings of

Unitarians against him w^ould have long since been

forgotten. His Mother w^ould have been accosted

with the most fervent oraisons. Even his royal

Mother by adoption, as she had a claim on his gra-

titude, would have been distinguished by regalia in

heaven, and the faithful would have besieged her

with endless solicitations for her favour and interest.

The rock in Horeb, and the mount of Sinai, would

have been frequented by the devotees of all nations,

until they should disappear, and leave not a wreck

behind : for they would long since have been dis-

persed about the world in relics. His disciples would

have been furnished with sensible images of him, for

their minds to rest upon; and his own '" real body

'« and blood, soul and divinity" would have been di-

vided among them into a hundred thousand million

of pieces, to be devoured with holy ecstacy at the

celebration of a passover, improved into an awful

mystery, in such a manner as the body of Christ is

now devoured by the most ancient Orthodox. The

discipline necessary to have maintained these Catho-

lic rites, would have raised the Orthodox to the pin-

nacle of power; would have procured for them im-

mense confiscatorial wealth; would have given rise

by miUiards to the most delightful auto-da-fe-s, and

to a goodly train of other Catholic practices.

The Heretics may now be apt to flatter themselves

that I have exhausted my budget of orthodox argu-

ments; but they are much deceived, if they have

L2! such
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such a notion : the farther I proceed with these

proofs, the more do I perceive them to multiply. If

" the Scriptures are that ultimate, that axiom, be-

" yond which we are not to seek for the grounds of

^' whatsoever is asserted in them,** they contain not

a simile, allegory, trope, or figure, which will not en-

able me to multiply arguments. No one can attempt

to refute these arguments by reason, without the

vainest presumption, since we have decided in the

true spirit of holy mother Church, that reason is not

to sit in judgment on the Scriptures. " So adverse is

^^ the Christian dispensation," that is, orthodox

Christianity, " to all the principles of human reason,

" that if brought before her tribunal, it must inevi-

'^ tably be condemned.—To prove the reasonable-

" ness of revelation, is, in fact, to destroy it."* He-
retics, therefore, have not a single foot of ground to

stand upon, while they pretend to carry on warfare

against Moses : yet so confident am I of the strength

ofmy cause, that if they chuse to canvas the follow-

ing arguments, I shall not refuse them the free use of

every kind of reason, which we have allowed to be

lawful, or to which we have resorted.

I.

Gen. i. 24. And Joseph said unto his Brethren y I
die, and God will surely VISIT you, and bring

you out of this land.

Acts,

* Soame Jenyn's 6th Disquisition.
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Acts, vii. ^2, 23. A?id Moses was mights;—and it

came into his heart to VISIT his brethren, the

children of Israel,

^^ Instead of reasoning upon these words of the

" Prophet'* Joseph, '^ according to any private in-

" terpretation, I add another passage of Scripture,

** wherein they are expressly applied to the person

" of a man, "and then shew what must be the

'^ result of both. If the Scripture, thus compared
" with itself, be drawn up into an argument, the

" conclusion may indeed be denied, and so may the

" whole Bible, but it cannot be answered : For ex-

" ample:

According to Joseph's Prophecy, the Person who
should visit the Israelites, in order to bring them out

of Egypt, was God, whom " the Arians allow to be
^^ the one, only, true, and supreme God:*'

" But this" person, who did visit them at the ap-

pointed time for that purpose, " as it appears from

" the latter text, is no other than" a human Deli-

verer. " Therefore,"

He is God " himself, and the Arian is confuted

*^ upon his own principles."

I expect to hear from our adversaries a repetition

of the old objection, that I am here deifying a human

nature ; but before I shall feel it incumbent on me to

give them more satisfaction upon this head, they

should
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should first try their strength with the person, whose

line of argument I have borrowed, and whose ortho-

doxy is of the first rate. He has shewn in his lead-

ing argument, which " cannot be answered," that

'* the stone zvhich is rnade the head of the corner,''^

which was the identical Jesus Christ of Nazareth,

whom the Jews crucified, whom God had raisedfrom the

dead,-\ is " no other but the one, only, true, and su-

'' preme God."f Consequently, that nature of

Christ, which was crucified, has not only possessed

itself of the throne of its e?iX\\\\y Fattier, David,% but

*****. There are some subjects too sublime for

language.

The first text will afford another complete orthodox

demonstration of the same kind.

II.

Joseph says, God will bring you out of this land,
\\

Compare this prophecy with

Ex. xxxii. 7. And the Lord said unto Moses, Go, get

thee dozvn, for thy people which thou brougJitest

out

* 1 Pet. ii. 7, 8. f Acts, iv. 10, 11.

X Jones, Chap. i. No. 1. There is no danger that I can mistake

tlie meaning of this orthodox writer, or that he himself could have

been led here into an accidental mistake ; for in every nine of his

arguments out of ten, he advances a similar doctrine ; and the same

observation may be made of all truly orthodox writers.

§ Luke, i. 32.
jl

See Gen. xlviii. 21. Ex. xx. % &c.
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€ut of the land of Egypt have corrupted them-

selves.'^

From this parallel I argue thus:—The Israelites

were brought out of Egypt by God, But,

They were brought out by Moses ; therefore, The

orthodox conclusion is most obvious.

As my object is not to say all that can be said for

Moses, but only to produce what may be sufficient

to ascertain his nature, and to confute the Heretics,

I therefore omit a dozen more syllogisms, which

might be drawn out to the same effect, from an equal

number of corresponding passages in Scripture.

The Heretics are now impatient to ask this very

silly question. Could not two persons bring the Is-

raelites out of Egypt ? Yes, ye Simpletons " three

*^ persons," or four persons, but do you consider

how many persons there are in " one God ?"

I shall take the last text for the ground of a third

argument,

III.

The Lord said unto Moses^ Thy people^ 8(c.

Deut, xiv. 2!. Thou art an holy people to the Lord thy

God; and the Lord hath chosen thee to be a pecu-

liar people to himself

* See Ex. iii. 10, 11, 12. vi. 13. xvii. 3. xxxii. 1,7,23. xxxiii. L
Numb. xvi. 13. Beut. ix, 12. Acts, vii. 40. Heb. iii. 16.
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Hence it appears, that the Israelites were Moses's

people. But,

They were the peculiar people of God.

—

Here the major and the minor are indisputable ;

and there can be no question concerning the ortho-

dox conclusion.

The same ideas which are conveyed by the texts

under this and the former head, are to be met with

in one chapter.

Deut. ix. 19. And the Lord said unto me, Thy people,

which thou hast broughtforth out of Egypt—

Verses 26, 29. I said, O Lord God, destroy not thy

people, whom thou hast brought forth out of Egypt

with a mighty hand—yet they are thy people, and

thine inheritance, which thou broughtest out by thy

mighty power, and by thy stretched-out arm.

The stretched-out arm, with which the Israelites

were brought out of Egypt, is greatly conducive to

orthodoxy, as will appear from the next article.

IV.

Deut. vii. 18, 19. Thou shall zvell 7^emember—the

great temptations which thine eyes saiv, and the signs

and the wonders, and the mighty hand, and the

stretched-out arm, zohereby the Lord thy God

brought thee out,

Deut.
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Deut. xxxiv. 10, 11, 1^. And there arose not a Pro-

phet since in IsraeU like unto Moses, whom the

Lord knew face to face : in all the signs and the

wonders, which the Lord sent him to do in the land

of Egypt, to Pharaoh, and to all his servants, and

to all his land, and in all that mighty hand, and in

all the great terror, which Moses shewed in the

sight of all Israel."^

The great point at issue upon the first of these

passages is, whether so much of it as relates to the

mighty hand and the stretched-out arm, which the

Israelites had seen with their eyes, is to be understood

in a figurative and metaphorical, or in a literal sense.

The Heretics are forced to have recourse to the figura-

tive sense -, but we adhere very conscientiously to the

plain literal meaning, under a serious impression of

the tremendous danger of tampering with Scripture,

Metaphorical figures require to be interpreted by the

assistance of human learning, by reason and common
sense 5

" but are we to come to the Scriptures, which
" all men allow to be the foundation of our religion,

" with a religion already formed, and to judge of the
*^ revelation made by the God of truth, according to

" its correspondence with our previous persuasions.
**f

" Let us still remember the limits of reason, and not
'' perpetually fly beyond her confines; with respect
*^ to Scripture-truths, the peremptory word of the

" God of truth is the ultimate boundary of her pro-

" vince/'

See Ex, x. 23. xiv. 21, 27. xvii. % &c. f Burgh, page 13.
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of God declare in this place ?

Moses desires the Israelites to remember, among

other things, the mighty hand and the stretched-oiit

arm of the Lord their God, which their eyes had

seen : But, let me ask the Heretics, Could the Israel-

ites see with their eyes an invisible hand and arm,

and whose was the greatest hand and arm belonging

to a person who was called God, and who performed

the works of God, which they literally saw stretched

out to bring them out of Egypt, and to protect them

in their journey ? "To see on which side the truth

" lies" tipon this point between my opponents and

me, " a man needs no other qualification but that of

" faith, to receive the Scripture as the infallible word

" of God; which the Arians, in most of their writ-

'^ ings, have very freely confessed it to be/'f

I need not dwell upon the last part of the first

text, in which it is said, the Lord thy God brought

thee out; for I have already referred the reader to

many texts of Scripture, which ascertain to what

person alone the whole text is literally and orthodoxi-

cally applicable.

V. .

Ex. xvii. 5, And the Lord said unto Moses, Go on

before the people—and thy rod wherewith thou

smotest the river, take in thine hand.

Verse

Burgh, page 208. f Jones, Chap. II. No. 13,
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Verse 9. ^nd Moses said unto Joshua, to-morrow I

zvill stand on the top of the hilly with the rod ofGod

in my hand.

The rod of Moses was the rod of God, and the

same rod of God was the rod of Moses, and it proves

a rod of iron to the Heretics.

VI.

Numb. xxxi. 48, 49. And the officers, which were

over thousands of the host, the captains of thousands

and captains of hundreds, came unto Moses, and

they said unto Moses, Thy servants have taken the

sum of the men of war.

Lev. XXV. 55. Unto me the children of Israel are

servants ; they are my servants whom I brought

forth out of the land of Egypt j I am the Lord your

God.

'* If words could be found more explicitly declar-

*' ing that the servant of" God's servant, '' and of

" God is one, whilst no man can serve two masters

^^ —I should endeavour to paraphrase this passage.'**

The orthodox conclusion is, that God and his servant

are one Master 5 not one Person, indeed, but ^^ one
'^ Substance."

VII..

Deut. iv. 1,2. Hearken, O Israel, unto the statutes,

and

* Burgh, page 123.
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and unto the judgments ivhich I teach youfor to do

them—Ye shall not add unto the word which I
command you, neither shall you diminish ought from
ity that ye may keep the commandments of the Lord

your Gody which I command you,^

Deut. XXX. 10. If thou shall hearken unto the voice

of the Lord thy God, to keep his commandments and

his statutes, which are zvritten in this hook of the

law.

From these passages we learn, that the commands

of the lawgiver were the commands of God ; and that

the same commands of God were the commands of

the lawgiver. When the lawgiver commanded, God
commanded; his statutes were God's statutes, and

his judgments God's judgments. I ask now, in an

orthodox spirit, would the meekest man put himself in

the place of God so manifestly, and so repeatedly, if

he did not intend to impart to the Israelites the

knowledge of his astonishing nature ? Would he

have been guilty of laying such a snare in their way,

as to predicate the same things of himself and of God,

in the most important religious concerns, if he had

been in all things like unto his brethren, though *^ so

" unhappily prone were" they " to run into gross

" polytheism, that the greatest caution and delicacy

* The texts which relate to the commandments of Moses are so

numerous, that I shall select only the principal of those which occur

in Deuteronomy, i. 18. iv. 5. vi. 2, 6. vii. 11. viii, 1, 11. x. 13.

xi. 8, 13, 23, 27, 28. xii. 14, 28, 32. xiii. 18. xv. 5, 15. xxiv. 18, 23,

xxvii.lO. xxviii. 1, 13, 15. xxx. 8, 11.
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** were necessary to be observed in inculcating a

*^ doctrine" which asserts the individual unity of a

*^ perfect God and perfect man ?" The remark of

Nehemiah might have strengthened my conclusions,

if it had not been spoiled by the translators, who,

perhaps, did not foresee that their inattention or jea-

lousy toward Moses might have proved fatal to all

orthodox faith. Instead of saying. Thou commandest

them precepts^ statutes, and laws, by the hand of Moses^

They might have said, Thou commandest them, * in'

Moses ; and then this text, which in its present form

is heterodox, would have constituted a very signal

demonstration of our doctrine. Very fortunately for

the divinity of Christ, the precedent of this transla-

tion did not warp their judgment in a parallel place,

as appears from the following passage, God was in

Christ reconciling the world to himself—for he hath

made him to be sin for us, who knew no sin, that we

might be made the righteousness of God in him."^ That

God should reconcile the world to himself ' by' or

* through' Christ, and that we should be made the

righteousness of God, that is, be accounted righteous

before God, through the instrumentality of Christ,

are trite vulgar ideas, which leave his divinity to shift

for itself, and therefore were properly rejected by

translators whose great object was to '^ magnify the

" Saviour in all things ;" though it did not occur to

them that the most effectual way to do this would be

to give Moses a little help. When they had liberty

to

* 2 Cor. V. 19, 21.
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to choose ' by' or in^* it was natural for such men to

prefer that word which is decisive for the homoousian

doctrine. Agreeably to their admirable translation,

" the text considers God as agent and patient at the

same time, and upon the same occasion ; as the re-

" conciler of the world in the person of the Son ; and

" the object to whom the reconciliation was made,

" in the person of the Father—so that the word God,

" though of the singular number, is of the plural

'' comprehension. "f What a precious morsel of or-

thodoxy should we have lost, if the translators had

dealt by Christ as they had done by Moses ! An-

other sad consequence would have been, that God has

reconciled fallen man to himself, by the ministry and

agency of Christ, as a " subordinate instrument, and

not that Christ himself is the self-sufficient author of

all things, the great Creator, the self-existent Jeho-

vah, the eternal immutable God.J

It may be said by cavillers, respecting the demon-

stration which I have just completed, that it rests

solely upon the authority of Moses himself, who is an

interested person : I shall therefore produce a proof

to the same effect, grounded on the concurrent testi-

mony of Prophets, Apostles, and Evangelists.

Luke,

* See the Greek, and the translations of the following texts t

John, xvii. 11, 17. Rom. vi. 23. Gal. ii. 17. iii. 14. Ephes. ii. 7.

iii. 21. Phil. iv. 19. Heb. xiii. 20, &c.

t Jones, Chap. i. No. 14.

X Kennicott on John, i. and Heb. i.
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VIII.

Luke, ii. 22. And when the days of her purification

^

according to the law of Moses, were accomplished.'^

Verses 22, 24, 39. As it is written in the law of the

Lord—accordijig to that which is said iii the law of

the Lord—ajid when they had performed all things

according to the law of the Lord.

- Here the Evangelist, in the same breath, calls the

law of Moses

—

the law of the Lord; and from such

premises, I ask, what is the orthodox conclusion ?

*' The'* law " of God is here the'* law '' of" Moses j

'^ that which is God's is not another's;'' a human
lawgiver " is therefore one with the Father, God."t
*^ The law, then, is the law of God," of the Jewish

lawgiver and " Christ;" but it is written, James, iv. 2^

*^ There is one lawgiver, who is able to save and to de-

" stroy ; therefore these three are one."J We can

have no apprehension that these conclusions can lead

us into idolatry, for the following reason.— '' If the

"Apostles, who, it is allowed, foresaw that men
" would, in future times, depart from the truth, and
" adopt a Trinity from Plato" and a Quaternity

from some other person, '' never conceived the possi-

" bility of such a mistake ; they were, of all men,
" not

* See Deut. xxxiii. 4. Joshua, i. 7. viii. 32. xxiii. 6. 1 Kings,

ii. 3. 2 Kings, xxi, 8. xxxiii. 2.5. 2 Chron. xxiii. 18. xxx. 16.

Ezra, iii. 2. vii. 6. Dan. ix. 11, 13. Mai. iv. 4. Luke, xxiv. 44,

John, i. 17. vii. 19, 23. viii. 5. Acts, xiii. 39. xv. 5. xxviii. 23„

1 Cor. ix. 9. Heb. x. 28.

t Burgh, page 105, % Jones, Chap. 4, No. 5.
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^* not only the most careless and inattentive, but the

^^ most heinously sinful ; for they sinned against the

^' Holy Ghost, whose inspiration had given them a

*^ view into futurity, and that for the purpose of

*^ making them instrumental to the propagation and

" support of truth only j but they have most wicked-

'' \y neglected this first cause of their appointment

;

" and misrepresentation, instead of being the fault of

" our perverse wills, must hereafter be ascribed to the

" insufficiency of revelation, to the incompetency of

" those whom God's choice had pronounced compe-
" tent, or to their wilful omission of that duty, to

" which God had been pleased to call them, and

" assist them with a guide to all truth for our in-

" struction."*

IX.

Deut. xxxix. 5. And /—Moses, have led youforty

years in the wilderness.

Deut. vii. 2. and xxxii. 12. The Lord thy God led

theeforty years in the wilderness—The Lord alone

did lead hi???,.

In the same sense that God was in Christ, recon-

ciling the world to himself, so he was ' in' Moses,

leading the Israelites in the wilderness.

Rom. X. 19. Moses sayeth, I will provoke you to jea-

lousy

Burgb, page 113.
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lousy by them that are no peopley and by a foolish

nation I zvill ange?^ you.

This text affords an orthodox demonstration of our

doctrine without any parallel ; for, according to St.

Paul, the person whom he quotes asserted a power

over the spirits of a future generation. The place

here quoted, to which we are referred in the margin

of our translation, is,

Deut. xxxii. 19, 20, 2! 1. Jnd when the Lord saw it

—he said—they have moved me to jealousy with

that which is not God.,—and I will move them to

jealousy with those which are not a people, I will

provoke you to anger with a foolish nation.

It appears now, that St. Paul attributes to a man
the precise denunciation which the Lord made to the

Israelites, and which none but the Lord could make

good. It is impossible, upon orthodox principles, to

set aside the conclusion in favour of this man, to

which we are directed by these two passages. I know
well the cavil which will be resorted to by the Here-

tics, namely, that St. Paul, never dreaming of a
^^ God-man,'' was no way solicitous to distinguish

whether Moses had related the words attributed to

him as his own or the Lord's denunciation. Yet St.

Paul's '^ own living-experience might have given him

a hint, that accuracy—was necessary, if he had not

been the most stupid, as well as wicked man, that

ever lived on the earth. He was an accurate man,

he was an honest man, and by the application of

those terms to both the Father and" to another per-

M son.
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son, '^ he has left us an irrefragable proof that the

Father and the'' other person ''are one God."*

xr.

1 Cor. ix, 9. For it is written in the law of Moses,

Thon shalt not muzzle the mouth of the ox that

treadeth out the corn. Doth God take care of

oxen F or saith he itfor our sakes f

The Apostle recites how the law of Moses^ by a

pleasing figure, recommended equity. He then asks.

Has God only in view the literal meaning conveyed

by the figure ? or does he not also intend by this

figurative command to convey a lesson of humanity

to mankind. Thus when St. Paul speaks of a parti-

cular precept in the law of Moses, he asks^ Doth God
deliver it for the sake of oxen alone ? and when Moses

delivers a precept, he repeats, saith God it for our

sake? What triumph would not this Apostle have

afforded us, if he had inculcated the Catholic orthQ*

doxy with equal perspicuity !

I intend to produce even more striking evidence of

the improved homoousian doctrine; but we shall

have the best chance of deriving from it the utmost

advantage, alter I shall have laid in a fresh stock of

orthodoxy.

God

* Burgh, page 150. St. Paul in the text is joined with St. John,

therefore there has been so much Hberty taken with it, as to change

the plural into the singular number.
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"God is not an object of our perception, and con-

" sequently his*' trinal, or quaternal " faculties are

" not a ground whence argument can proceed, that

" which is incomprehensible not being to be brought
*' to the test of reason, nor by her made a measure
" for any thing which may be asserted concerning
*^ them. About matters which we do not compre-
" bend, it is obvious that we cannot w^ith certainty

'' say any thing.'**—For instance, if the Scriptures

should speak of the seven spirits of Godjf and if ijt

should please the Orthodox, upon this ground, to set

up a decimal God in unity, taking into the account

three other divine persons ; as these are " matters

" w^hich we do not comprehend, it is obvious that

^* we cannot say any thing** about them 3 that is.

Unitarians^ can say nothing. " Were God pleased to

" open the stores of his wisdom to our eyes,** for in-

stance, that he is one, three, four, or ten individual

persons, " but not to open our eyes to look upon
" them with more extended faculties than we now
" enjoy, is it to be imagined that we should com-
" prebend them ? Surely not^ and wherefore '^ should

" we reject the belief of that wonderful exertion of

^' his power for our redemption, which he has laid

*^ open to us ?^It is not to comprehend that we are

" required but to believe ; and to yield that degree

" of assent, which we call belief, is certainly the

" best, nay the only exertion of our reason in the

^' case before us; for having granted that God is

^' true, and that he has spoken—and as his power is

M 2 " adequate

* Burgh, page 28. f Rev. i. 4. iii. 1. iv, 5. v. 6. Zech. iv. lOo
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" adequate to all things,*' even to be one, and three,

and four, and ten persons, and any one of these, and

not the rest, at the same time, *' no exercise of it can

" oppose the conclusion drawn/**

Without this preface. Heretics might pretend to

understand the following passage, whereas I do not

require any one to comprehend but to believe ; and m
order to comply implicitly with this requisition, '' be-

*^ lief is certainly the best, nay the only exertion of

'^ our reason" necessary '' in the case before us.*'

xir.

Deut. xi. 13, 14, 15.

—

A?id it shall come to pass, if

you shall hearke?! diligently unto my commatidme?itSy

which I command you this day, to love the Lord

your God, and to serve him with all your heart

and all your soid, that I will give you the rain of

your land in his due season, thefirst and the latter

rain, that thou mayest gather in thy corn, and thy

wine, and thine oil. And I zvill send grass in thy

fields for thy cattle, that thou mayest eat and be

full

In this entire chapter, Moses speaks in his own

person, and in the text he promises the Israelites,

that he will give them the first and the latter rain, and

send grass and plenty, if they would observe his com-

mandments. How could an honest man in his senses

make

* Burgh, page 26,
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make these promises, unless he knew his unlimited

powers ? But all persons admit that he was very-

sober and serious, therefore this text by itself esta-

blishes our doctrine, with all those who have an or-

thodox regard for " the peremptory word of the God
'^ of truth." I do not, indeed expect such a miracle

from it, as that it shall produce any effect on Here-

tics. Their notions are, indeed, that Moses was more

attentive to ideas than to words, yet that he had suf-

ficiently declared himself to be the Messenger of God,

speaking in his name, and acting by his authority^

and they pretend, that the promise of fruitful seasons

in the text has never been understood, by Jews or

Christians, to be the promise of Moses, but of God
only. They refer us to the two following verses,

wherein Moses warns the Israelites, that the Lord

would shut up the heaven in case of their serving other

gods : but they are always unfortunate in their quota-

tions, for it requires as much power to open, as to

shut up the heaven; and, accordingly, this context

shews most orthodoxically, that the person who is

competent to the former act is the Lord, Unitarians

pretend farther, that there are two ways of interpret-

ing Scripture, one rational, the other irrational. By
the help of the former profane device, they readily

adapt the phraseology of Moses and all the language

of Scripture to their own heresy ; and what they are

pleased to call the irrational way, they leave with us,

as our peculiar inheritance. We are really proud of

this possession, which is indispensable to an " heroic

" faith:'* but it is prudent for us to explain our

meaning in our own words, because the language of

our adversaries is always insidious and dangerous.

The
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The introduction of reason, in any shape, upon

religious subjects, always throws us into a fit of tre-

pidation : bat I have no objection to say, that the

whole and every part of Scripture can only be under-

stood either orthodoxically or heretically. This al-

ternative is admitted even by Unitarians -, but I shall

not stray from my subject to examine all their meta-

physical or popular definitions of heresy and ortho-

doxy. We may now proceed upon sure Catholic

grounds. The orthodox interpretation invariably

tends to ^^ magnify the" Deliverer and ^^ Saviour in

" all things;" the heretical detracts from their ho-

nours, upon some insolent and ungrateful pretence

of reason. Let it now be decided by any man of

candour, whether we or Unitarians understand the

text in a sense best calculated to magnify Moses, and

by a plain consequence, the Prophet like wito him.

We assert, that the text represents the writer as en-

dued with power over the seasons ^ whereas they deny

this obstinately, supported, as they say, by reason,

and by Scripture rationally interpreted ; and they

reprobate altogether the idea of his Godhead. Are

not the rational interpreters nov/ convicted of forcing

an heretical sense upon the words of the text ? and

does not our orthodoxy upon this occasion stand con-

fessed ? They are welcome to call it irrational if

they choose ; but we glory in the devout and implicit

submission of our reason to that sole interpretation

of Scripture, which is Catholic and orthodox, because

" the Catholic faith'* is, " before all things, neces-

" sary" to salvation 3 and we prove that we are sin-

cere, by decreeing the everlasting perdition, " with-

*' out doubt," of all Heretics, who do not "keep
« this
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*^ this faith whole and imdefiled'^ by rational inter-

pretations.

Let it be farther considered, that we adhere to the

strict and literal sense of the text, when we maintain,

that, by itself, it insures to Moses his orthodox cha-

racter, and that the Heretics, in their attempt to

strip him of his honours, are obliged to shuffle the

text various ways; at one time evading the literal

sense, by cavilling about Hebrew idioms, reason, and

common sense, the phraseology of ambassadors and

mediators, and at other times appealing to different

passages of Scripture. They are so perverse as to

insist on those declarations of Moses himself, that the

Lord our God is one Lord^—The Lord, he is God,

there is none else beside him,-\ notwithstanding our sa-

tisfactory explanations of this unity, backed by the

most tremendous sanctions which we could devise.

We have sufficiently explained and decreed, that the

one Lord of all is really divers distinct individual per-

sons, (and to be a distinct person we know requires a

distinct mind, distinct substance, being, and power),

that one of these persons of the 07ie Lord has made
another of them an almighty Lord, begotten a second

eternal Lord, and partly sent forth a third almighty

Lord ;
" and yet they are not three Gods," nor four

Gods altogether, " but one God—not three" or four

" Lords, but one Lord." Their next quotation be-

trays a more atrocious design, because they level it

against our orthodox construction of St. John's testi-

mony

* Deut. vi. 14. t ir. 35.
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mony, that the zvord was with God and was God;

whereas, say they, God declares by Moses, thei^e is no

God zvith mcy^ by which they understand no *^ un-

'^ create— eternal— almighty— God— equal to the

^^ Father," though they admit there might have been

a great number of persons with him, whose office

might procure for them the title of Gods, from the

poverty and imperfection of language, because there

he that are called Gods^ zvhether in heaven or in earthy

as there be Gods many and Lords many.^ I have dis-

covered extraordinary patience in relating these ob-

jections, because I have already shewn how easy it is

to refute them. In the words recited from Moses,

God is " a word not intended for God the Father only,

^^ the first person of the -nity^ but as it is referred

*^ unto the creature, made and conserved by God, in

'^ which sense it appertains to the whole -nityj'^j;

therefore there may be a number of " co-equal—
«^ persons" with God, but not a second -nity. This

remark, I admit, is far beyond the comprehension of

Unitarians, and I produce it only to satisfy any com-

petent judge, how vainly they attempt to make an

impression upon us, by hauling our orthodox con-

structions before a file of Scriptural authorities for the

unity of God. Yet they are so impudent as to en-

deavour to turn the tables upon us ; and they charge

us with bringing a host of Unitarian authorities, to

be tried by a few texts, harmless in their native state,

but constructively orthodox, terrific, and monstrous.

The two cases differ most essentially ^ for, like the

Titans

* Deut. xxxii, 39. f 1 Cor. viii. 5... i Jones.
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Titans of old, who, I strongly suspect, were impious

Unitarians, they attempt to pull down from their in-

finite height some " persons,'* each of whom, sepa-

rately, is King of heaven and '' perfect God 3" while

we undertake a crusade against them to uphold the

Godhead of the Mediator, the Deliverer, the Saviour,

the Comforter; and we deem it indispensably neces-

sary to the existence of all religion and social order,

that one Person, in whom they wish to concentrate

almighty power, should impart to all, and each of

those persons, a self-existent '^ eternal—co-equal

—

" and—almighty—Godhead,'* upon the footing of a

perfect equality. In this honourable warfare, prac-

tices and manoeuvres may be allowable and laudable

in us, which would be diabohcal malice in them.

For example, it is laudable in us to bring all the

texts, apparently inconsistent with the double nature

x)f a Deliverer, to be tried, condemned, and duly

disposed of, by the text which has given rise to these

observations : but when Unitarians attempt to de-

grade him by a converse mode of reasoning, they

betray a most unaccountable desire to persecute

him.

XIII.

Deut. xxxi. 7, 8. A?id Moses called imfo Joshua,

and said unto him in the sight of all Israel, Be

strong and of good courage ; for thou must go with

this people unto the land which the Lord hath sworn

unto their Fathers to give them, and thou shall

cause them to inherit it. And the Lord, he it is

. that doth go before thee, He will he with thee.

Verses
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Verses 22, 23. Moses, therefore,—gave Joshua^ the

son of Nim, a charge, and said, he strong and of

good courage, for thou shalt bring the Children of

Israel into the land zvhich I sware unto them, and

I will be with thee.

There is no necessity to throw the substance of

these texts into the form of syllogisms, or to point

out to the most ignorant reader the orthodox man-

ner, in which they demonstrate our homoousian

doctrine.

Unitarians pretend that Moses was not as precise

in his language as a modern Conveyancer, although

they allow that his writings abound in many beautiful

and sublime passages, and that his laws and institu-

tions are sufficiently intelligible. They say that the

Israelites understood.

—

I zvill be zvith thee, in the lat-

ter text, exactly as they had done.

—

He zvill be with

thee in the first, because no one could be so blind as

not to see, that Moses spoke these words in the name

of the Lord. The maxim is, that men should be go-

verned by reason and the sense of things, and not

merely by sound. With all this hypocritical and

plausible criticism, they only exhibit the proud ar-

rogance and the ignorant pride of the natural man,

exalting himself and his carnal reason above " the

" peremptory word of the God of truth." They

deserve no better reply, and, after this reflection,

I may produce a few similar texts without any com-

ment.

XIV.
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XIV.

Deut. vii. 2, 3, 4. TF/ie?i the Lord thij God shall

deliver them, the nations of Canaan, before thee—thou shall make no covenant with them—for they

will turn away thy sonfrom following me, that they

may serve other Gods, so will the anger of the

Lord be kindled against you.

XV.

Ex. xxiii . 25. And ye shall serve the Lord your God,
and he shall bless thy bjrad and thy water; and I
will take sickness axvayfrom the midst of thee,

XVI,

Ex. XV. 26. Jnd Moses said, if thou wilt diligently

hearken to the voice of the Lord thy God, and wilt

do that which is right in his sight, and wilt give

ear to his commandments, and keep all his statutes,

I willput none of these diseases upon thee, which I
have brought upon the Egyptians, for I am the Lord
that healeth thee,

XVI r.

Deut. xxix. 2—14. And Moses called all Israel

and said unto them. Ye have seen all that the Lord
did before your eyes—the signs and those great mi-

racles—and I have led you forty years in the wil-

derness : your clothes are not zvaxen old upon you
—ye have not eaten bread, neither have ye drunk

wine.
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wine^ or strong dri?ik, that ije might know that 1

am the Lord thy God,—Ye stand this day all of

you before the Lord your God—that thou shoiddest

enter into covenant with the Lord thy God, and

into his oath—that he may be unto thee a God—
neither with you only do I make this covenant and

this oath, but—zvith him that is not here with us

this day. "
'

I might add other passages of the same tendency,

but these may suffice. ^' When certain Gentlemen
*^ would vindicate their own system, they tell us that the

^' language of Scripture, on such subjects, is popular

^^ and indefinite, and admits not of this strict philo-

^' sophical, and scientifical interpretation. It must,

'^ however, be pretty clear, that they who take these

'' liberties with the sacred writings, are prepared to

« make them teach just any thing or nothing. It

" must also be allowed to be no mean compliment to

" the system we maintain, that they who reject our

" doctrines, are constrained also thus to reject the

" plain sense of so great a portion of the word of

« God."*

XVIII.

Deut. xxxi. 2§. For I know that after my death,

ye will utterly corrupt yourselves, and turn aside

from the way zvhich I have commanded you, and

evil will befall you in the latter days.

Verses

* Overton's true Churchman, page 373,
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Verses 16, 17. -^^d the Lord said—/ willforsake

them, and I will hide my face from them—and

many evils and troubles shall befall them, so that

they will say in that day. Are not these evils come

upon us, because our God is not amongst us f

The constant cry of Unitarians is, Look to the

context, and, according to this rule, they will ask.

Does not the context to the concluding words of the

17th verse, which may be found in the preceding

part of it, plainly shew that it is not Moses who is

the subject of them, but God the Father of all ?

Concerning this question it is sufficient to observe,

that the introduction and application of a context,

where Moses is concerned, which does not tend to

magnify him, betrays a most heretical spirit ; and

persons infected with it should be answered only by

anathemas. Our manner of handling these passages

forms a happy contrast. We have an undoubted

right, confirmed by long prescription, to seek for a

context out of any part of Scripture, which can throw

any orthodox light upon our subject. At present I

go no farther for a context than to the 29th verse,

which, in connexion with the 17th, demonstrates,

in as satisfactory a manner as I could wish, that after

the death of Moses, when evil would befall the Israel-

ites, they would naturally lament their misfortunes

in these words. Are not these evils come upon us, be-'

cause our God is not amongst us ? '^ These words
*^ (says" a very obnoxious '^ Doctor) do not" imply
^^ that he who hath seen the Person of" the Deli-

verer, " hath seen the person of the Father. No,
^^ surely) but that he who hath seen all that was

" visible
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" visible of this man, " hath seen the person, to

" whom was joined that invisible and divine nature,

*' which the Scripture has called by the name of the

'' Father.'^* .

XIX.

Numb, xxxii. 31. As the Lord hath said to thy

servants, so will zoe do.

Nehemiah, ix. 6. Thou^ even thou art Lord alone:

These passages enable us to amplify materially one

branch of '' the Catholic faith.''

The Lord mentioned in the first of the above pas-

sages is Moses ; and instead of recording the adula-

tion of two of the tribes of Israel, which addressed

this language to him, should he not have vindicated

the incommunicable glory of God, if there had been

a necessity for it ? ^' I refer it to reason, whether

" common attributes do not imply, nay more, do

^' not evince a common nature; and if to be—Lord
" —and the like, be the attributes of God and of"

his Messenger, " whether'' the Messenger '* be not

" therefore God."t

It deserves particular notice, that it is no where

stated

* Jones, Chap. 1. No. 38. in which place he reproves Dr. Cltrke

f©r his remark on John, xiv. 9.

f Burgh, page 113.
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stated in Scripture by what means he obtained the

title of Lord : we are therefore obHged by orthodoxy

to infer, that he enjoys this mark of divinity in an

absolute and underived sense. Yet it would be no

ground for questioning his title, if it could even be

proved of him, that God had made him a Lord, as

St. Peter reports of the " very God" like unto him.

Therefore let all the house of Israel knozv assuredly that

God hath made that same Jesus zvhom ye have critc'ifiedy

both Lord and Christ.^ Prior to Christ's appearance

in this world he must have enjoyed the title of Lord,

which evinces '^ a common nature" with God, by

anticipation only, or in a very incomprehensible

sense. For to this end Christ both died and rose, and

revived, that he might be Lord both of the dead and the

living.
"f

We may now exhibit our improvement of ^^ the

'^ Catholic faith." We assert as loud as any Unita-

rian, that the Lord our God is one Lord: but one of

his Servants and Messengers to men, who appeared

in man's nature is also Lord, a second Messenger and

Servant like unto the first, is Lord, who has sent a

third Messenger another ^^ coequal" Lord; " and
" yet they," these four Lords, " are not" four '^ Lords
" but one Lord. "J

XX.

* Acts, ii. 37. t Rom. xiv. 9.

X Few persons have properly attended to the full import of some
sentences in one of our public forms of orthodox faith, on account

of their monotonous brevity. The mysteries announced would ap-

pear to much greater advantage if the nouns-substantive, to which

the
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XX.

Numb, xxvii. 30. And thou, Moses, shall put some

of thine honour upon him—Joshua, that all the

congregation of the children of Israel may he obe-

dient.

We might rest our cause upon this text by itself,

but another text introduced, and commented on in

a true orthodox style, will farther confound the He-
retics.

John, V. 44. How can ye believe who receive honour

one of another, and seek not the honour that cometh

from God only.

By this question our Saviour intended to teach,

that those who receive honour from men, and seek

it not from God only, cannot have a genuine faith.

But Joshua had faith to that degree, that the Sun

stood still at his word, yet he received honour from

Moses, and he did not seek the honour that cometh

from God only, if Moses was, in all things, like unto

his brethren.

When Christ says to the Jews, how can ye believe in

me P

the Pronoun " they" refers, were inserted at full length, as follows

:

-y-One is almighty, a second almighty, and a third person almigh-?

ty, " And yet they," these three almighties, " are not three al-

" mighties, hut one almighty." One Person is God, another is

God, and a third is God, " And yet they," these three Gods, " are

** not three Gods, but one God,"
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mef the orthodox meaning is, how can ye believe

that I am the '^ one, self-exisient, supreme, almighty

*^ God ?" In the three following verses he speaks of

another Messenger, as equally with himself the ob-

ject of faith ; therefore, if both be not hypostatically

united to an infinite nature, you should be informed,

my gentle reader, that it is proper for the Orthodox

to treat the Saviour of the world with as little cere-

mony as St. Paul has experienced from them, pro-

vided their reproaches are hypothetical, ' more Jesu-

^ iticorum.' " If Christ was not God, equal with

'' the Father," (beside being " the vilest of men*')

" he was accessary to his own death, and therefore

" guilty of self-murder, since there needed no testi-

" mony but his own to clear him from the crime laid

" to his charge, and in this case, the Sanhedrim did

^^ an act of justice, in condemning him to be guilty

« of death."*

XXI.

When the Jews sought the death of Stephen, they

suborned men to prove against him what was consi-

dered, among them, as the most heinous crime, that

he spoke blasphemous words against Moses and against

God. Acts, vii. 11. Lev. xxiv. 16.

XXII.

Numb. xiv. 2. All the chiUh^en of Israel murmured

against Moses,

N Verses

Short Defence, page 30.
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Verses S6, 27. The Lord spake—saying, how long

shall I bear with this evil congregation which mur-

viur against me.

The two ideas, conveyed in these two passages,,

are comprised in the following

—

Numb. xvii. 1, 5. The Lord spake unto Moses

y

saying—I will make to ceasefrom me the murmur-

ings of the children of Israel, zvhereby they murmur
against you.

Hence it appears that murmuring against Moses

was, ipso facto, murmuring against God, which cir-

cumstance proves an homoousian identity most or-

thodoxically. Unitarians pretend to see no difficulty

in reconciling all such passages to their natural rea-

son and experience, though they refuse to acknow-

ledge an accretion of almighty Persons. They un-

dertake to account for them, by supposing that Moses

bore a relationship to God, in some respect similar

to what the Governor of a province bears to the

King ; and therefore, that disobedience to the former

implies disobedience to the latter, who appoints him.

If I could lay hold on any of these audacious reason-

ers, I would drag him forth before the public, and I

would then exclaim, " Does this Gentleman conceive

'' that the actions of an almighty God are circum-

" scribed by the limits appointed to his comprehen-
" sion^ that the space bej^ond which his imagination

^' cannot pass, is equally an obstruction to the will

*^ of him to whom all things are possible s and that the

'' Omnipotent is to pause in his progress, till*' he

'' shall
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*^ shall have leisure to come up with him and mark
^' his footsteps ? I hope I have already evinced the

" absurdity of this appeal from the written word to

*^ natural religion, and shewed that the Scriptures

" only are the fountain from whence the course of our
'^ argument is to flow ; they are granted to be true,

*' and to be ultimate ; and if from them I find that

'^ God has put his own nature into union with that

" of man, I will believe that he has done so, that he

*^ has formed us a creature, with whom it was possi-

*^ ble for him who had put all things into his own
" poioer to come into union - - The space between
*^ God and" Moses '^ may be utterly misurmountable

" to our conceptions, but shall it therefore impede
** the Almighty ? It is not reason which stands in

*' the way of our belief, but the impious pride of

" ignorance, speaking evil of that which it understands

*' not^ beguiling unstable souls,
'^^

XXIII.

Numb. XX. 3, 11. And the people chode with

Moses - - And Moses lift up his hand, and with his

rod he smote the rock twice, and the water came

out abundantly.

Psalm, Ixxiii. 19, 20. Yea, they spake against God;

they said, can God furnish a table in the wilder-

ness ? Behold, he smote the rock, that the waters

gushed out, and the streams overflowed,

N 2 How

* Burgh, page 83.
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How forcibly will all the preceding observations

apply to these passages ? But, " it is proper to be

" remarked here, that notwithstanding this" miracle

was effected by a person in union with God, yet he

performed it in a passion, and he met with a severe

rebuke for his intemperance. " This is as strong a

*' proof of his real manhood, as the passages above-

'* mentioned are of his real Godhead ; and therefore

" when connected they shew that" he ** is God and

" man. Let but the reader attentively compare
'' this Scripture," (Numb. xx. 12.) " with those

'' just before quoted, and he will find, that the appli-

^^ cation of those to the divine, and of this to the

^' human nature of" the same person, " is the only

" method of making them consistent with each
*' other - - But now that perfect and imperfect"

works and '^ knowledge are both ascribed to him, it

^' proves him to have been partaker of natures essen-

*^ tially different from each other. With respect to

" his divine nature, he --knew" how to do " all

*^ things : with regard to his human nature, he was
*' capable of growth in wisdom" by means of a pro-

per rebuke. "And thus by comparing one Scripture

*^ with another, we find an easy solution of the

" difficulty."*

XXIV.

Numb. xxii. 33. Moses gave unto them, even unto

the children of Gad., and to the childreji of Reuben,

and

^ Short Defence, page 17, 18.
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and unto half the tribe of Manasseh, the kingdom

of Sihon, king of the Amorites, and the kingdom of

of Ogy kiiig of Bashan, the land zvith the cities

thereof

Joshua, i. 12, 13. And to the Reiihenites and

Gadites, and to half the tribe of Manasseh, spake

Joshua, saying. Remember the word xohlch Moses

the servant of the Lord commanded'you, saying,

the Lord your God hath given you rest, and liath

given you this larid.

When the Scriptures testify that Moses gave to

a certain people, at a certain time, a certain kingdom,

land, and cities to possess them, and also that

God gave the same people, at the same time,

the same kingdom, land, and cities to possess them,

it is in vain to deny the orthodox inference. Upon

such an incomprehensible mystery it is in the last

degree material to think and speak with orthodox

accuracy; for '^ without doubt, he shall perish ever-

*^ lastingly," who is guilty of " confounding the

" persons,—or dividing the substance.'*

XXV.

Numb. xxvi. 9. This is that Dathan and Abiram,

who strove against Moses, when they strove against

the Lord.

" Were there no other passage of Scripture to be

** found, this alone is sufficient to overturn the whole

" doctrine of Arianism; which, as far as the Scrip-

ture
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is concerned, depends upon this one assertion, that

the word God'* or Lord " in Scripture, never signi-

fies a complex notion of more persons than one;

but always means one person only, viz. either the

person of the Father singly, or" another " person

singly; which is absolutely false; for here it signi-

fies both - - So that the word God," or Lord

when it signifies God, '^ though of the singular

" number, is of a plural comprehension."*

Supported by such consummate reasoning and

authority, we may regard Unitarians with a smile of

contempt, while they make a flourish against us with

such reproachful and presumptuous observations as

the following,— ' That there is no necessity for a

' second infinite person to solve any difficulty in

' Scripture and nature, or to improve our morals;

—

^ That the Scriptures contain not a single assertion

' or a hint that there is more than one infinite per-

' son, and that reason says there cannot be a se-

' cond;—That a Being absolutely and in all respects

^ one, is the true, the Scriptural, and sublime

• idea of the perfect Almighty God;—That He is

^ every where in Scripture declared to be numerically

' one, without any reservation, allowing no room
* whatever for the suppositions that He is a com-

^ pound being, or a compound of beings, that he is

< divided, or in any respect divisible into two, three,

^ four, or more individual persons;—That the idea of

' a person is that of one, distinct, individual being,

with

* Jones, Chap. 1. No. 14. on 2 Cor. v. 19.
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with a consciousness of exclusive identity; and

that many individuals of this description, who are

each " perfect God/' will unavoidably make many

Gods;—That with respect to the contrivance for

saving the unity of God by maintaining that two

or more persons are '^ of one substance," it may

be said, with as much propriety and more plausibi-

lity, that all persons and all the material universe

are only one substance;—That a person with all

divine attributes, and a Supreme Being, are ideas

which cannot be separated; therefore, that a

second person, Avith all divine attributes, and a

second supreme Being, are ideas equally insepar-

able;—That the unity of God cannot be denied

more effectually by any means than by contending

that he is compounded of more than one person

;

and to insist on the existence of a number of per-

sons with distinct minds and distinct beings, each

of whom, separately, must be '' perfect God,"*

" to whom no attribute of Deity is wanting," and

to say at the same time that there is but one God,

is to talk a language, which no person of matured

understanding can believe correct, whatever they

may pretend;— That whoever, with competent

talents and advantages for investigating truth, shall

support

* It is time to stop these declaimers, and to ask them. In which

of our authorised documents have we pronounced more than one

person—a " perfect God?" Our appUcation of this title is marked

as much by heroic generosity as by prudence ; for we have bestow-

ed it upon the person who seems to stand in most need of our

assistance; and it is certainly prudent to withhold the title of

" perfect God " from any prior person, lest he might supersede the

use or necessity of any subsequent person of the same character.
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support such language, must be considered as one

who loveth and maketh a lie s—That the doctrine of

a pluraHty of infinite persons in God, and of the

exaltation of one of these infinite persons by the

assumption and sufferings of a human nature, as

professed by men of general learning \m enlightened

times, is more strikingly absurd and reprehensible

than the most ridiculous idolatry of Heathens^

—

That a person, who is '' perfect God," must not

only be a Deity but The Deity;—That absolute

supremac}^ is the first and most obvious attribute of

Deity, which in the nature of things can belong to

one person only; and to assert that three or more

persons are severally supreme, since/' to none of

them is any one attribute of Deity wanting," is

just as correct as to say, that among all those who
countenance such language, - each individual is

more ignorant or more perverse than all the rest;

—

That '' three persons" " co-eternal together and

co-equal" must not only be all severally destitute

of the attribute of absolute supremacy, but must

likewise be co-ordinate, though it must be ad-

mitted, and is admitted,* that three co-ordinate

almighty persons will make three Gods;—That

reason is a revelation from God prior to Scripture,

and if not as clear and express as the latter, at least

as authentic; and that this first revelation is the

standard by which we should decide on the genu-

ineness and real doctrines of the other;—That a

compound God, who derives his most valuable per-

fection from the '^ mutual circumincession" of

such

* By Bull, Pearson, Waterland, Horseley, &c.
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^ such a thing as a ^^ God-man/' and whose tripar-

* tite compounded nature has been effected by the

' acts of one supreme person's begetting and partly

* producing other supreme persons " co-eternal and
' co-equal" with himself, and confounding himself

^ with them in every possible way to confound the

' reason of man, is a doctrine in every view of it, as

* plainly contrary to the w^hole strain of Scripture as

* it is to reason ; and that all pretended revelations,

* or interpretations of Scripture, which would impose

* such notions on us, afford internal evidence of gross

* imposture;—That if the Jews of old had cultivated

^ that school-jargon, which has been adopted by
' Christians to palliate those egregious absurdities, it

* would have been reprobated by all the Prophets,

^ by Christ and his Apostles.* It cannot surely be

expected that I should reply severally to this farrago

of newfangled opinions. It is only necessary for me
to pronounce that they are all in direct opposition to

'^ the catholic faith; which faith, except everyone
" do keep whole and undefiled, without doubt he
" shall perish everlastingly: And the catholic faith

" is this, that we worship one God in" Quater^^nity,

" and" Quater^'nity in unity."

XXVL

Deut. xxxii. 1. Give ear, O ye Heavens, and I
xvilL speaky and hear, O earthy the words of my
mouth.

Moses spake these v^^ords in the hearing of all the

congregation of Israels on which occasion, we may
be
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be sure that he would consider well the full import

of them. Perverse as the Heretics are, yet I sup-

pose they will admit, that no man, nay not even the

highest Angel, can cause the heavens and the inani-

mate earth to hear his voice. This wonderful effect

can be produced by him only, to whom all things are

possible. If we pursue this thought to its full ortho-

dox consequences, we shall be persuaded that the

power of the speaker is utterly incomprehensible.

Our adversaries cannot conceive how such an

opinion of his power can be admitted; for he is fre-

quently represented in Scripture as weak, timid, and

alarmed. But '^ it is manifest'* an *^ exception" of

this kind *' is not meant to set one person in God
" above another person in God; but only to distin-

" guish the power of the divine nature from
" that of the human --as" he "is man, all things

" are" ruled " by another; as" he " is God, he

" himself is that other, and able to" do " all things

" --himself. And this will be sufficient to confirm
'' the Reader in what I have already observed, that

^^ the cause of Arianism borrows its chief support

" from the humiliation of" the Deliverer in the flesh.

" Search the very best of their arguments to the

" bottom, by a diligent comparing of the Scripture

" with itself, and they all amount to this great ab-

" surdity—man is inferior to God; therefore God is

** inferior to himself; and this they prove, by im-

" puting to" the Deliverer's " Divinity what is said

" only of his Humanity."*

XXVII.

Jones, Chap. 1. No. 29.
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XXVII.

Matt. xix. 45. He who made them at the beginning

made them male and female, and said, for this

cause shall a man leave his Father and his Mother,

and shall cleave to his Wife,

Gen. ii. 23, 24. And Adam said. This is nozv bone

of my bone, and flesh of my flesh, she shall be

called woman, because she was taken out of man,

therefore shall a man leave his Father and his

Motheri and shall cleave unto his Wife,

Who spoke these last words ? therefore shall a man

leave his Father and his Mother, and shall cleave unto

his Wife. It could not have been Adam, for Christ

attributes them to the person who made Adam. The

Narrator of the whole circumstance is well known,

and the reflection falls from him very naturally. If

therefore I have succeeded in my holy endeavours to

cry down common sense and reason, the orthodox

consequence from the two passages gives us an un-

expected idea of the person, who at the beginning

made mankind male and female. Heretics will say

that this reflection of Moses must be esteemed the

word of God: What more can be said for him by

the most zealous of his advocates ?

XXVIII.

Ex. xxxiv. 1. And the Lord said unto Moses, hew

thee two tables of stone, like unto the first, and I

. will

•
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will write upon these tables the words that were in

thefirst tables zvhich thou brakest.

Verses 27, 28. And the Lord said unto MoseSy write

thou these ivords—and he was there with the Lord

forty days and forty nights ; he did neither eat

bread, nor drink water ; and he wrote upon the

tables the words of the covenant, the ten command-

ments.

Will this parallel silence the Heretics ? It shews

that the writing of God upon the two tables was the

writing of Moses, and that Moses wrote the identical

characters and words, on the same tables which God

had written. If St. Paul had the wording of the 28th

verse, he would have said, ' God was in Moses [iv uaar)

* writing the ten commandments.* But even this

phraseology has not escaped the foul breath of Uni-

tarians. By their criticisms upon our translation of

a parallel '^ passage,*' which " alone is sufficient to

*^ overthrow the whole doctrine of Arianism,"* they

attempt to implicate even- an Apostle of the God of

truth in the damnable crime of '^ dividing the sub-

" stance." Indeed I acquit them of " confounding

^^ the persons;" but of what small avail is this and

every justice which can be shewn them, while they

wilfully maintain that each person must have his pro-

per substance; that some of these substances differ

from

* Jones, No. 14, on 2 Cor. v. 19.
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from each other as essentially in kind, as individuality;

and that a second infinite person implies a contradic-

tion. Yet their perverse objections can do us no in-

jury, because the impossibility to define without con-

tradiction, the properties of a few Godheads and

Manhoods in substances and persons conjointly sepa-

rate, and in persons and substances separately united,

constitutes the noblest orthodox evidence that these

incomprehensible mysteries did not originate with

man, for no human reason could have discovered

them ; Neither could they have originated with Beel-

zebub, nor with any of his fraternity; for it is ad-

mitted, even by our adversaries, that the Devil

himself could not understand them, nor tell what to

make of them, though his extraordinary cunning is

proverbial. For my own part, I think it a very suf-

ficient apology for my faith in these mysteries to

say, '* credo quia impossibile.''

XXIX.

Ex. XX. 1, 121. God spake all these words, saying

- - honour thy Father and thy Mother.

Mark, vii. 8, 9, 10, 13. Laying aside the command^

ment ofGod,ye hold the tradition ofmen - - and he,

Jesus, said unto them, full zvell ye reject the com-

mandment of God, thatye may keepyour own tradi-

tion. For Moses said, honour thy Father and thy

Mother - - hut ye say what in truth is making the

word of God ofnojie effect through your tradition.

In
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In what a wonderful manner has the Providence of

God secured for the world in our days the restoration

of long lost truth, by causing the Evangelist to record

these words of Jesus Christ ! The most providen-

tial part of this circumstance is, that their mean-

ing and tendency have been entirely overlooked

until the present time; that is, until the Orthodox

should have thoroughly explored and decidedly as-

certained every possible argument for the divinity of

Christ, so that nothing might be added to the mass of

evidence, which ingenuity, art, or learning, might sug-

gest, or assertion and authority might decide. At this

precise time, when Orthodoxy seems at a stand, the in-

quisitive world beholds, with the rapture which heavenly

light is calculated to inspire, how Christ himself as-

sumes as an acknowledged doctrine, that his Prede-

cessor is homoousian with God, in far plainer lan-

guage than he himself or any inspired writer ever in-

culcated his own very Godhead. His manner of in-

troducing this doctrine here is much more satisfac-

tory, than if he had said in downright words * a per-

son like unto me is a God / for by so flat an assertion

he would only set us about inquiring in what sense

either of them w^as God : and as orthodoxy requires

the exertion of fme talents, joined with an " heroic

faith,'' and a proud submission to a church which

should shew a sovereign contempt for the reason of

man, Christ could not reasonably calculate on the

coincidence of such rare endowments, and therefore

he could not trust to so weak an expression, the con-

struction of his own homoousian nature, " which ex-

" cept a man believe faithfully, he cannot be saved
:"

whereas
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whereas the word God in the text is acknowledged by

Unitarians and the orthodox to belong to the true

God 5 and the commandinent of God, repesited in the

eighth and ninth verses, is thus explained in the tenth.

For Moses said, honour thy Father and thy Mother

;

and again, this injunction of Moses is called in the

thirteenth verse, the word of God. '^ I appeal to the

" unprejudiced reader, whether it be a sufficient an-

'' swer to this argument to say, that" the inspired

writers '^ elsewhere speak of " him *^ as subordi-

•^ nate to the Father, and the minister of his will;

*« which, as 1 have before observed, is only declaring

" him to be likewise man, and does not in the least

^' invalidate the proof of his being God-man."* That

any men of learning, of plain understanding, and of

common honesty, should now entertain a doubt con-

cerning the true nature of Moses, or the divinity of

the Prophet like unto him, would surprise me as much

as if I should see the Gospel give place in its turn to

the entire heathen mythology. If they hear not Moses

and the Prophets, Christ and the Apostles, with a 'ge-

nuine' orthodox consistency^ neither will they he per-

suaded though one rosefrom the dead,-\

" I have now proved to my own, and I hope also

'^ to my reader's entire satisfaction, that the Son" of

a woman '' is God—That the Father is God, and

" that there is but one God, are conceded points j

'^ and having been admitted, I have been exempted

" from

* Short Defence, page 42. f Luke, xvi. 31.
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^^ from the necessity of proving them. But as there

'^ is but one God, and that each of the" four '' per-

^' sons is God, does not a" Q,uater"-nity in unity

" necessarily follow ? - - The premises are all fairly

^^ stated, and which am I to charge it to, the account

'^ of obstinacy, want of discernment, or a composi-

" tion of both, that" Heretics " will not look upon

" the necessary conclusion, which is, that the object

'* of our religious worship is a holy, blessed, and glo-

" rious" Quater'^-nity," four persons and one God ?

*^ That each of the persons is God, seems to me a

" fully sufficient reason why I should prefer to each

" my prayer, my praise, and my thanksgiving; that"

all ^' the persons are one God, is in like manner a

" reason why I should address my adoration to this

« tri
—" O ! I had almost committed a mistake, I

should say—quater"-nal unity."* " When all these

" things are laid together, in that variety of expres-

" sions, in which they lie scattered in the" Scrip-

tures, " it is not possible to retain any reverence for

'^ those books, if we imagine that they are writ in a

" style so full of approaches to the deifying of a mere
«^ man, that without a very critical studying of lan-

" guages and phrases, it is not possible to understand

" them otherwise. Idolatry, and a plurality of Gods,

«^ seem to be the main things that the Scriptures

" warn us against ; and yet here is a pursued thread

" of passages and discourses, that do naturally lead a

>

*' man to think, that" a man " is the true God."f
- I by

Burgh, page 214, 315. f Burnet on tjie 3d article.
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*^ I by no means consider every one of the Scrip-

*^ tural proofs \v4iich I have made use of, as equally

^*^ able to sustain the argument by itself - - But * - if

*^ many texts of Scripture, upon incontestible proof

" of" his " Godhead—from any one admit of an

" ealy interpretation by referring them to that great

" truth, why should v^^e hesitate to interpret them by
'' it, instead of wresting them to senses that they will

" not endure, Procrustes-like, torturing them down
" to the diminutive bulk of our own imagina-

" tions?"*

We feel a very becoming resentment against Unita^

rian Commentators, who deal with Scripture, as Pro-

crustes did with his victims. Those for instance, who

mutilate such a text as John, i. 1. to make it suit with

xvii. 3. Mark, xii. 29. 1 Tim. ii. 5. Rev. i. 6. or such

a text as 1 Cor. i. 2. to make it suit with John,xvi. 23.

James, ii. 7. and who mangle John, xx. 28. to fit it to

verses 17? 21, and i. 18. or who prune John,iii. St. to

the dimensions of verses 34, 35, and who torture half a

dozen more miserable orthodox texts, to match them

with not merely one or two, but with some hundreds

of Unitarian authorities. These people discover so

barbarous a desire for chopping or dislocating, that

we are exceedingly impatient to see a little of this

fitting literally exercised upon themselves,

I submit to all dispassionate judges, ^^ whether any
" thing less than clear and evident demonstration on
'' the side of Arianism, ought to move a wise and good

O '^ man

* Burgh, page 1S5.
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'^ man against so great an appearance of truth on the

«« side of orthodoxy/'* " I do not mean that many
^^ Scripture texts may not be speciously urged at the

" other side: But what I mean is, that upon summing
*^ up the evidence on both sides, and after balancing
*^ the whole account, the advantage is soplainly^ours,

" according to all the approved rules of grammar or

*^ criticism, that there is nothing at all left at the

*' other side, whereby to turn the scale, except it be
*' some pretended absurdity, or absurdities in. point

" of reason, charged upon us, by the help of dialec-

*' tical or metaphysical subtilties; which yet, after

^' all, are mere fallacy and sophistry ; and have no real

^^ strength in them."f But if, notwithstanding the

illustrious career of my labours in defence of ortho-

doxy, the Unitarians, by the help of some of these

dialectical subtilties, should turn the scale at last in

favour of Arianism ; my resolution is already formed,

in which the staunch Orthodox will most cordially

join me, '^ to throw the Bible into the fire, or to re-

gard it as some comical romance/'J Absolute Deism

is more tolerable to us than Unitarianism.

"I must

* Waterland's 31st Query.

t Waterland's Importance of the Doctrine of the Trinity, Chap.l.

t I have somewhere met with this spirited sentiment, but do not

recollect the place. In the discourses of the Orthodox no idea is

more common : and certainly it must be a powerful argument, be-

cause it supports us under all reverses of fortune in our encounters

with Unitarians. If we do not exhibit equal strength with Samson

at the last hour of his life, in annoying our adversaries, at least we

are not inferior to him in desperate courage.
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" I must now call back the mind of my reader;^

" and having brought my argument to an end, refer

*' him to the issue upon which he is to determine.*'

" Either" the person zvho is the Lord's^ ivhoisholy^

even he zvhom he hath chosen^ " is one with the Father

" God, or he is not. On supposing that the ne-

" gative side of this dilemma may be assumed, (and

^^ for argument's sake it must be supposed, how-
^' ever irksome) a consequence ensues, horrible to

^^ thought. The God of peace becomes a firebrand

" of contention ; tenfold confusion proceeds from
'^ God, who is not the author of confusion ; the spirit of

" truth is a liar ; the simple and guileless zeal of the

'^ Apostles, is crafty and designing duplicity < the

'^ wisdom of God, folly beneath the fooli^ness

*^ of men ; and the revelation of the God of truth,

" from end to end, scarce the word of designing false-

" hood, it must have proceeded from a dupe to his

*^ own artifices."*

I should pay a \erj bad compliment to your un-

derstanding, my courteous and discerning reader, if I

could suppose it possible for you to have read with

attention the preceding pages, and to have the least

doubt on your mind concerning the opinion which

O 2 ' pught

* Burgh, page 221. Quaere, Is not this eloquent writer pledged

with me to throw his Bible into the fire, in case of a reverse of for-

tune ?

I am obliged to practice great self-denial, while I omit two hun-

dred pages of his orthodox work, which would do equal honour to

Moses.
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ought to be entertained of Moses : however j^ou have

seen that for argument's sake, such infatuation must

be supposed, however irksome. To those wdio are

weak in faith, let me submit the following '' Query,"

as a farther assistance to their judgment,

—

'' Whether
" supposing the case to be doubtful, it be not a wise

^' man's part to take the safer side ; rather to think

" too highly than too meanly of" a Messenger from

God, and a Mediator between God and man ?* "If
" our respect, duty, and gratitude happen, through

" our ignorance and excessive zeal, to rise too high

;

*^ this is the overflowing of our good natured quali-

" ties, and may seem a pitiable failing. But on the

'^ other hand, if we happen to fall short in our regards

*' there is not only ingratitude, but blasphemy in it.

'^ It* is degrading and dethroning our Maker, Pre-

*' server. King, and Judge, and bringing him to a

*' level with his creature."f •

It is a very idle remark that this kind of reasoning

has encouraged idolatry, and has occurred to all ido-

laters, even the most besotted : for if a dread to re-

semble idolaters is to govern our actions, it will re-

quire us all to walk on our hands, because idolaters

walk on their feet. There is more sense in another

observation. That the Lord our God is a Jealous God;

but mark the consequence. As I have proved, most

orthodoxically, that the second person in the Qua-

ternity is the Lord our God, what terrible judgments

may we not expect if we deliberately affront him ?

There

* Waterland's 30th Query. f First defence of 30th Query.
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There still remains untouched a great variety of

Scriptural proofs of a Quaternity ; but if I should

continue to press them on you, niy gentle reader, it

might be suspected that I have a design to monopo-

lize the dispensation of a third part of the blessings

of Orthodoxy, though I have no such enormous am-

bition. The farther prosecution of this subject I re-

commend to some person who has the opportunity of

consulting good libraries,* and who has patience to

ransack Scripture with the keenness, the minute re-

search, and heroic faith of an orthodox writer. A
person thus qualified, who is disposed to enter the

lists in support of my argument, with as much zeal

as some of the champions for the Godhead of Christ

have displayed, may easily extend his vindication to

a dozen large folio volumes; but when the subject

shall be controverted, he may write without end. As
an encouragement to engage with ' spirit' in the con-

troversy, let us recollect all that charity, mildness,

and humility, that simplicity of life and doctrine, that

obedience to the first and second commandment^ that

truth and good sense, good government, harmony
among nations, societies and families, individual en-

joyment.

* This advantage I have never enjoyed, as the learned reader v^'ill

readily suppose. While he has been perusing the foregoing pages,

he has no doubt recollected many observations of orthodox writers,

much more pertinent and conclusive than those which I have pre-

sented to him, I have not considered it necessary to give any

quotations from the old Orthodox, because I believed that no one

would refuse me credit for being able to produce from them suffi-

cient authorities, not merely for the exalted grandeur of Moses's

person, but of those who sit in Moses's seat, nay, even of his itaff and

shoes, and of the ground he walked upon.
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joyment, uniformity of faith, respect for genuine

liberty, safety from inquisitions and persecutions,

love of God and our neighbour, and that great exten-

sion of the Christian rehgion, for all which the world

is indebted to orthodox writings and practices. Let

us reflect what a world we should probably have at

this time, if there never had stood up a single cham-

pion for orthodoxy, or if the divine Plato, many cen-

turies before the Christian sera, had not made so near

a hit at the invention of a proper key for enabling

Christians to unlock their Scriptures.* If orthodox

writings

* St. Austin has acknowledged very candidly that he was a Uni-

tarian, until he was enlightened by the works of Plato. Multitudes,

in all ages, have derived their knowledge of the plurality of infinite

persons, from the same source. " The advocates of the Catholic

^' faith, in modern times, have been too apt to take alarm at the

" charge of Platonism. I rejoice and glory in the opprobrium."

Horsley's 13th Letter to Priestley. We account for the knowledge

of Plato, concerning a Trinity, by supposing that he acquired it

from some traditions of the orthodox religion. The remarkable

resemblance which orthodoxy bears to Heathenism, shews that both

must have had a common source. The Heathens believed in the

incarnation of some, in the apotheosis of others, and in the capri-

cious partialities and antipathies of most of their deities ; and our

faith in these articles is equally heroic. It is besides our doctrine

that there is a Father of all, and three other persons of the same

divine nature, and we " maintain that each person by himself is

" God, because each possesses fully every attribute of the divine

f' nature." 14th Letter to Priestley. In like manner the Heathens

believed that Saturn was the father of Jupiter, Neptune, and Pluto,

and that they shared among them the government of the universe.

The most striking part of the resemblance, which proves the near

relationship between Heathenism and Orthodoxy is, that old Saturn,

the father of the other three, was neglected in process of time, and

that he never had either many or zealous worshippers. Now,

though
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writings and practices had been entirely unknown,

we should all have been confounded, at this day, with

men who are now Turks and Jews, nay, who are

Heathens, Barbarians, and black Savages ; we should

have no opportunity of guarding ourselves against

the machinations of Antichrist ; nor could we con-

sole ourselves with the prospect of an ' approaching'

Millennium, wearied by crimes, and frauds^ and vio-

lence.

Our enemies have the assurance to assert, that we

have no desire for that peaceful and happy time, nor

even a right conception of its nature ; but I shall

convict them of calumny from their own description

of it, compared with our acknowledged principles

and practice ; from which comparison, both the ut-

most sublimity of our conceptions respecting the

Millennium, and our method of advancing it will be

apparent. It implies, as they say, the reign of Chris-

tian truth, of universal toleration, peace, righteous-

ness, and love. Now, let me ask, Does not the reign

of Christian truth imply the destruction of " rational

Christianity," which we endeavour to demolish with

all our might ?* Does not universal toleration properly

signify, a liberty for all persons to adopt our ortho-

dox notions, or to acquiesce in them ?* Has not the

peace of the Church, which we think can be secured

only

though we * profess' to worship Our Father equally with the other

divine persons, yet in practice we generally serve him as the

Heathens did old Saturn.

* Servetus had this liberty from Calvin; but the Heretic was

more wedded to his Unitarian opinion than to his hfe.
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only by her undisputed sway, been the object of all

holy wars, and of all proceedings which are mali-

ciously called persecutions for conscience sake ? Is

not righteousness a lucky fate destined for a few,

according to which those few ^' accept the righteous-

ness" of a God-man in their place, humbly disclaim-

ing all power or possibility of practising any thing

like righteousness ? If this definition of righteousness

should not suit a large proportion of the Orthodox,*

we

* I have sometimes found it difficult to suit my discourse, at

one and the same time, to the respective opinions of the staunch

and the old Orthodox. It is a pity that the seeds ofjealousy should

be kept alive between them, while they are both embarked in the

same orthodox cause, and while they agree in the most important

respects. Their orthodoxy is perfectly similar, and of the true stamp,

as they are both the most strermous advocates for the Athanasiaii

creed, for the judicial parts, no less than the metaphysical. Both build

upon " original sin, imputed and inherent,"" as the corner stone of

their whole system ; but of the two, the latter certainly are the most

expert and philanthropic theologians; for by their baptism they

wash out the original sin of all infants born in their own church.

By this act they are happy to rescue from the curse of God about

one-tenth of the human race who die in infancy; whereas the

former can scarcely flatter themselves that one dying infant in many

thousand escapes " most grievous torments, in soul and body, with-

« out intermission, in hell-fire for ever." (Larger Catechism, No.

29.) '' Elect infants, dying in infancy, are - - saved by Christ, - -

" others, not elected - - cannot be saved ; - - to assert that they

<* may is very pernicious, and to be detested." (Confession of

Faith, Chap. x. No. 3, 4.) Many of this class of the orthodox " have

" little doubt but there may be found in Hell infants of a span

" lono." They both manifest the same ardent zeal to compel Uni-

tarians to renounce their heresy ; and if the former do not shew this

zeal by actions as well as by words, it is because they have not tem-

poral power. We all know the signal instance by which Calvin,

their
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we may take them all in by adding. Does it not con-

sist in a viaticum or absolution by a Priest of the

Catholic Church ? And lastly. What motive can it

be, beside a most wonderful predilection for persons

of the weakest minds, which urges us to compass sea

and land to make one proselyte to Orthodoxy ? There

is

their great ornament, proved his zeal for one of the persons of his

God : and in all times, their connplaints have been loud and bitter

against temporal rulers, for withholding from them the only

effectual argument against Heretics. If they had been gratified

in the respect to the extent of their wishes, they might have rivall-

ed the Dominicans in rendering this argument efficient to the ad-

vancement of orthodoxy. Again, Both pride themselves on their

faith, in spite of reason. The devotion of both to the Son of Man
is more frequent and warm than it is to his God and our God.

Both equally provide for the future well-being of their own party,

to the utter exclusion of all others. Both exhibit in a superlative

degree this prominent feature of orthodoxy in all ages—a holy zeal

for established Government, whenever it undertakes to prosecute

reason and heresy. Orthodoxy affords to each of them against the

other, and to both against all other Orthodox, a secure and equal

protection for all the peculiarities of their respective creeds; for

certainly those who agree in the reason-confounding mysteries of a
*' God-man," have no right to complain of minor mysteries. No
one can for an instant belong consistently to either of them, who
believes truly that the Lord our God is one Lord, and there is none

other but He, who is the God and Father of our Lord Jesus ChrisL

Both come by different roads to this important conclusion, that

though good works are good things, yet they are not essential to

salvation : To say that they are, would be the damnable language

of pride in the opinion of one; it would be blasphemy against the

spiritual and dispensing powers of their God upon earth, in the

opinion of the other. When there is such harmony between them
upon these momentous subjects, how ridiculous is it for them to

stand aloof fron^ each other for trifling differences about Church-

Government, Masses, Absolutions, Purgatory, Genuflections, Pic-

tures, &c.

!
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is no uncommon penetration necessary to understand

these questions. Let them be answered properly,

and it will be known whether we view the Millennium

in a true light, and whether we long for its com-

mencement. '

By this time I should expect the intelligent

Reader qualified to decide how far I have advanced

the cause of orthodoxy in these pages, accord-

ing to every possible sense of that word. 1 think I

have shewn that the homoousian nature of the second

person is, in truth, capable of physical and Scriptural

demonstration, equally with the Godhead of the third

and fourth Persons in the Quaternity. If I am not

mistaken in this presumption, I have afforded the

most timid among the faithful, the completest satis-

faction, that the only part of the Christian fortress,

which has generally been supposed to be fictitious

and hollow, and which consequently has been the

great Butt for the deistical Philosophers, is really im-

pregnable. Instead of masking this point in future

with deceptions monsters, and mock engines of war,

like cowardly braggarts, and instead of exposing our

fears by the rigours of our service, we may now
invite the Deist to examine closely the real fortificai-

tion, impenetrable as a wall of adamant, and wholly

impassable ,

Quantum vertice ad auras

-^therias, tantum radice in Tartara tendit.

I foresee with great pleasure, that after the Deists have

so long amused themselves with playing off the ar-

tillery of their sarcastic wit against the Gospel, while

it has been under the cover of orthodoxy; the sudden

emergence
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emergence of Moses, from his long eclipse, in ortho-

dox majesty, will strike them with amazement and

remorse; and will at once make known to themselves

and to the world, how they were only fighting wind-

mills, when they imagined they were demolishing

the bulwarks of the Christian faith.

My additional proofs of orthodoxy will also suffi-

ciently expose the blind prejudices of Jews, Turks,

and the disciples of Confucius, against Christ. None

of them can pretend any longer to object to our

appointment of him to the station of almighty God,

as an invincible obstacle to their faith in him ; when

they shall see the manner in which we can make out

the same appointment for the person whom he re-

sembles. The Jews in particular, if I am not greatly

deceived, will consider it as an extraordinary and

blessed sign that Providence at last relents in their

favour, when they shall find that all orthodox Chris-

tians, who shall read these few pages with attention,

and a real love of truth, will suddenly become so en-

lightened, that thenceforward they will pay to the

first Jewish lawgiver as much divine worship as they

will pay to Christ and to the Holy Ghost. I am
firmly of opinion, that no earthly powers can frus-

trate this grand improvement in religious knowledge

and practice, though it may happen that a few of my
readers may not be candid and open to conviction?.

Even with them I shall gain one important point

for the '^ plurality;'* for they will own at least the

power of the God of this zvorld, St. Paul fought zvlth

beasts at Ephesus in the appearance of men, yet his

preaching there was crowned at last with success.

There are still men to be found like unto the horse

and
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and mule which have no understanding, who are com-
pletely disqualified by their bigotted restiveness and

obstinate temper, from deciding with judgment upon

the question of a " God-man." Whenever I ap-

proach any of these animals, even with the most

cautious gentleness, they soon discover the vicious

and mulish propensity of their nature, bj^ cowardly

turning round and kicking, I admit that a kick

might break a man's bones; but it would be a very

weak thought indeed to suppose, that a contemptible

assault of this kind, against an humble individual,

could defeat the pretensions of Moses. From the

truly orthodox demonstrations which I have given of

his basanistic nature, I am satisfied that my real

opinions respecting him, and the Prophet like unto

him, will soon prevail universally, in spite of kicking,

or any other rude and unruly practices; and then at

last we shall enjoy the truly exquisite gratification,

of having witnessed the utmost summit and glory of

orthodoxy.

It must be evident to all persons of the least re-

flection, that if the union of a finite and self-existent

nature, in the Jewish Lawgiver, be really supported

by the same kind and degree of proof as the more

noted hypostatic doctrine, so that he shall appear as

much homoousian with God, as the Prophet like unta

himself, and thus both mysteries shall stand or fall

together; this circumstance will throw such a strong

light upon the religion of the old and the stanch, the

zealous and the lukewarm orthodox, as will confound

all the distinctions, and annihilate all the great con-

troversies in the Christian church. As soon as it shall

appear to every serious and candid inquirer after

truth.
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truths that authorities may be produced from Scrips

ture for the worship of one God in Quaternity and

Quaternity in Unity, equal, or rather much superior

to what have ever been produced for the worship of

*^ one God in Trinity and Trinity in Unity," no

person of this character can then be at loss to find

out the only ^ genuine' Catholic Faith; neither will

such a person hesitate to pronounce, whether the

God of myriads of worlds, even the sole God of the

universe, or a part of him, performed all the func-

tions of animal life from infancy to manhood, and

expired as a man in Judasa. When this point shall

be properly cleared up. Orthodoxy will have no bad

sense annexed to it. The question of our infallibility,

with a suitable train of correlative doctrines, will be

placed beyond the possibility of doubt. The Roman-
ist and the Protestant, though, apparently, as opposed

to each other as north and south, will reflect with

wonder that their principles, in the most important

respects, have been precisely the same; but they will

discover also that they were both equally ignorant of

the true extent of ^ genuine' orthodoxy; and their

unavoidable agreement upon the subject of these

pages will produce such a good understanding be-

tween them, and give them such a relish for true

wisdom and knowledge, that in future they will have

no point of difference : then they will see the folly of

all illiberal prejudices, and the sol^ contest between

them will be, which shall best be intitled to the name
of Christians. " The foresaid bargain,'* concluded

before the creation, between two ^' co-equal" per-

sons, in a God of " unity," one of whom has '' infinite

'' wrath," by which it was definitively settled that

the
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the whole race of mankind without exception should

*^ be totally corrupt," void of free-wiil to any thing

good, and liable to infinite wrath ; and that the great

bulk of mankind, young and old, should be left in

the lurch, and should suffer inevitable and eternal

torments -, but that a few should be elected to salva-

tion, unconditionally, without works, by sovereign

grace, independent of their free-w ill, through the im-

puted righteousness of " a God-man," in defiance of

the justice of God, notwithstanding that their best

works should deserve hell. Luckily, however, for some

of the elect, the bargain was concluded on such par-

tial principles, as to admit a few favoured people,

who might chance to discover or guess at the capri-

ciousness of it, to give a loose to every appetite,

and still to secure their election and the knowledge

of their salvation by merely " accepting Christ."*

—

This " foresaid bargain," I say, including such a

variety of wonderful matter, is a theory of religion,

which

* Such a liberty is not contended for by the low or moderate

Calvinist; neither is he quite so zealous to ensure hereafter a warm

reception for all Mahometans, Heathens, and all those who were

once called God's elect, and for all Christians who pretend that man

is a moral agent, and subject not merely to the power, but also to

the laws of God; but he reflects discredit on his own theory, as

stated in the former part of the sentence, by attempting to break

loose from its trammels, in an arbitrary manner, at the most critical

points. The high and low Calvinist also are both inconsistent in

making election entirely unconditional, for they will contend in

the next breath, that the indispensable condition of it is, to profess

a total vileness, and confidently to impute to themselves, and accept

as their own, the righteousness of Christ. Points of strong resem-

blance maybe observed between them and many Wesleyan Metho-
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which will no longer be a subject of controversy

among theologians. The Calvinist and theArminian,

ahke instructed in the first of all the commandments^

and humbled by a sense of their previous unac-

countable blindness, will regard each other with

mutual forbearance, until their distinctions shall

totally disappear; and a dispute concerning free-will

will

dists, respecting the doctrine of original sin, the nature of justify-

ing faith, and the imputed righteousness of Christ, though these

latter profess to be most anti-calvinistical. Indeed it will be found,

on due inquiry, that whoever implicitly admits the commonly re-

ceived doctrine of the imputed righteousness of Christ, will be led

on, necessarily, step by step, to deny that man in this world is in a

state of probation. After this first advance, he will not be able to

discover any assignable point at which he can consistently stop,

short of high Calvinism; that is of the belief of universal fate;

which is Atheism.

^S$^ Upon the above note, it has been remarked to me, that Gal-

vinists allow man to be a moral agent, at least in general discourse;

yet I do not think I am called upon in candour to make any alter-

ation in the sentence which alludes to this subject : for if they pro-

fess two inconsistent opinions, I may fa:rly argue from that which is

most in the style of stanch orthodoxy ; and I am warranted by them

to suppose that neither Reprobates, nor the Elect, which include all

mankind, are moral agents, since they are both destitute of every

quality of moral agency. That reprobates should ' wilfully' chuse

evil, who have no more power nor free-will to avoid it than a stone

has to quit the earth, is a flight of orthodoxy, to the comprehension

of which I confess my faculties are not commensurate. If the elect

should chuse evil, it can do them no harm, for they are safe at all

events, " to the praise of God's glorious grace." If they should

chuse good, (in whatever sense we may suppose them to chuse

without a free-will) such a choice is perfectly gratuitous and un-

necessary; for God makes no account of their righteousness, or

works of any kind; therefore in his sight at least they are not

moral agents.
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will soon be as much out of date, as the disputes be-

tween the Scotists and Thomists, concerning the im-

maculate conception of the blessed Virgin. The tes-

timony which numbers now give of their direct wit-

ness of Christ, in the character of an infinite, yet par-

tially fond Sovereign, will no longer perplex a well-

disposed mind ; and all persons will confess that it is

not wise to rely altogether for salvation upon the infi-

nity of his merits alone, when it shall be known that

another Mediator has the same pretensions to infinite

attributes. The members of the various churches

and sects will stare at each other for a time in silent

wonder, and the pleasingsuccession of their emotions

will be a most interesting prognostic of the future

peace of the world. The reformation of Christianity

both in respect to theory and practice, will attract

universal attention. All learned infidels, of every

country, and of every description, imagining they

have invincible objections to the Gospel, (as incul-

cating the doctrines of a *' God-man," and of a " united

Godhead," formed of persons who could never have

been united, unless they had first been separate, and

who could never have been separate, nor consequent-

ly united afterwards, if their union were at all times

essential to the perfection of the Deity,) will gradually

learn from the newl}^ manufactured homoousian

union, that their invincible objections are " the base-

less fabric of a vision." All prejudices, in fine,

against Christianity will vanish completely, when the

grand prejudice against it on account of a trinal God

shall be confessed to be utterly unfounded.

Our triumph over the Heretics is now complete.

But
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But after the accomplishment of all our projected de-

monstrations, here begin our apprehensions for

orthodoxy. I confess there is some ground for

alarm with respect to the light in which she will

appear in times of peace and harmony, for she does

not prosper, nor is she seen to advantage in calm and

untroubled elements, where any tottering edifice or

tree might stand, or any fragile bark might live -, but

she delights in the convulsions of nature, and in a tem-

pestuous sea of troubles, where she has generally ex-

hibited her enormous strength and grandeur. All

human glory is transitory, and this idea arises very

opportunely in my mind at the winding up of my
performance, for it is melancholy and sublime.

—

Homer, Virgil, and Milton, at the conclusion of their

immortal poems, have left an impression of gloom

upon their readers* imaginations. Alas ! Is it then

to be the fate of the world, after our immense ortho-

dox labours, that priests in future times shall not be

led by an holy desire for the glory of God, to destroy

or excommunicate and doom to '^ perish everlasting-

ly," all those Christians who do not belong to their

own orthodox cast, and who do not " keep the Ca-

tholic" quatuorarian " faith whole and undefiled?"

When, unhappily for our cause, we shall suffer our

neighbours to lie under the control of their own rea-

son in studying the Scriptures, when we shall resign

the disposal of their souls and bodies, when holy

offices, civil restraints, coercions and corrections, for

the sake of religious theories, shall cease in all the

world, what scandal will be reflected upon the ortho-

dox Catholic Church, and what a dismal prospect

P have
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have we, that Christians, Jews, Turks, and Heathens,

shall all be confounded together, and become one

fold under one shepherd I Then, indeed, I fear, there

will be a plurality in unity, more extensive than we
ever desired or even dreamed of, when not merely one

Son of Man, nor two Sons of Men, but ALL the Sons

of Men, shall be one with God.

FINIS.

ERRATA.
Page Line

XV 26, for dependence, read defence.

39 20, of note, for and, read are.

52 13, for or, read no.

60 26, for troubles some, read troublesome.

80 17, dele the word of.

101 31, note, for such a one, read such a doctrine.

130 19, for any, read very.
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